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Drones take flight in oil, gas sector

By Velda Addison, Associate Online Editor

Drones are among the transplanted digi-

tal-innovation tools that have increasingly

gained attention in the oil patch as feder-

al regulators devise rules governing com-

mercial uses.

Study: ‘Cost culture’ 

needs to change 

By Emily Moser, Hart Energy 

Executives say companies are

lacking project management.

US, Mexico transboundary 

hydrocarbons agreement for 

GoM takes shape

By Velda Addison, Associate Online Editor

Regulators are working out the details

of the agreement as lease sales

approach on both sides of the border.

KrisEnergy increases interest offshore Vietnam
KrisEnergy Ltd. is increasing its working interest in Block 105-110/4 off-

shore Vietnam. It also is taking over operatorship of the production-

sharing contract between ENI Vietnam BV and KrisEnergy (Song Hong

105) Ltd. 

Tap Oil receives two offshore Australia blocks
Tap Oil Ltd. was awarded 100% of blocks W14-7 and W14-16 in the

prospective Barrow and Dampier sub-basins on the North West Shelf. The

blocks were offered under the 2014 offshore petroleum exploration

acreage release.

Libra Consortium completes first well
The Libra Consortium drilled and tested the first appraisal well in the Libra

area offshore Brazil. Drilling results confirmed a roughly 290-m (950-ft) oil

column and high-quality reservoirs. 
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BHP Billiton spreads shale lessons from Eagle

Ford to Australia

By Leslie Haines, Hart Energy

Proper execution and coordination of all team mem-

bers are the keys to unlocking value.
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Cause and effect

W
hen times are hard, tough decisions on cuts are made. But deciding when
to stop cutting can be even harder. Whether disguised as “capex flexibility,”

“capex discipline” or “adjusted development pipelines,” they all boil down to the
same thing—cuts, delays and deferrals. 

Sifting through the latest financial results, the “dripdown effect” of these
actions is clear. Any decision made by a major player to trim its sails via the usual
methods like cutting capex and opex, reducing workforces, freezing recruit-
ment, using fewer rigs or delaying completions and renegotiating cheaper rates
on everything from a sixth-generation ultradeepwater drillship to the number
of available coffees for selection in the canteen (I kid you not) has an effect
down the line.

I counted a dozen oil contractors using the same line as many majors and inde-
pendents: “Negotiating with vendors and suppliers to lower costs.” 

Passing on the pain is an instinctive consequence of cuts made at the top
of the food chain. What is not so instinctive is stopping before the damage
is permanent.

Purely as an example here, Total outlined a $4 billion saving from cost reduc-
tion initiatives. These included a 10% capex reduction to between $23 billion
and $24 billion and a 50% increase in opex savings to $1.2 billion. 

Along with other measures, it is forecasting its corporate breakeven figure will
drop by $40/bbl, a dramatic financial improvement. 

Galp, the Portuguese national oil company, is another example. In a hint at
what may still be to come after having confirmed a 20% cut in capex over 2015-
19, it added that 40% of its remaining E&P capex for that period “is still to be
committed”—so prepare for more deferrals.

These are just two examples—I could have highlighted many others. But such
cuts come with baggage when they slice so deeply into crucial segments like
greenfield investment and marginal brownfield spending. 

It is often the high-tech, high-return but front-end-investment-heavy projects
that enable successful operators like Total to maintain their leading positions. 

Galp specifically highlighted the benefits of great work being done on its
Brazilian Lula-Iracema project. Thanks to 4-D seismic, infill drilling, water-alter-
nating-gas injection advances, subsea separation and “general technology devel-
opment,” it expects to raise the field’s recovery factor from 28% to 40%. Each
percentage point is worth an incremental 200 MMbbl gross, it stated.

Such benefits stem entirely from advances in technology solutions, all of which
need investment. And that can only start from the top.

No one can argue with oil company logic. They must survive, as do all the com-
panies that work for them, in an industry accustomed to cyclical volatility. 

But with forecasts stating 50 MMbbl/d of new production is needed by 2030
driven by declining field rates and demand growth, this industry
needs new solutions, continuous innovation and major investment. 

Cut too deep for too long, and the solutions may not be there
when they’re really needed. 

As I
SEE IT
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T
he passage of Mexico’s energy reforms in late 2013 sig-

naled that the government understands that competi-

tion as well as foreign capital and expertise are required

to reverse Mexico’s declining oil and gas production and

tap both deepwater and unconventional plays. However,

many Mexicans continue to express skepticism about the

government’s ability to ensure that local benefits from

the oil and gas industry are realized through the “Aper-

tura”—the opening of the industry—particularly with the

reentry of international oil companies (IOCs). In

response, the energy

reform included strict

local content provisions.     

In the recent Round 1

Call for Bids for shallow-

water blocks, model pro-

duction-sharing contracts

included requirements for

13% local content during

the exploration period

and 25% during the first

year of development,

increasing 1% per year up

to 35%. The definitions

and metrics for national/

local content are as yet

unclear, but IOCs should

remain aware of these as

the National Hydrocar-

bons Commission has

authority to penalize

those that do not comply. 

Maximizing local con-

tent is an increasingly

important and complex challenge for IOCs in many

emerging market countries. While Mexico offers a foun-

dation of industry infrastructure, goods, services and

workforce, meeting local content challenges in the Aper-

tura will be exacerbated due to a number of special con-

siderations, especially labor laws and relations, worker

training, corruption, and access to finance.

Complex labor laws, relations
As indicated by Diego Rivera’s mural on the National

Palace, Mexico’s constitution and other legislation pro-

vide strong worker protections. The Federal Labor Law of

1970 “establishes the minimum benefits to which employ-

ees are entitled as well as employees’ and employers’

rights and obligations.” Local laws and workplace stan-

dards/norms define specific protections for employees

and contractors. 

New entrants in the Mexican oil and gas sector will

encounter powerful labor

unions supported by

strong parties that oppose

the Apertura. 

While PEMEX, unions

and well-established supply

chain “grupos” have

learned to work together

over the years, newcomers

will need to quickly

develop the local labor

relations knowledge and

skills needed to minimize

the risk of work stoppages,

project delays and/or

increasing labor costs. 

Fostering good relations

with labor leaders and

developing mastery of

labor codes will be critical.

Partnering with locally

established industry peers,

service providers and

other multinationals (e.g.,

automotive or mining) will help companies capture les-

sons learned.

Just as important will be the commitment to “unlearn”

past practices for working around labor requirements.

IOCs are likely to encounter practices that do not meet

April 2015   |   EPmag.com8
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Meeting local content 
requirements in Mexico
IOCs entering Mexico will need to overcome local content challenges to establish 

successful operations. 

Atma Khalsa, Acorn International

Diego Rivera’s mural on class struggle is located in the stairway of the

Palacio Nacional in Mexico City, Mexico. (Source: Acorn International) 
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emerging corporate and international social responsibil-

ity norms or that harm a company’s reputation as a part-

ner of choice to workers and host communities.

Workforce capacity, training
IOC employment standards and quality requirements

may be significant hurdles for many local workers and

suppliers. IOCs will need to develop and start implement-

ing clear local content development strategies early to

meet local content targets. 

While identifying well-trained local oil and gas workers

will certainly be easier in Mexico than in other countries

with strong local content laws (e.g., Angola), IOCs

should plan to dedicate significant effort to verify that

each has the requisite skills and training required and

help workers adjust to the specific standards expected

among IOCs. 

This will be particularly important for finding truly

local workers—those from communities near company

operations—rather than personnel from other areas in

Mexico. Use of non-local national workers may optimize

national content but may do little to reduce risk from

fenceline community opposition. Sourcing workers from

host communities will be more challenging but much

more likely to generate community support. 

To help support local businesses vs. individual employ-

ees, the industry as a whole should consider collaborating

in one or more joint-sponsored training centers. This

approach is supported by the CEO of PEMEX and has

been used with success in other countries with local con-

tent laws. Applying a similar approach in Mexico may

help IOCs build credibility as good partners to those

opposed to or wary of the Apertura. 

Corruption 
Combating corruption remains a massive challenge in

Mexico and is cited in the World Economic Forum Global

Competitiveness Report 2013-14 as the most difficult fac-

tor for doing business in Mexico. Mexico ranks 103rd out

of 174 in Transparency International’s 2014 Corruption

Perception Index, with a rank of 1 being the least corrupt. 

With regard to local content, corruption is a key con-

cern around the award of contracts. Companies entering

Mexico will need to implement and enforce strict proto-

cols with workers to maintain compliance with local and

international anticorruption laws (e.g., the U.S. Foreign

Corrupt Practices Act). Corruption is of particular con-

cern in onshore areas where violence is prevalent (e.g., in

the Burgos Basin near the U.S. border) because gover-

nance is particularly weak and corruption prevalent in

these regions. 

Access to finance
Many support industries in the oil and gas supply chain have

high technical and financial barriers of entry. While capac-

ity-building and training can help overcome technical barri-

ers, access to finance is a key challenge for many suppliers,

especially small- and medium-size enterprises that often have

no/little formal credit record, insufficient record-keeping

and low levels of formality in past business practices, and/or

face macroeconomic headwinds (e.g. high inflation rates

and unstable currencies). This results in companies either

taking on high interest debt or deferring growth until they

have saved enough to self-finance expansion. 

IOCs cannot and should not be held solely responsible

for overcoming this challenge, but they can play a positive

role in facilitating solutions that will ultimately result in

cost savings and well-developed local (not just national,

but host-community or regional) supply chains. To do

this will require proactively engaging with local and

regional governments to develop smart policies that

enable supply chain development. These could include,

for example, developing lists of products exempt from

customs duties, promoting linkages along the oil and gas

supply chain to other industries and leveraging matching

funds to support capacity building.

At the individual level, IOCs also can help develop their

local supply chain by:

• Prefinancing or prepurchasing raw materials;

• Providing a significant upfront payment/

mobilization fee;

• Expediting payment of invoices (i.e., net 15 day);

• Requiring major contractors to pay local subcontracts

immediately;

• Engaging with banks to reduce perceived risk of sup-

pliers (i.e., by providing proof of contracts); and 

• Making targeted equity investments in key suppliers

to fund capital expansion.

Maximizing local content will be critical to assuaging

public concerns over the opening of Mexico’s oil and gas

industry to international companies. Those that manage

the many associated challenges well are more likely to be

the partner of choice for future opportunities in the

country. Unfortunately, programs to facilitate local con-

tent development are typically underresourced and focus

on short-term impacts rather than the structural issues

that inhibit optimization of local content. IOCs entering

Mexico will need to start developing and implementing

clear local content development strategies early to man-

age this unusually important and complex risk of doing

business in an exciting new arena.

References available
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Deepwater Black Sea, shale top
Romania’s oil, gas agenda 
The specter of Russia looms over Europe as Romania focuses on shale and ultradeepwater

exploration to reverse declining oil and gas production.

R
omania is proud of the history of its petroleum
industry. The country is officially recognized as the

first to produce oil in the world in 1857—two years
before the Drake well was drilled in Pennsylvania.
Bucharest was the first capital in the world to be lit by
kerosene. There was a connection at that time between
Romania and the U.S.—the first refinery was built in
1857 with American financial investment.

Now Romania is once again seeking U.S. investment
to achieve its goal of being energy independent. “I think
this is the right place to come with this realistic goal,”
said Victor Ponta, Romanian prime minister, during a
visit to Houston in 2014. “I can only imagine that a lot of
people have come here with speeches asking for both
money and votes. I’m not asking for votes.”

The government recognizes the need for both invest-
ment and technology as it seeks new avenues of explo-
ration to reverse declining oil and gas production.
According to the U.S. Energy Information Administra-
tion, oil production in Romania has declined from
134,000 bbl/d in 2003 to 104,000 bbl/d in 2013. Dry nat-
ural gas production also has fallen from a peak of 39.7
Bcm (1.4 Tcf) in 1983 to 10.6 Bcm (375 Bcf) in 2012.

In terms of natural gas Romania is only importing
15% of its needs, which is very good in comparison to
other countries, said Razvan-Eugen Nicolescu, former
delegate minister of energy. (In February 2015, he left
his ministerial post in a cabinet reshuffle and joined
Deloitte Romania as executive lead adviser.) “We are
among the countries in the European Union that are
the most independent of energy imports,” he said. “The
future is very promising.”

Ponta’s sense of humor was showing when he talked
about Russia. “A year ago big neighbor Russia was 500
miles [805 km] from Romania. This year they are 200 miles
[320 km] away, and I hope they don’t come any closer.” 

Not having to rely on Russia for energy is one of the
country’s main goals. “We cannot be energy independent

without all kinds of exploration and new technology,”
he added. 

On Dec. 5, 2014, the Energy Department of the Min-
istry of Economic Affairs published a draft of its national
energy strategy for 2015-35. According to the document,
Romania will need to invest $111.8 billion during that
period. The government estimated that current oil
reserves could be consumed in 23 years (by 2038) and
gas reserves in 14 years (by 2029).

“In order to ensure a mid- and long-term stability and
predictability of the energy sector, we need the consent
of the political class, especially of the parliamentary
political parties,” stated Nicolescu in December. The
deadline for completion of the Energy Strategy of
Romania is May 2015. The country’s current national
energy strategy is from 2007 to 2020.

Scott Weeden, Senior Editor, Drilling

world
VIEW

Romania has been producing oil since 1857. The country is

seeking investment to reverse declining production. (Source:

OMV Petrom)
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Fiscal regimes
Romania is ready to follow in the footsteps of the U.S.,

which is now the largest natural gas producer in the

world. “We can learn much from the U.S. Romania is

ready to learn from the U.S. example and enter the 21st

century in energy technology and opportunities. My

message to you is that Romania has healthy relations

and is eager to promote those relations in the conven-

tional and unconventional resources in onshore and off-

shore exploration. It is about having the investment and

technology,” Ponta said.

The government is providing legislation and incen-

tives to convince companies to invest. “We will assure a

predictable fiscal system. The expectation of heavy royal-

ties is not going to happen. The idea is not to take 100%

of something, but it is to take 1% from a lot of invest-

ments,” he emphasized.

One change made by the government involves a spe-

cial construction tax that impacted companies in the

energy sector. The tax rate was decreased from 1.5% to

1%. A way also was found to exclude the construction

tax on most equipment used for offshore drilling. 

Focus on deepwater
Romanian and American companies have been working

together in offshore exploration in the Black Sea. “What

I think is important to Romania is to have resources

from the Black Sea and use technology to develop even

more offshore resources. This is going to be a successful

program for the country,” Ponta said.

OMV Petrom Group and Exxon Mobil are in a joint

venture on the Neptun Deep concession. According to

OMV Petrom’s 2014 financial results press release Feb.

19, 2015, operations on the Pelican South-1 exploration

well are ongoing, and the well is expected to be com-

pleted in first-quarter 2015. The Domino-2 step-out well

was completed. The well was drilled to assess the size and

commercial viability of the 2012 Domino gas discovery.

Results from the three wells “together with data from

additional exploration wells will be used for the evalua-

tion of the consolidated block potential,” OMV Petrom

noted. Further exploration and appraisal well drilling is

expected in 2015. 

“In light of the volatile and potentially prolonged

weaker market fundamentals, we are scaling back our

investment plans for 2015 and have intensified cost opti-

mization programs while maintaining our potential

growth projects in the Black Sea,” the company stated.

Shale exploration falters
Romania has placed a lot of emphasis on developing its

shale resources; however, protests in the country against

hydraulic fracturing have slowed progress. Several

protests have prevented wells from being drilled.

“I would say the most difficult time in my career was

when we issued the first permits for unconventional

leases for exploration of gas. I discovered that environ-

mental activists from Russia were interested in the envi-

ronment in Romania, and they were very scary about it.

People who are against it were accusing me of selling

out to American companies,” Ponta said.

Chevron was the major shale player in Romania. The

company had the 6,350-sq-km (2,452-sq-mile) Barlad

Shale concession in northeast Romania. The company

also had blocks 17, 18 and 19 in the Dobrogea area in

southeast Romania covering 2,711 sq km (1,047 sq miles).

In 2014, Chevron completed the first exploration well in

the Barlad Shale concession along with a 2-D seismic sur-

vey across two of the three concessions in southeast Roma-

nia. However, Chevron intends to pursue relinquishment

of its interest in these concessions in 2015, according to its

10-K report for fiscal year ended Dec. 31, 2014.

Carl Surran, Seeking Alpha news editor, said Feb. 23,

2015, that Chevron was leaving Romania’s shale play in

the face of current oil prices. The Romanian leases were

not competitive with other investment opportunities.

Chevron will continue to evaluate the results of the first

well to determine the resource potential of the shale.

Operators maintain production from shallow-water fields in the

Black Sea. Exploration is now focusing on deepwater conces-

sions. (Source: OMV Petrom) 
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T
he same manufacturing slowdown that hit newbuild

drilling rigs following the commodity price collapse

in late 2014 also is impacting the pressure pumping mar-

ket. Backlogs for new pumps and fluid ends have dried

up, while orders for new pressure pumping units have

fallen sharply. 

This market permutation stands in contrast to the

unexpected ramp in demand for newbuild pressure

pumping equipment in mid-2014 as the industry moved

to enhanced completions, placing greater demand on

well stimulation service providers as batch completions

and 24-hour operations

kept existing pressure

pumping fleets tied up on

location for extended peri-

ods of time. Additionally,

extended-reach laterals and

more stages packed more

closely together coupled

with a steep increase in the

volume of proppant—

almost exclusively coarse

sand—resulted in rising

attrition for the existing well stimulation fleet. 

The combination created a roller coaster ride for well

stimulation service providers. Early 2014 forecasts calling

for continued overcapacity in pressure pumping equip-

ment soon gave way to unexpected increases in well stimu-

lation pricing and a scramble for new and replacement

equipment to meet rising demand. 

Six months later, the activity slowdown from falling com-

modity prices is hitting both component manufacturers

and well stimulation equipment fabricators. Both sectors

cite a steep drop in new orders. Meanwhile, the last of the

backlog in pressure pumping units ordered in 2014 will be

delivered by mid-2015. Consequently, lead time for a new-

build pressure pumping unit is now four to six weeks vs.

four to six months in 2014. Equipment fabricators told

Hart Energy Market Intelligence surveyors that demand

for new units is down more than 50% vs. last year. 

None of the fabricators participating in the Hart Energy

survey cited cancelled orders. For new orders, purchasers

are seeking replacement units for existing equipment only

with few orders for new fleets.

“We have seen few orders cancelled,” one large Texas-

based fabricator told Hart Energy. “New orders are but a

trickle compared to 2014. Most will only order units to

replace retiring equipment until recovery. By mid-year,

production will slow to 50% or less of our previous rate

last year.”

Five of eight manufacturers said delivery time is two to

three months on a newly fabricated unit and just three

to four weeks once all the components are delivered. At

least one manufacturer has new stock pressure pumping

units sitting in the yard

available for immediate

delivery and can manufac-

ture custom-built units in

two months. 

Survey participants esti-

mated that 250 pumping

units would be delivered

in 2015, down from the

470 delivered in 2014.

Using back-of-the-envelope

calculations, fleet addi-

tions will drop from an estimated 1.18 million hhp in

2014 to 625,000 hhp in 2015, with the majority for

replacement purposes.

“I will be delivering the last of 2014 orders by June

2015 and will cut production of frack units by half,” one

mid-sized Oklahoma manufacturer said. “We will have to

diversify and build other equipment unless the recovery

comes quickly.”

One major fabricator has closed three locations for

frack equipment and begun laying off employees.

Others are attempting to diversify fabrication activity

to equipment outside the energy industry to keep

fabrication crews busy pending recovery in commod-

ity prices. 

Of note, pricing for new equipment is off by about 5%

but has not declined significantly because there have been

no price changes in components or materials. 
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Demand drops 50% for 
well stimulation equipment
Most new orders are only to replace retiring equipment.

Richard Mason, Chief Technical Director

• Equipment fabricators will deliver
250 units in 2015 

• New orders are for replacement
units only

• Wait time on new orders falls to
two months vs. four to six months
in 2014
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E
very year the Geophysical Society of Houston (GSH)

holds its Spring Symposium, and for the past decade

or so an honoree has been chosen based on his or her

contributions to the industry.

When the GSH announced that Leon Thomsen was

this year’s honoree, many of the members muttered,

“It’s about time!”

Thomsen is arguably one of the most famous geo-

physicists in the world and has probably been published

more than I have even though I’ve been a full-time

writer for 25 years. His topics have been wide-ranging,

but he’s most noted for a single concept—anisotropy.

Anisotropy is defined as an inequality in physical

properties along different axes. It seems obvious

enough that anisotropy should not be ignored when

interpreting seismic data, yet it was such a complex

mathematical challenge that it was, indeed, ignored

for many years. Thomsen set the world straight in 1986

with a paper narrowing down

the parameters needed for

anisotropic studies. It is, to

this day, the most frequently

cited paper in Geophysics.

During a roast in Thomsen’s

honor at the symposium, his

former Amoco colleague

Gerry Beaudoin joked that

Thomsen’s ground-breaking

work was not welcomed at

first. “In the beginning, there

was Earth,” Beaudoin said.

“The earth was simple, uncom-

plicated and isotropic. And we

were happy! Into this paradise that we only dimly

remember today, Leon strolled and began raising hell.

“Our world changed forever. We should have seen

this coming.”

Thomsen is slightly more modest about his impact. In a

2011 interview he told me that, while he’s been trying to

get his wife to call him “Dr. Anisotropy” for years, his con-

cept wasn’t actually that complex. “The ideas that I’m

famous for are really quite simple ideas that I came across

in a period of a few weeks 30 years ago,” he said. “Yet

they’ve been extraordinarily useful to so many people.”

Thomsen, who teaches at the University of Houston

in addition to running Delta Geophysics, encourages

his young charges to be guided by their intuition. “You

can stand in front of any rock outcrop and realize that

the rock must be anisotropic,” he said. “But it was

ignored for so many years. I can’t think of how many

field trips I’ve been on where the leader is talking

about the sedimentology and sometimes the tectonics

but rarely if ever about the structural features in the

rock that lead to anisotropy.

Here’s this first-order effect

that’s obvious to anyone stand-

ing in front of almost any rock

mass, and yet we’ve excluded it

from our analysis. That can’t be

a smart thing to do.”

During Beaudoin’s roast, he

showed the titles of a couple of

papers that Thomsen had writ-

ten prior to his seminal 1986

publication. One dealt with the

Earth’s atmosphere, while

another discussed equations of

state on the terrestrial planets.

“Here I was making maps, focused on mundane,

worldly stuff, and you could say my world was tidy,

orderly and small,” he said. “I say these papers are evi-

dence that Leon will never be accused of thinking small.

I think for these reasons we should have understood

that something was going to happen when he walked

into our garden.

“This apostle of anisotropy has really converted a lot of

us. And I want to say to the apostle, thank

you for changing the way we see and

describe this richly elastic Earth.” 

Dr. Anisotropy
From a simple idea a legend was born.

Read more commentary at 

EPmag.com

RHONDA DUEY
Executive Editor 

rduey@hartenergy.com
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Thomsen defied gravity in Norway in 2004. (Source:

Leon Thomsen)
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F
or the week ended March 6, 2015, the Baker
Hughes U.S. rig count fell another 75 rigs to 1,192

units, which was 600 rigs (33.5%) lower than on
March 6, 2014. The Canadian rig count was down 30
to 300 rigs (48.9% lower than on March 6, 2014),
adding to the gloom in the oil and gas industry.

However, there was one bright spot—the interna-
tional rig count for February 2015 was up by 17 to
1,275 rigs, 66 fewer rigs than in February 2014.

On Feb. 23, 2015, Bill Herbert and James Bookout
in a Simmons Research report pointed out that “year-
to-date, the U.S. land rig count has contracted by 526
rigs or about 66 rigs per week (oil rig count is down
477 rigs or about 60 rigs per week). In 2009 the
weekly pace of contraction in
[the first quarter] was 50 rigs
per week.”

The U.S. land rig count is
down 35% to 40% from the
recent fourth-quarter peak
with the horizontal rig count
down 25% to 30% from the
recent peak. “In effect, we
are witnessing a pulling for-
ward of E&P capital-spending
cuts, rig-count reductions
and oil-service-pricing con-
cessions,” the authors said.

“It stands to reason that
the faster, harder, deeper
implosion in E&P capital
spending will result in a
faster, harder deceleration in U.S. production
growth and a sharper, faster recovery in upstream
capital formation, E&P capital spending, drilling
activity and production recovery,” they continued.

That would be very good news indeed. Many of the
larger onshore and offshore drilling contractors wrote
off many of their older assets in the fourth quarter.
Rigs are being stacked and day rates renegotiated.

However, the longer the price of WTI crude oil stays
around $50, the more operators will be able to adjust
capex budgets and put rigs back to work.

Several offshore rig contractors have been able to
sign contracts for work internationally. Ocean Rig’s

semisubmersible Eirik Raude

started a six-well program
offshore Falkland Islands for
Falkland Oil & Gas. The first
well will be on the Zebedee
prospect.

Maersk Drilling signed
contracts for two rigs
recently. The Maersk Venturer

was hired by Otto Energy
Philippines to drill the Hawk-
eye-1 exploration well off-
shore in SC55. As part of a
farm-in agreement with Red
Emperor Resources NL for a
15% interest, Otto con-
tracted the rig.

The second rig is the
Maersk Voyager, which was delivered from the shipyard
on Feb. 6, 2015. The ultradeepwater drillship will work
for Eni Ghana E&P Ltd. on the Offshore Cape Three
Points project under a 3.5-year contract with estimated
revenue of $545 million. The contract is expected to
start in July.

Bright spots are always good indica-
tors of where to find oil and gas.

drilling &
COMPLETION
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Some bright spots appear in 
international drilling landscape
With operators pushing for 15% to 20% reductions in costs, drilling 
contractors are girding for an intense downturn. 
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Read more commentary at 
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SCOTT WEEDEN
Senior Editor, Drilling 

sweeden@hartenergy.com

The Maersk Voyager will drill its first well offshore Ghana.

(Source: Maersk Drilling)
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T
here would likely be a lively debate about the start of
the subsea processing era. 

Some might date it back to the Troll Pilot project, the
subsea separation and water reinjection system offshore
Norway by Norsk Hydro in the late 1990s, or maybe even
Lufeng 13-1, Statoil’s Chinese floater project from the
mid-1990s that featured a seabed pumping module to
assist in the recovery of the heavy-ish oil.

For me, it would probably be Statoil’s Tordis subsea
separation, boosting and injection system, which was
ordered in 2005 and came onstream three years later.
Troll Pilot was a bit of a false dawn—it seemed to
presage the arrival of more such systems, but it did not.
While it was more than a glorified R&D project—Hydro
had a genuine requirement for a solution to an appar-
ent projected overabundance of produced water at
Troll C—it would be five years before another applica-
tion came along.

Tordis was, at least according to Statoil, the first com-
mercial application of subsea separation, meaning the
system would recover an additional 35 MMbbl of oil (at
2005’s $55/bbl oil price) with the revenue from that pro-
duction far exceeding the $275 million price tag.

Like its predecessor at Troll, it had a teething prob-
lem that had nothing to do with the technology of the
separation system. At Troll Pilot, it was the shrouding on
the high-power connector that failed and set back full
operation by more than six months, while at Tordis, it
was a water disposal well drilled into the wrong (i.e.,
unsealed) strata, which percolated to the seabed and
then to the surface. 

So why rehash these old stories? Subsea processing is
seen as an expensive add-on to facilitate the extra produc-
tion that makes deepwater developments profitable, and
it might just be shelved in the current climate. So is it still
economically viable and accessible in a low-price era?

There might be a grain of truth in the “high-cost” per-
ception, but it is not the whole story.

Two points: First, what followed Tordis was Total’s

Pazflor, a development that aimed to produce from mul-
tiple reservoirs with two different types of oil. Without
the subsea separation system, the heavier Miocene oil
could not be produced. This also was the first develop-
ment in which subsea separation was in the base case.

In addition, there have been a considerable number
of boosting systems, such as on Ceiba and Topacio in
Equatorial Guinea, Azurite in the Congo and Exeter-
Mutineer in Australia, that made the projects fly.

Of more significance is the potential cost-saving 
element in another of the technologies under the 
subsea processing umbrella—subsea raw water 
injection (SSRWI).

This has been one of my pet favorites, which has so
much going for it now and which will increase as time
goes by, with ever-more long-distance tiebacks planned.
There have been several SSRWI projects with different
raisons d’être. The first was Columba in the U.K. sector,
where a major brownfield engineering exercise was
avoided by putting everything on the seabed with the
only link to its host being a power umbilical.

The second was Tyrihans, where Statoil avoided the
cost of a 43-km (27-mile) pipeline and the requisite top-
side water cleanup, pumping and power equipment to
provide water for injection.  

It is a no-brainer. SSRWI is the coming technology at
any price. 
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Subsea processing: 
Will it survive the crash?
SSRWI technology use will increase as time goes by.

The subsea separation, boosting and injection system on

Tordis is shown. (Source: FMC)

Steve Sasanow, Contributing Editor
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I
t’s not all doom and gloom in the industry. One can
look to the Dark Continent’s Ghana for the latest

slivers of silver to line the gray clouds brought on by
the topsy-turvy oil market. It is a gas project that has
delivered so far more than $1 billion in contracts and
orders to some of the industry’s biggest players. 

Since 2012, Ghana has experienced power short-
ages due to inadequate gas supplies and low water lev-
els in existing hydroelectric reservoirs, according to a
Reuters report. The Offshore Cape Three Points
(OCTP) project—sanctioned earlier this year by Eni,
Vitol and the Ghana National Petroleum Corp.—will
provide a domestic gas supply to Ghana’s thermal
power plants for more than 15 years.

The OCTP block is located about 60 km (37 miles)
from the coast of Ghana at a water depth of 600 m to
1,000 m (1,968 ft to 3,280 ft). Comprising five fields,
the project will access about 42.5 Bcm (1.5 Tcf) of gas-
in-place and around 500 MMbbl of oil-in-place, accord-
ing to a Vitol-issued press release. The development of
the gas fields will underpin the growth of the domestic
thermal power sector and will enable the transforma-
tion of the economy, the company said.  

It is the first major gas development in the country,
with the gas fields containing enough gas to continu-
ously supply the country until at least 2036. First oil is
expected in 2017, and first gas is expected in 2018 with
oil production reaching around 80,000 boe/d in 2019,
according to the press release. 

The fields will be produced using subsea produc-
tion systems connected to an FPSO vessel via risers
and flowlines. Gas will be transported via a dedi-
cated pipeline to onshore receiving facilities for
compression and transportation via the Western
Corridor Gas Pipeline. Oil will be stored and
offloaded for sale in international markets, accord-
ing to the press release. 

GE Oil & Gas announced in March the booking of an
$850 million order with Eni and partners for turbo-
machinery and subsea elements. The three LM2500+G4
gas turbines for power generation and four electric
motor-driven centrifugal compressors are planned for
the FPSO vessel. Working together with Oceaneering
International, the subsea kit includes the subsea pro-
duction and control system and umbilicals engineering
as well as project management, fabrication, transport
and testing, the GE-issued press release said.

Maersk Drilling was awarded a contract by Eni
Ghana E&P Ltd. for its newbuild drillship Maersk Voy-

ager for work on the OCTP project, the company
announced. The contract period is for 3.5 years with
an option to extend by one year, with total estimated
revenue of $545 million for the company. Work is
expected to commence in July 2015. 

Editor’s note: In recognition of the five years that have now

passed since the Macondo tragedy, E&P has teamed up with

our sister magazine Oil and Gas Investor to put together a

special report in this issue examining the response since then

not only of the oil industry but also

the scientific community and the

federal government.
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Keeping the lights on 
With project sanctioning and awarding of contracts, industry-leader Eni
demonstrates there’s no slowing down in Ghana.
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O
ne only has to go back about 20 years to see the issues that were exercising

minds then—standardization, tree designs, cost reduction. So what else is new?

It was just after the turn of the decade at the start of the 1990s that develop-

ment teams first began thinking that every subsea development was not a glorified

R&D project, although assuredly that was still the case in some instances when the

challenges were still so new.

Early in the 1990s then-operator Norsk Hydro brought the Troll Oseberg Gas

Injection (TOGI) project into production offshore Norway, proving that long-dis-

tance gas tiebacks (LDTs)—in that case 48 km (30 miles)—were possible. This led

to Mensa in the Gulf of Mexico, West Delta Deep Marine offshore Egypt, Snøhvit

and Ormen Lange offshore Norway, and sometime this year Greater Gorgon off

the west coast of Australia.

TOGI was a key milestone, but while LDTs continue to be the exception rather

than the rule, the debate about tree design is not. Two decades ago Cameron

launched its SpoolTree, a horizontal tree, onto the market at Kerr-McGee’s

Gryphon development in the U.K. sector of the North Sea. It was to change the

subsea market in a very big way.  

Option of choice

Although originally intended to facilitate the greater use of electric submersible pumps

(ESPs)—making it possible to retrieve the ESP without disturbing the subsea christmas

tree—the actual impact was to encourage smaller operators to take their marginal proj-

ects subsea. Out went costly completion risers, and in came rental units. Except for a

few of the majors, the horizontal tree became the option of choice, particularly for

high flow-rate gas developments, with its market share hitting 50% or just beyond.

Then there was a pause, and the market requirements shifted. Big bore trees

were useful, but what happens when later in life there might be a need to pull a

Steve Sasanow, Contributing Author

The more things change, the

more they stay the same. 

It was ever thus in the 

subsea world.  

FOR SUBSEA

BACK 
TO
THEFUTURE
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tree to replace actuators or damaged hydraulic lines?
Did the operator also want—or need—to recomplete
the well? Not unless absolutely necessary.

Also, tree-by-wire installations are much easier when
the completion is already in place as with a conventional
vertical tree. And with the recent high price
of rigs—translate the bareboat charter rate
of $500,000 to $600,000/day into the “real”
rate of $1 million/day—non-rig installation
has become almost a necessity.

Standardization on the mind
There are two issues that seem to be more
on the minds of those who are both busi-
ness- and technologically oriented. The first
is the need for standardization. Two decades
ago Subsea Engineering News organized several
technical seminars on this subject, and the
debate has rumbled on ever since.

Some engineers suggest that not much has
happened since then, but that is far from the
reality. If any operator can be said to have
attempted to embrace standardization, it is
Statoil. Scroll back to the mid-1990s and you
will find the Statfjord Satellites project, two
fields—Stat North and East—to be devel-

oped with exactly the same kit. How much more stan-
dard do you want than that?

The Norwegian operator, with the biggest portfolio of
subsea wells, expanded on this approach when it launched
its “fast-track” program about four years ago. It wanted to
stop re-engineering every small project and reuse equip-
ment and project teams as well as cut field development
timetables in half from five years from discovery to just two
and a half. The program is now more than 10 projects
deep, with the first fields already onstream.

Supplier perspective
From the supplier side, standardization has never been
a problem. All the suppliers have wanted is to be told by
the operator what it wants, but when operators work on
the principle of “believing in standardization as long as
we can make as many changes as we like,” there is a
reality gap.

What the suppliers have done in attempting to create
an off-the-shelf subsea christmas tree product line is to
standardize the machining of tree blocks. If the stan-
dard block could then be modified more simply for
each application, it could reduce manufacturing time.

Also, look at the extensive work done by the API-17
subsea standardization committee. Almost every area of
subsea production systems has been addressed by a spe-
cific subgroup—trees/wellheads, controls, umbilicals,
flexible pipe—and even one, Through-Flowline Inter-
vention (TFL), is now an anachronism. The last project
with a TFL system was … who remembers?

The scale of subsea projects has grown enormously, and so

have the resultant risks for installation contractors. Subsea 7

faced major cost-risk pressures on the BSR support structure

project for Petrobras’ Guará-Lula development offshore Brazil,

which combined with other issues outside of its control resulted

in the company having to take a $250 million to $300 million

write-down on the job. (Source: Petrobras)

Growing in scale—Chevron’s Gorgon structure is typical of today’s large deep-

water subsea equipment being installed around the world. (Source: Chevron)
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Probably the one subgroup that made the most imme-
diate impact was 17H, which covers ROV interfaces and
tooling. The standard ROV “bucket” is now one of the
most ubiquitous parts of subsea systems.

Even further down the food chain into the minutiae
of control systems has been the work on standardizing
communication protocol between the control system
and smart well equipment and subsea sensors.

But as that famous philosopher Rick pointed out in
the film Casablanca, all of this won’t be worth “a hill of
beans” unless the industry can find a way to make the
numbers work.

Increased size and risk
In the post-Girassol period, after it became apparent
that West African deepwater developments were going
to be bigger than anything
the industry had seen
before, the main installation
contractors realized that the
risks being pushed onto
them by operators were
becoming uncomfortable,
and project sizes were
becoming bigger.  

When BP awarded the
subsea umbilicals, risers
and flowlines (SURF) con-
tract for its Angola Block 
18 development to Acergy,
its $980 million value
exceeded the company’s
then-market capitalization. 

This led to what can only
be called mutiny. Senior
executives at several of the big contractors went public,
most unusually, to voice their fears about what might
happen if one of these big projects went terribly
wrong—and that happened.  

At Bonga in Nigeria, Shell’s development scheme pro-
posed the first use of steel catenary risers in conjunction
with an FPSO vessel. Stolt Offshore, which won the
SURF contract, underestimated the engineering hours
required to make this configuration work. It was costly.

Brazil cost-risk pressures
Now, more than a decade later, the same issues are
being debated. Subsea 7 faced similar cost-risk pressures
in Brazil on the innovative buoyant submerged riser
(BSR) support structure contract for the ultradeepwater
Guará-Lula project.

Brazil has always been a special case as a result of being
mostly a single-client sector, where profit margins can be
razor thin. Even though there are now other offshore
operators there, Petrobras still dominates. Everyone plays
by its rules, or they do not do business in Brazil.

Subsea 7 was to supply three new BSRs for the presalt
fields area under a $1 billion deal. It fell foul of nearly
every conceivable contractual hazard. There were prob-
lems with customs officials, a lack of indigenous logisti-
cal support, late delivery of components from other
sectors, difficult weather conditions and damage to its
fleet, not to mention the ongoing difficulty in fulfilling
local content requirements. Essentially, you name the
possible problem, and it occurred on this contract.

The result was a $250 million to $300 million write-
down on the job—only marginally reduced in the end—

and Subsea 7 said it would
withdraw from tendering on
engineering, procurement
and construction contracts
in Brazil until the contrac-
tual terms and conditions
are more favorable.

Potential pitfalls
While Petrobras might see
this as one contractor’s
problem, in effect this is a
business problem for itself.
Such a decision will reduce
competition and make oth-
ers wary of the potential pit-
falls—and there are plenty
at present—of contracting
in Brazil. It will certainly not

encourage new players into the sector.
The subsea and deepwater sectors continue to offer

many possibilities, both in the business sense and the
development of new technology, but also an equal num-
ber of potential mishaps. This is essentially why the prob-
lems that presented themselves two decades ago continue
to plague the industry today. It is not that no one has
learned from the past, but like offshore reservoirs, each
one is different and presents its own unique challenges.

So it might be that an idea suggested recently—for-
get standardizing on equipment, focus on standardiz-
ing project execution models—is one whose time may
have come.

Steve Sasanow is editor of Hart’s Subsea Engineering
Newsletter.

Horizontal subsea trees became the weapon of choice for many 

operators, particularly for high flow-rate gas developments.

(Source: FMC Technologies)
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R
egularly checking your car’s fluid levels or getting
your yearly health screening are two of life’s more

necessary evils. Missing one or both is sure to catch up to
your wallet before long, and the results are likely to be
budget-busting. The same can be said for subsea wells.

While never out of mind, the trees, manifolds and
more are out of sight and untouchable in their operating
environment thousands of feet below water on the
seabed. Inspection and intervention operations on subsea
wells are expensive endeavors due to high offshore rig
and tooling costs. 

To keep subsea fields flowing at peak production rates,
operators use a combination of good planning, constant
monitoring and a lot of ingenuity. The subsea integrity
management (SIM) programs that are the result of those
efforts continue to evolve, much like the deepwater fields
and technology they help manage. 

SIM guidelines
Published in November 2014, DNV GL’s “Recommended
Practice: Integrity management of subsea production sys-

tems” report defined subsea production system integrity
“as both the containment of fluids and the reliable opera-
tion of safety and production equipment with the objec-
tive of ensuring both the safety and function of the
installation.” Integrity of the subsea production system is
established during the project phase and maintained in
the operation phase and into the abandonment phase.

The report presents the integrity management process as
being cyclical in nature, covering four areas: risk assessment
and planning; inspection, monitoring and testing; integrity
assessment; and mitigation, intervention and repair.

The more-than-50-page document serves as an in-depth
guide to the establishment of a SIM program for subsea
assets that operators can use to incorporate into or create
their own established SIM program guidelines for new
and mature fields. 

The release of the guidelines demonstrates that subsea
production as a technology has taken another step in an
evolution that has spanned five decades, going from a
novel R&D project to proven, industry-accepted technol-
ogy found in the field development toolboxes of most
operators around the world. The recommended practices
are a formal response to the variety of concerns, observa-
tions and questions expressed as subsea technologies
became more widely used. 

Gaining traction, market shift 
The use of subsea technologies—particularly trees—as
part of the overall field development began gaining trac-
tion in the last 20 years. 

According to Douglas-Westwood, there were more than
30 subsea trees installed in 1990, and almost 800 subsea
trees in total had been installed up to that point. 

“By 2000, the number of total installations was 1,626, and
253 were installed that year,” said Ben Wilby, a researcher
for Douglas-Westwood. “Currently, we estimate that there
have been more than 6,500 trees installed in total.”

But just as the subsea industry is preparing for its 
first foray into the world of underwater compression at
Åsgard, the shift in the oil markets has created concerns
regarding the impact of low oil prices on subsea develop-
ment projects. 

“Current oil prices will hit a number of projects—
although they are more likely to be delayed rather

Keeping subsea fields flowing
Operators are maximizing production of their new and existing subsea wells through 

careful integrity management of their subsea assets.

Jennifer Presley, Senior Editor, Offshore
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Without ROVs, inspection and intervention of deepwater and

ultradeepwater subsea wells would be nearly impossible.

(Source: Aker Solutions)
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than cancelled—as operators will need to be sure that
the profit is there before sanctioning them,” Wilby
said. “For projects that have already been sanctioned,
we do not expect any delays or cancellations [due to
the drop in oil pricing] as the capex has already been
assigned to them and work has started. Deepwater is
likely to be one of the hardest-hit areas. Many fields
will require a high oil price—often greater than $80—
just to break even.”

Overall, this will lead to a cooling off in the market, and
there will be fewer contracts awarded in 2015 and into
2016 if the oil price stays low, he noted. But this doesn’t
mean that projects won’t happen. He pointed to Eni’s
recent award of a contract for its large Offshore Cape
Three Points project in Ghana as an example. 

“However, there will be fewer awards, and marginal
developments will be pushed aside until they make eco-
nomic sense. It is worth noting that this collapse has
come just as operators were planning on cutting capex

anyway, so there was likely to be a cooling off; it has just
been exacerbated by the oil price collapse.

“This will likely affect frontier areas where there isn’t
already established infrastructure. These sorts of fields
require high capex to get off the ground and typically don’t
have IOC [international oil company] support as they usu-
ally farm in at a slightly later date. The smaller operators
who typically run these fields are less likely to have a good
enough cash flow to justify spend on these projects.”

Setting the plan
In developing the SIM plan for its newest field—Tubular
Bells—Hess Corp. drew on a number of its strengths to
find the right solutions. 

“Our global subsea developments group demon-
strated expertise in designing, fabricating and installing
the equipment,” said Jeff Wirth, director of Gulf of Mex-
ico (GoM) assets for Hess Corp. “We leveraged this
expertise and our extensive global offshore experience
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to develop a robust subsea integrity management

plan for Tubular Bells.”

Discovered in 2003, the Hess-operated Tubular

Bells deepwater oil and gas field lies in about 1,310

m (4,300 ft) of water in Mississippi Canyon Block

724. The fast-track development project was sanc-

tioned in 2011, and first oil flowed three years later

in November 2014. Net production is expected to

average between 30,000 boe/d and 35,000 boe/d in

2015. Currently there are three producing wells that

target reservoirs located 7,315 m (24,000 ft) below

surface and 3,048 m (10,000 ft) of salt. 

According to the company, the production facili-

ties include a 15,000-psi enhanced vertical produc-

tion wet-tree infrastructure tied back to a three-level

topside structure supported by a classic design spar

anchored by nine mooring lines.

The subsea development architecture has two drill

centers connected to the three wells, a mid-field

A slight decrease in the number of subsea tree installations is anticipated in

2018 before rebounding to higher levels in 2019. (Source: Douglas-Westwood) 
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inline sled for a fourth producer and two water injection

wells, two 8-in. subsea production flowlines and one 8-in.

water injection line tied back to the Tubular Bells float-

ing production system. 

According to Wirth, the company’s SIM plan uses

qualitative risk assessment processes to determine the

likelihood and consequence of fail-

ure and to prescribe the appropriate

inspection and surveillance test

plans for each static component

within the system. Part of this

process is the review of each compo-

nent’s basis of design, fabrication

data, and operational and environ-

mental parameters. 

“This review allows the identifica-

tion and assessment of credible dam-

age mechanisms, causal factors and

associated likelihoods of failure,” he

said. “The understanding of each

component’s function in relation to

the delivery of safe and efficient pro-

duction allows the consequences of

failure to be determined by provid-

ing an appraisal of each compo-

nent’s safety, environmental and

production risk.”

Over the life of the field, changes

that occur in reservoir conditions—like

reservoir pressure decline, changes in

gas-oil ratio and water cut—can have a

big impact on infrastructure, according

to Wirth. Planning for these changes in

advance during the design stage can

have a significant impact over the life

of the field.  

“Designs are generally optimized for

early high rate of production. It can be

more challenging to operate in later

stages of production, where operations

are usually conducted in lower pres-

sure and higher water cut environ-

ments,” he said. 

“Conversely, reservoirs that per-

form better than expected can result

in expansion beyond what was origi-

nally envisaged, leading to more

complex architecture. Our designs

attempt to account for this by adding

future expansion and spare capacity

in systems such as control and chemi-

cal distribution to allow the upside potential to be

more cost-effective and mitigate potential equipment

failures. Key components may be retrievable and,

depending on the design, valves or other equipment

may be installed to allow replacement with minimal

production impact.”
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For its fields, BP looks to its Facilities Technology (FT)

flagship within its Upstream Technology organization to

help develop solutions for increasing production in its

mature fields while also designing for the future. 

“The FT group plays an important part in the design

considerations and material selections at the early stages

of projects. Design considerations range from produc-

tion chemistry risk prediction modeling—which

includes looking at all aspects of corrosion, erosion and

flow assurance while taking into consideration produc-

tion temperatures and pressures and even scale and

asphaltene possibilities,” said Heine Gerretsen, team

leader of the FT group. “We’re exploring the broader

application of composite piping and continued condi-

tion monitoring of the subsea kit during its service life,

assuring compliance and maintaining integrity.”

Subsea brownfield operations present a different set of

challenges than the newer designed greenfields, accord-

ing to Gerretsen. 

“Brownfield operations require a significant amount of

R&D work to develop new and innovative technologies

adaptable to the existing kit,” he said. “Early projects left lit-

tle to no room for adaptation of new technologies, and

inspectablity of the systems was a lesser design considera-

tion than today’s stringent requirements. Nonetheless, the

integrity status needs to be known with the same rigor.”

Monitoring brings better future planning
SIM programs help operators stretch their capex and

opex dollars of greenfield and brownfield projects

through better scheduling of inspection, interven-

tion and repair work, providing advance notice of

needed repairs to manufacture long lead-time com-

ponents and more. A robust SIM program helps to

increase the level of certainty about costs associated

with managing the installation, explained Alex Cross-

land, subsea life-cycle services business manager for

Aker Solutions. 

“Unplanned events and the unknown health of assets

provide a high risk of significant expenditure,” he said.

“One of the main drivers in our Subsea AIM [Asset

Integrity Management] service is to map the health of the

installation to enable more informed decisions and pro-

vide more proactive and predictable operations.”

The decisions made are based on data from the installa-

tion and reinforced with any additional insights gained

from data collected from other installations.  

“We have an extensive installed base of subsea control

modules across the globe that generate significant

amounts of subsea performance data,” he said. “By pooling

this data we are able to understand the current health and

then look to predict future health of the subsea systems.

This transforms the conventional reactive maintenance

approach into proactive and predictive maintenance, sig-

nificantly increasing value to our customers.”

The performance data are combined with historical

trends data to provide the Subsea AIM team the output it

needs to perform additional analysis that is then shared

with its clients. 

“While our program is tailored specifically to the indi-

vidual field, there is significant value in collating the

information,” he said. “By doing so, we are able to share

the learnings across our entire customer base. For exam-

ple, if we identify the cause of a failure in a specific com-

ponent, we are able to work with additional customers

who use the same equipment and proactively take steps

to manage the risk and prevent the component from

failing in the future.”

FMC Technologies’ Condition and Performance Moni-

toring (CPM) surveillance system was the first subsea sur-

veillance system deployed. The CPM project team brought

the system online in the Gjøa Field in 2012. 

“We’re looking to really help the customer minimize

any downtime they might experience, and that’s where

CPM comes in,” said Steve Barrett, global subsea product

line director. “It starts with those data, seeing the data,

monitoring the data and then having a good view of

what's happening to that equipment over its entire life.” 

CPM provides continuous monitoring of a subsea

asset’s integrity in real time and enables early detection

and diagnosis, making proactive and condition-based

maintenance possible, according to the company.

Advance warning of potential failures offers the potential

for increasing equipment efficiency and the ability to per-

form planned rather than unplanned maintenance. Rec-

ognizing and understanding equipment condition based

on performance trends will help avoid costly unplanned

repairs, the company said.

“CPM utilizes historical data, key performance parame-

ters and failure mode algorithms to understand exactly

how the equipment is performing and predict its future

performance.  Access and use of the performance data is

helping us optimize maintenance and uptime of the

equipment,” he said.

“Anticipating problems before they start disrupting

production and anticipating the level of maintenance

required based on performance data are the key benefits

of condition performance monitoring. Other industries

have reaped huge rewards from broad applications of

condition-based monitoring of equipment, which is still

relatively narrowly deployed in standard subsea produc-

tion systems. We intend to help drive the benefits that
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CPM can deliver in maximizing our customer’s uptime

and lowering their life-of-field costs.”

Advances in well inspection 

At BP, new inspection and monitoring devices that assure

the integrity of the subsea systems are under development

by the FT group. 

“From an inspection standpoint, it is

crucial to understand the service-

induced damage mechanisms that may

be present or can occur over time and

inspect for or monitor conditions to

identify early warning signs of damage.

From the materials point of view, the

FT team strives to expand and deeply

understand the safe operating enve-

lope of materials, codifying the learn-

ings,” Gerretsen said. “They also

develop novel or alternative functional

material applications to overcome pro-

duction challenges.”

BP teamed with Oceaneering Asset

Integrity (OAI) in the development of

the first-ever subsea  X-ray system that

can be used to depths of some 2,200 m

(~7,500 ft). The integrated system,

applying GE and JME Ltd. component

technologies has the capabilities of

examining materials up to 9 in. of steel

equivalent while maintaining a safe

environment surrounding the tool,

according to the company. 

“Just recently the inspection team

worked at NASA’s Neutral Buoyancy

Lab in Houston, finalizing the systems

integration testing of the new leading-

edge high-energy deepwater digital

radiography system. This subsea X-ray

system will be used to radiograph sub-

sea pipelines, flowlines, risers, jumper

pipe and other equipment,” he said.

The X-ray system is not the first col-

laborative effort for the companies. BP

and OAI working together have suc-

cessfully developed and commercial-

ized subsea electromagnetic acoustic

transducer technology to screen long

lengths of pipelines, flowlines and

jumpers, identifying areas of internal

damage from corrosion and erosion as

well as to interrogate long-seam welds

in line pipe for service-induced damage. 

“The collaboration has proven to be a successful ven-

ture for the companies and equally will provide this new

inspection technology to the entire offshore oil and gas

industry through well-structured commercialization

agreements,” Gerretsen said.  
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T
he oil and gas industry is growing, and technology

related to the field is growing along with it. Despite

impressive technological advances in the industry, one

major problem has yet to be solved: what to do with the

wastewater produced. Stringent environmental regulations

along with trucking and disposal costs present major barri-

ers to dealing with the wastewater, which is a byproduct of

oil and gas production. Water sharing and reuse is the only

viable option for an industry that depends on water for sur-

vival. What the industry has lacked is a technology that

makes the sharing and reuse of water as simple as a mouse

click or, for example, a post on an Internet auction site like

eBay. One company has created such a technology, and it

has the potential to revolutionize water use throughout the

energy industry as a whole.

ShaleXchange is an online map-based platform that

facilitates the posting, bidding and exchange of water

used and/or produced from oil and gas operations

along with various other items related to the oil and 

gas industry. The platform also allows users to electroni-

cally track and manage wastewater and other waste pro-

duced in oil and gas drilling, completion and production

operations. According to president and co-founder Alex

Murichu, this online platform allows for the sharing and

exchange of wastewater for reuse along with other water

sources such as water withdrawal points, etc., letting pro-

ducers manage water as an asset instead of a cost. 

“It enables intercompany exchange through a robust

contracting process, which helps to minimize transac-

tion risks for operators,” Murichu said. 

The platform is map-based, and this gives a visual feel

of where the available water assets posted on the plat-

form are in relation to a producer’s operations in the

field. Trucking costs are significant when transporting

wastewater. Using the platform, oil and gas producers

with wastewater are able to be matched with other pro-

ducers in close proximity seeking water for their opera-

tions, thereby reducing the need for freshwater and

minimizing movement and disposal of wastewater. Waste-

water sharing has the potential to reduce operating costs

and increase efficiency for individual companies and for

the industry as a whole. It also

encourages reuse and helps to

reduce the amount of truck

traffic on roads, thereby help-

ing producers further reduce

their environmental footprint.

Wastewater reuse
Wastewater is no longer just an

environmental or public rela-

tions issue for oil and gas compa-

nies; it has a significant effect on

operating costs. Reducing the

cost associated with disposal of

wastewater can be a source of

competitive advantage. As opera-

tors continue to strategize on how to reduce freshwater

use and make recycling initiatives more economical, get-

ting the wastewater to the right place at the right time

while minimizing cost remains a great challenge. By facili-

tating exchange of wastewater between operators in close

proximity, this system makes it easier to run cost-effective

wastewater reuse programs by minimizing storage and

transportation costs.
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Water reuse: a necessary 
evolution for the industry
Technology simplifies reuse and enables producers to exchange wastewater.

Ashley Murichu, Contributing Author

ShaleXchange is an online map-based platform that facilitates the sharing and exchange of

wastewater for reuse. (Source: ShaleXchange)
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As drought conditions continue to occur in much of

Texas and other surrounding states, producers must con-

sider the long-term implications of continued freshwater

use on their operations. Farther east, in states such as

Pennsylvania, West Virginia and Ohio, water is relatively

plentiful, but there are increasing restrictions on freshwa-

ter sources and growing concerns by regulators, lawmak-

ers and the general public on water usage and disposal by

the oil and gas industry. 

ShaleXchange enables companies to expand their

water sourcing options. Oil and gas producers can take

advantage of alternative wastewater sources such as pro-

duced and flowback water from other producers and

treated coal mine drainage from coal companies. As a

result, producers can mitigate the impact of drought

conditions and/or restrictions of freshwater sources on

their operations by curbing their freshwater demand.

“Technology is playing and will continue to play a signif-

icant role in operating efficiency, especially in a sensitive

price environment,” Murichu said. “More emphasis will

be placed on technologies that reduce cost and improve

efficiencies. Water sourcing and wastewater disposal are

big cost drivers for producers, and for this reason our

platform could help minimize these costs in addition to

providing environmental benefits.”

Logistics challenges
ShaleXchange was inspired after the founders saw first-

ShaleXchange allows producers to maximize the 

percentage of wastewater reused and expand their water 

sourcing options. (Source: ShaleXchange)
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hand the cost and challenges associated with manage-

ment and disposal of produced and flowback water in the

Marcellus. Murichu saw the potential cost savings by

enabling producers to exchange wastewater. Since then

he and his co-founders Jack Shaffer, Tom Adkins and

Amber Bostic have been working on a way to address the

logistical challenges of flowback/produced water reuse

with the goal of reducing costs. 

“With our platform, producers can search/share

wastewater information and literally negotiate and

exchange quantities of wastewater with other inter-

ested producers,” he said. “The technology enables

this collaboration by posting available/excess capacity

that is accessible to operators working in the same

vicinity and by enabling online negotiation/transac-

tion capabilities. Our system also allows producers to

consider expanded water resource management

options and makes it easier to leverage new wastewater

reuse options that can minimize transportation, stor-

age and treatment expenses.” 

ShaleXchange has already received considerable inter-

est from industry participants, many of which have

already signed up to become users. The company is cur-

rently working on expanding to other basins such as the

Bakken in North Dakota and Montana, the Denver-Jules-

burg Basin in eastern Colorado, the Permian Basin in

west Texas and southeastern New Mexico and the Eagle

Ford in south Texas, where there is an even greater

need to increase the rate of wastewater reuse. 

The need for this type of technology cannot be under-

estimated. The ability of oil and gas companies to align

their water stewardship and business growth strategies

will be critical for survival. Producers across the country

must adapt their operations to survive in the energy

industry, where sustainability is at an increasing value.

Water shortages and environmental regulations threaten

the viability of oil and gas production if reuse is not

embraced to its full potential. This technology simplifies

the reuse and eliminates the obstacles that have kept

producers from exchanging wastewater.
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U
ntil the drop-off in oil prices, the global oil and gas
industry had been poised for an upswing in deepwater

field development construction activity. Several of the
industry’s most knowledgeable research firms noted that
while the next two years will experience a plateau in capi-
tal spending for facilities to exploit this segment, from
2016 onward the industry is expected to see a marked
increase in capital spending.  

This outlook presented a positive gain for new Gulf of
Mexico projects and was especially positive for areas such
as Brazil and West Africa. The reports estimated that
global deepwater spending could reach $260 billion, a
130% increase over the 2009-13 period.

Much of this expenditure is intended for multibillion-
dollar megaprojects.

Oil prices vs. capex 
Despite the lowered Brent and WTI benchmarks, there
are still plans for significant deepwater megaprojects
on the horizon. While the timing of capex budget
increases might be delayed, the growth in global

energy consumption should support the continuation
of megaprojects and their longer gestation period. In
addition, major oil company production has been in
decline for the past five years, prompting the need for
sustained E&P activities.

There also has been a troubling downward trend in
capex on offshore projects that has to be addressed. This
has been compounded by the prospect of lower revenue
streams. Capex costs on deepwater projects have been
escalating for more than a decade at an average annual
rate exceeding 10%.  

This trend has negatively impacted operating com-
pany profitability and return on capital employed
(ROCE), defined as net income/year-end net capital-
ized costs. A decade ago, with oil prices below
$40/bbl, ROCE was above 20%. Today, even when
Brent crude was near $100/bbl, returns had dropped
to below 10%, levels not seen since the mid-1990s. At
dramatically reduced oil prices, the situation becomes
even more precarious and the pressure to reduce costs
even greater.  

What are the problems?
Decreasing ROCE can be traced principally to project cost

overruns and delays to production.
There are multiple known and possible
causes for the high percentage of deep-
water megaprojects that don’t meet
approved budgets or timely delivery,
decreasing their returns on capex.

Floating production facilities are con-
tinuing to change, necessarily becoming
larger and more technically complex as
discovered reservoirs and developments
move farther from shore into deeper,
more remote locales. Penetrating reser-
voirs at depths as much as 8 km (5 miles)
beneath the seafloor increases risks,
unpredictability and costs. 

Working at higher pressures and tem-
peratures requires sophisticated leading-

Best practices help keep deepwater
megaproject capex in check
With the current low oil price environment, the need to improve project capital costs and

assure better reliable delivery using industry-recognized best practices is paramount.

Christopher M. Barton, Wood Group Mustang

A combination of increased capex and lower production has dramatically reduced

ROCE even at historically high price levels. (Source: Wood Group Mustang)
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edge equipment and techniques. As such, deepwater proj-

ects demand more attention and scrutiny. Project coordi-

nation and participant interface can be problematic and

complicated as significant parts of the project are often

sourced and provided by fabricating facilities and vendors

from all parts of the globe.  

Post-Macondo safety regulations have become

increasingly stringent, requiring operators to place an

enhanced focus and commitment on HSE issues and

their compliance.  

Despite those contributing causes, the main culprits of

budget overruns and schedule delays appear to be non-

technical. It has been estimated that as many as 65% of

project failures to meet costs and schedules are due to

softer aspects, including people, organization and gover-

nance.  Another 21% were contributed by ineffective man-

agement processes as well as poor contracting and

procurement strategies.  

What is the answer?
How can declining ROCE be reversed? There is no silver

bullet solution for containing or reducing capex. Much of

it rests with a trusted partnership among all project stake-

holders, most notably the operator and the engineering/

design firm. 

Fabricators and construction companies are also closely

involved, and all partners—including equipment vendors

and installation contractors—need to be integral team

members from the project’s earliest stages. Sound deci-

sions at key project checkpoints are essential for the proj-

ect to move forward effectively. 

While typically account-

ing for less than 10% of the

total installed cost, FEED is

a critical phase and heavily

influences project out-

comes. If, at the FEED proj-

ect stage, proper controls,

management processes and

structure have not been

thoroughly established and

verified, the project can eas-

ily get off track in detailed

design and execution, lead-

ing to delays and cost over-

runs. But a high-quality

FEED with realistic goals

results in higher pre-

dictability of costs and

schedule as the project is

sanctioned and executed.

As capex has escalated, operators have taken a

proactive response to keep it predictable and under

control by selecting firms with demonstrable systems

in place. Since most producing companies are not

internally staffed to manage these complex undertak-

ings, they recognize that the success of their projects

greatly depends on the competency and efficiency of

their partners. 

Best practices 
Effective project execution is the result of implementing

best practices that clearly articulate objectives, define

tasks, clarify expectations and communicate perform-

ance criteria.  

Best practices rely on strict plans and processes in place

and accessible to all partners. A robust project manage-

ment system is a must. It provides a framework for assur-

ing that the proper project tools and systems have been

developed, experienced and appropriate disciplines are

assigned, and the support functions are competent and

intimately involved.

Wood Group Mustang, for example, uses a proprietary

management system that is pervasive throughout its

organization to assure that all systems, established

processes and procedures, historic benchmarks, personnel

competencies, quality standards, and safety measures are

available for each project undertaken.  

This system acts as a continually updated electronic

information file cabinet and project roadmap, housing all

available data on company procedures at all levels to pro-

vide a structure of governance for the entire project life

offshore
SOLUTIONS

Poor project performance can be traced to multiple external and internal sources, but most are

nontechnical. (Source: Wood Group Mustang)
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cycle. The system offers the assurance that the project will

be done on time, within budget and with no surprises. 

Technical excellence

The magnitude, complexity, risks and implications of

today’s megaprojects to corporate profitability demand

technical excellence.  

Partners have to understand the project complexity and

have the ability to deliver consistency and the right techni-

cal solutions worldwide. The model used by successful

engineering/design firms incorporates standards, estab-

lished procedures and clear expectations that are to be

followed by every discipline involved. It starts by forming a

project team consisting of the most qualified and experi-

enced personnel available in every discipline, backed by

the most knowledgeable support team and best tools.

Added to the mix are reliable planning and verification

procedures that assure the highest level of technical exe-

cution and deliverables.

Technical excellence standards and procedures are

not intended to limit innovation. Instead, the structure

allows the best technical experts to be empowered for

expanding on their competency, using their experience

and applying the company’s proven results to provide

the operator with the best solution possible. Lessons

learned from exceptional results on prior work can pro-

vide cost-effective technical benchmarks for current

projects. For example, lightweight designs and proven

engineering concepts can be incorporated to standard-

ize or duplicate successful features of prior projects into

existing or future assignments.

Technical excellence is not limited to active project dis-

ciplines. Project sponsors and experts within the engineer-

ing/design firm can readily be called upon to lend their

experience and knowledge to solve technical problems or

add innovation.

Solutions

The problems that operators have experienced over the

last decade with diminishing returns from deepwater

megaproject capex have been clearly identified. With

reduced crude price levels, the pressures to improve proj-

ect capital costs have risen. 

Solutions are being addressed by operators partnering

with project participants who have the experience, techni-

cal competence, necessary systems, correct policies and

procedures, and reliable support in place. These capabili-

ties will assure predictable and repeatable project delivery

based on industry-recognized best practices.

References available.
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S
ynergy Resources produces oil and gas from more than

375 wells in the Denver-Julesburg (DJ) Basin, and more

than 145 of those have been drilled since 2009. An operator

constantly looks for ways to drill and complete wells more

effectively and efficiently, as was the case for Synergy. After

experiencing problems completing wells on one pad in

2014, Halliburton approached Synergy about using new

pump-down technologies that could help avoid similar

problems in a zipper frack on the next pad. Comparative

completion analysis and controlled experiments provided

insight into the value of Halliburton’s three unique and

proprietary technologies: Pump-Down Visualization (PDV)

service, the Mono-Conductor Tension Device (MCTD) and

MaxForce-FRAC charges. Together these tools sped up

pump-down operations, saved money and water, reduced

nonproductive time and helped place more proppant com-

pared to traditional technologies used on the previous pad.

Reduced time per stage
In the DJ Basin, Halliburton wireline field professionals

typically pull out of the hole at a conservative speed to

reduce the risk of unplanned events downhole, such as an

unintentional separation of the tool from the wireline

cable. Several factors limit this speed, including wellbore

conditions; client preferences; professionals’ comfort

level; and, most importantly, the force applied at the cable

head weak point, which is designed to fail at a known over-

pull should the gun string get stuck. Until the introduc-

tion of the MCTD, field professionals had no way to

measure tension at the weak point; they could only meas-

ure it at the wellhead. Out of caution, Halliburton pulled

out of the first well at 61 m/min to 67 m/min (200 ft/min

to 220 ft/min). By using the MCTD on the second pad,

field professionals could see tension on the weak point in

real time, allowing them to pull out at 122 m/min to 183

m/min (400 ft/min to 600 ft/min), an increase of almost

three times. This reduced stage time. On the second pad,

wireline waited on frack from 45 to 90 minutes after com-

ing out of the hole on each stage. This is far more efficient

than frack waiting on wireline because of lower associated

standby costs.

Avoiding an extra CT job
Operators sometimes use coiled tubing (CT) to perforate

the toe of a well if pumping down guns is not an option.
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Pump-down operations improved
Visualization software, tension device and frack charges sped up completions and 

increased the volume of proppant placed.

Joel Walden, Halliburton

MaxForce-FRAC charges were designed to produce entry holes with more consistent diameters around the wellbore. (Source: Halliburton)
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After the first stage, however, pump-down operations on
wireline are considerably faster barring unforeseen cir-
cumstances such as getting stuck, presetting a plug or not
being able to reach the perforating depth. In such cases, a
CT unit must be called a second time, resulting in extra
CT costs and standby charges for a frack crew. A single CT
run in the DJ Basin can cost up to $50,000. 

When trying to perforate the second stage of wells 
on the second pad with wireline, the crew encountered
problems reaching shooting depth. Wellhead pressures
approached kick-out pressures of pump trucks (8,500
psi). The latter had to be increased so pump-down could
continue. On three separate occasions in the horizontal,
surface tension and casing-collar locator responses indi-
cated a stall. The MCTD, however, showed an average of
35 lb of tension on the string, with spikes near 100 lb,
indicating slow tool movement.

In each case, when the tool supposedly “stalled,” the
MCTD and PDV software indicated the string was still
in motion. 

Reducing pump-down water needs
Another MCTD benefit is that it helps professionals
reduce the amount of water used to pump tools down.
Water is precious in the semi-arid DJ Basin. Yet because
pump-down crews lack real-time feedback, they generally
use more water than needed to pump guns downhole. It
may take several stages or wells to gain the experience that
shows the optimum pump rate for tool deployment.

Excessive water can cause erratic tool movement, while
too little reduces running speed. With the MCTD, the
crew can optimize flow and speed based on real-time
downhole tension observations. There is no learning
curve in finding the sweet spot.

Halliburton compared water consumption on several
other wells in the vicinity owned by Synergy and other
operators. They all had similar 4.5-in., 13.5-lb casing, 
kickoff points, liner tops and depths. The MCTD helped
Synergy reduce pump-down water consumption 26%
compared to the other wells and also reduced its overall
cost of water. 

Charges aid proppant placement
In horizontal wellbores, guns lay on the bottom and usu-
ally produce larger perforation entrance hole diameters
on the low side of casing than on the high. Because frack
fluids tend to flow more through the bigger holes, stimu-
lation pathways can be unpredictable and uneven once
they hit the formation.

A stage-to-stage test of MaxForce-FRAC charges and a
leading alternative charge within two wells compared

breakdown pressures, treating pressures and volume of
proppant placed. Results showed up to 10% reductions in
breakdown pressures and up to 3% reductions in treating
pressure on these stages.

Halliburton also averaged the amount of proppant
placed in all stages shot with each type of charge. Differ-
ence in averages: 4,650 lb more proppant was placed in
the MaxForce-FRAC stages of one well and 4,635 lb in the
other—both 3% increases. These benefits can be attrib-
uted to more consistently sized perforations produced by
MaxForce-FRAC charges throughout the 360 degrees of
the wellbore compared to the competing charge. 

Saves time, produces better results
Together, these new technologies helped Synergy avoid
the cost of a second CT run plus associated standby
charges for a frack crew. Faster running speeds also
meant that expensive frack crews never had to wait on
less expensive pump-down crews. Finally, the company
reduced the amount of scarce water used; got the well
into production sooner; and increased the volume of
proppant placed, an important consideration for future
well productivity.

A Halliburton wireline crew prepares to begin operations. Pre-

liminary planning and collaboration are critical to ensure job

parameters are met. (Source: Halliburton)
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E&P companies must meet environmental

compliance rules and regulations on 

three fronts: air, water and waste. 

(Source: ACS Engineering)

A
s with other industries facing environmental compli-

ance rules and regulations, the pressure to under-

stand the intricacies of what must be done and to “do it

right” can be daunting. If compliance were not challeng-

ing enough, it often appears the mandates are constantly

shifting and only creating more confusion.

Consequently, it is critical for company management to

be well-informed while empowered by the best methods,

project management and innovative software. Typically,

that combination helps ensure that environmental compli-

ance should not be an onerous, thankless task but one

that can be accomplished efficiently and effectively.

Critical to eliminate guesswork
How concerned are oil and gas companies about environ-

mental compliance? According to a blog for Environmen-

tal Health & Safety and Sustainability Professionals, when

10,000 filings of the largest companies in the oil and gas

industry were analyzed, they cited environmental com-

pliance as operators’ No. 1 risk factor.

Advice about compliance that has stood the test of

time is that it should be approached essentially like

taxes. “With all the complex regulations, you’re not

going to stumble into compliance,” the advice goes. Compa-

nies should understand what to do but also recognize what

they do not have to do, thereby eliminating needless addi-

tional work and expense. Invariably the question arises as to

whether oil and gas companies can handle environmental

compliance themselves without calling in a consultant. 

Yes, they can; however, many companies do not have

designated compliance officers to cope exclusively with

the task. Also, in companies that do, these officers are

often overwhelmed by the demands along with the inter-

nal costs and specialized expertise increasingly required.

Therefore, while it is each company’s decision, external

consultants are typically brought in as being more experi-

enced, efficient and cost-effective to eliminate wasteful

compliance guesswork.

Representative compliance approaches
Categorically, E&P companies must meet environmental

compliance rules and regulations on three fronts: air, water

and waste. Although an exhaustive discussion of compli-

ance complexities would require a thick whitepaper, con-

sider a general overview. Popular solutions, regulation

management and managed services, for example, cut

through the regulatory maze and simplify the compli-

ance challenge as well as setting forth a strategy.

In regulation management, the intimidation fac-
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to environmental compliance
Popular solutions, regulation management and managed services simplify the compliance

challenge and set forth a strategy.
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tor of environmental rules and regulations spanning liter-

ally thousands of pages can be systematically eliminated.

Only regulations specifically having an impact on com-

pany operations are identified and put into a user-friendly

format. With that in place, companies no longer have to

wade through minutiae when deciding which tasks and

regulation updates are applicable. This system sends only

relevant notices, and these are automatically updated in

the compliance system.

The managed services approach, on the other hand,

puts virtually the entire compliance solution under one

umbrella for a fixed cost. The objective is to make permit-

ting smoother, pare down the requirements glut to only

applicable ones for each specific site and, in doing so, get

and keep companies in compliance most cost-effectively.

When opting for this comprehensive approach, the

process includes putting a site-specific program in place;

managing regulatory/permitting changes, including per-

mit renewals; completing identified tasks; and making

routine site visits to ensure compliance is ongoing.

Training in certain compliance areas is mandated, and

in a managed services concept, training is provided on

spill prevention, control and countermeasure and storm

water pollution prevention plan (SWPPP), for example.

Throughout the process, details are the name of the

game. Therefore, required records are kept updated

(especially helpful for unannounced inspections), task

completions are coordinated and agency inspection assis-

tance is provided, as are other site-specific services.

Innovative software 

Coping with the sheer enormity and complexity of environ-

mental mandates has virtually ensured that comprehensive

software will play an ever-larger role in the oil industry’s

environmental compliance. While compliance software

selection is limited compared to software in other fields, the

available technology has proved a very helpful tool. Among

the newest innovations are Cloud/SaaS solutions, which

offer a single platform for managing unlimited regulations.

Other examples include one vendor’s software that fea-

tures its entire suite functioning as a single toolset, with

integrated alerts/notifications and centralized data and

reporting platforms. Its software automates environmental

report submission as well as providing tools for things like

audit trails, document management and centralized task

list. Whether generating performance reports of air emis-

sion or tracking waste streams, this software illustrates the

value-add that technology has become.

Another software example comes from a vendor provid-

ing oil and gas compliance software for the spectrum of

environmental management including (a) air, water and

waste, collecting, tracking and reporting all related data on

a Web-based basis; (b) environmental sustainability, captur-

ing, tracking and evaluating data to allow real-time deci-

sions; and (c) permits, tracking critical dates and activities

as relative to permit and regulatory requirements.

Another company offers a compliance management

model that streamlines and simplifies both implementa-

tion and maintenance. Included are requirements associ-

ated with compliance tasks as well as nonscheduled

requirements and full implementation of all site-specific

requirements. An oil and gas company’s level of compli-

ance assurance can be increased simply by indicating that

any identified requirement is to become a task.

Air, water and waste

At most upstream companies, management accepts the

reality that environmental compliance is mandatory, not

optional. For those newly tasked with compliance, a sum-

mation is helpful as to the use of updated approaches and

a comprehensive software component. In the U.S.,

national ambient air quality standards have become
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stricter, and actually obtaining permits is more difficult.

Within the permitting process are nonattainment new

source review and prevention of significant deterioration

as well as acid rain permits, Title V permits and green-

house gas permits. Large projects often entail modeling

protocols, and even small projects require impact analysis.

Additionally, air dispersion modeling has become much

more stringent, further complicating the permit process.

Compliance requires a systematized compliance program.

Water compliance is extraordinarily all-encompassing,

as stated in the national pollutant discharge elimination

system (NPDES) program. Any facility discharging pol-

lutants from any point within the

U.S. must have an NPDES permit.

Areas covered include not only

wastewater and nonprocess waste-

water but also storm water dis-

charges. Storm water discharges

have gained particular attention

and require a SWPPP. The intent is

to prevent pollutants from mixing

with storm water runoff. As with

air compliance, water requires a

systematized compliance program.

Waste compliance is the source of

significant regulatory attention

because of its inherently damaging

characteristics. Primarily, waste 

regulation is handled under the

Resources Conservation and Recov-

ery Act, according to the U.S. Envi-

ronmental Protection Agency

(EPA). The agency states that it

enforces safe handling, treatment,

storage and disposal of hazardous

wastes, for example, and verifies

compliance through a comprehen-

sive monitoring program. As with

air and water, the solution for

upstream companies is a waste com-

pliance program administered inter-

nally or through external expertise.

Simplifying the 
regulatory jungle
Due to the complexities of the EPA’s

mandated environmental compli-

ance, it has become increasingly dif-

ficult for oil and gas companies not

only to comply but to understand

the overall challenge in the first

place. Improved approaches, better

expertise and innovative technology

are providing better solutions to oil

and gas companies so they can focus

on their business, which is E&P, not

environmental compliance.
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I
n 2014 Petroleum Geo-Services (PGS) began a large,

integrated 2-D geosciences project with the aim of

increasing the geological understanding of the Angolan

and Namibian offshore margins (red lines, Figure 1).

The project employed an integrated approach using

regional 2-D interpretation, gravity and magnetics, and

quantitative seismic interpretation to achieve this aim.

Seismic acquisition took place offshore Angola in

2011 and offshore Namibia in 2013. Both datasets were

acquired using PGS’ GeoStreamer dual-sensor towed

streamer acquisition platform, and the 2013 survey also

used PGS’ proprietary GeoSource technology. The true

broadband nature of this acquisition system allows a

superior seismic image, providing broader frequencies

across the amplitude spectrum and making it ideal ide-

ally suited for reservoir characterization/quantitative

interpretation and geological interpretation. 

While shooting the seismic data, PGS also acquired

gravity and magnetics data along the same lines. As

such, the PGS Access project combines regional 2-D geo-

logical interpretation, quantitative interpretation, and

gravity and magnetics. It also ties to important pre- and

post-salt wells and discoveries.

Geology
Both basins were formed during the Late Jurassic to

Early Cretaceous due to the rift and subsequent drift

and separation of the South American and African

plates. The major stage of rifting occurred from the

early Jurassic to early Cretaceous (Neocomian) from

south to north. The basins that formed during this rift-

ing phase are stratigraphically divided up into pre-rift,

syn-rift, sag-phase and post-rift successions. 

The main reservoir targets offshore Angola are in syn-

rift sandstones, sag-phase lacustrine carbonates (the

focus for exploration over the past five years) and post-

rift shallow marine carbonates and channel and tur-

bidite systems. In Namibia, targets are typically in

post-rift channel sandstones and shelf carbonates but

also are chasing the pre-rift basin potential. However, in

terms of exploratory wells drilled, Namibia remains far
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Taking an integrated approach 

to seismic exploration
Getting as much information from the seismic data as possible leads to better decisions.

Patrick Coole, PGS
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FIGURE 1. PGS Access West Africa project lines are shown in red.

Lines in magenta are the additional 2-D dataset that runs across

Angola and Namibia. (Source: PGS)
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more immature than Angola and, as a consequence, less

is understood about its petroleum system. 

Regional interpretation
The first stage of the project was to complete a large-

scale 2-D seismic interpretation. Total line coverage used

covers almost 8,000 km (4,970 miles), so having the best

regional interpretation to carry forward into quantita-

tive interpretation is crucial for gaining accurate insight.

The lines cover a variety of basins, from the Kwanza

Basin in the north of Angola to the Orange Basin in the

south of Namibia, each with both large-scale and subtle

differences in structure and stratigraphy (Figure 2). 

The 2-D grid chosen for the dataset deliberately covers

a number of presalt discoveries, including Baleia/Orca,

Cameia, Azul and Denden. By interpreting the seismic

data across these discoveries, a better regional geologi-

cal understanding has been gained and a number of

viable presalt leads have been developed through the

Kwanza, Benguela and Nambia basins.

Gravity and magnetics
The gravity and magnetics interpretation project was

completed in conjunction with the regional 2-D inter-

pretation. A two-stage approach was taken. The first

stage entailed making a regional qualitative interpreta-

tion using gridded gravity and magnetics data, drawing

from both PGS’ acquired 2-D and public domain data

sources. The second stage entailed 2-D gravity modeling,

whereby an iterative process was used to modify 2-D den-

sity models until the synthetic gravity response matched

the high-resolution gravity data recorded by PGS during

acquisition (Figure 3). 

Densities used in the 2-D modeling were constrained

using a combination of density logs derived from well

data and literature available in the public domain. Hori-

zons were taken from the 2-D interpretation to help con-

strain the initial stages of the model build and were

modified until a good fit was made between observed

and modeled data. This process meant that various com-

peting seismic interpretations could be tested. 

FRONTIER 

EXPLORATION

FIGURE 2. This example shows an interpreted PGS Access West Africa zoomed profile over the Cameia Field. The image to the bottom

right shows the whole interpreted PGS Access West Africa profile line. (Source: PGS)
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The gravity and magnet-

ics interpretation gave

insight into the nature of

the deeper structure, the

basement and syn-rift

graben structure and the

volcanics across Angola

and Namibia, which oth-

erwise in just 2-D seismic

interpretation may have

been inconclusive. 

Rock physics and
seismic inversion
The Baleia-1 well (off-

shore Angola) was drilled

in 1996, encountering a

91.4-m (300-ft) presalt oil

column in a dolomitic

reservoir. In-place hydro-

carbon volumes  are esti-

mated to exceed 1 Bbbl of

FIGURE 3. The density model is overlain on the seismic, with the synthetic gravity response (red dashed line) matching the recorded

data (black line, recorded Bouguer gravity response). This interpretation shows a clear syn-rift basin (fuschia dashed box) on the east

of the seismic line with salt and a thick post-rift sedimentary sequence overlying. This syn-rift basin is a highly prospective area in the

Namibe Basin. (Source: PGS)
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FIGURE 4. This figure shows a) the interpreted Baleia-1 logs, b) the well-to-seismic tie at the Baleia-1

location based on full-stack seismic data, and c) the interpreted induced polarization (Ip) inverted

from Baleia-1 logs and Ip-relative from seismic data. (Source: PGS)
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oil. To better understand the presalt dolomitic lime-

stone reservoir, compressional- and shear-wave veloci-

ties, density, and gamma ray logs from the Baleia-1 well

were used for rock physics analysis. 

Two carbonate intervals were discriminated. Car-

bonate 1 is an upper interval composed primarily of

dolomitic limestone, and the lower

interval is predominantly argilla-

ceous limestone, referred to as Car-

bonate 2 (Figure 4a). The acoustic

impedance volume (Figure 4c) shows

a clear distinction between Carbon-

ate 1 and 2, caused by a sharp

decrease in velocity at the interface

between the two intervals. 

A very good well-to-seismic tie at

Baleia-1 is observed both on the seis-

mic (Figure 4b) and on the relative

inversion version—acoustic imped-

ance in this case (Figure 4c)—leading

to a greater confidence and under-

standing of the presalt reservoir and

its distribution. 

Quantitative interpretation work

performed on the PGS Access West

Africa data in the Kwanza Basin is indi-

cating a similar relative acoustic

impedance response to that seen in

the Santos Basin. This may indicate

that reservoir-quality carbonates and

dolomites deposited within the sag

phase have similar elastic properties

on both sides of the mid-Atlantic con-

jugate margin system. 

By using an integrated reservoir

approach, geoscientists at PGS have

been able to gain insight into both

the regional- and reservoir-scale geol-

ogy in the West African offshore mar-

gins. The PGS Access West Africa

project demonstrates the value of this

integrated approach for extracting

maximum information from a multi-

tude of geophysical measurements.

The additional insight gained from

this product will lead to better deci-

sion-making as to where to best 

invest time and resources along the

Angolan and Namibian margin and

ultimately increase the likelihood of

exploration success.
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T
he Pelotas Basin is an underexplored, untapped hydro-

carbon province comprising a 500,000-sq-km (193,050-

sq-mile) passive margin located on the southeast coast of

Brazil and Uruguay to the south. 

Of the nine wells drilled in Brazil, lack of charge sug-

gests that the main risk factors are due to uncertainty

in the presence of source rock and migration pathway. 

However, seismic evidence suggests the presence of an

actively generating interval in the Upper Cretaceous 

or Early Paleocene similar in character to those found

in the Niger Delta in West Africa and the basins off-

shore Mozambique and Tanzania. Additional source

rocks may exist regionally in the Turonian and Albian

and in local rift basins in the Aptian. The Deep Sea

Drilling Project site 359 encountered 4 m (13 ft) of

Turonian organic-rich shales with 2% to 12% total

organic carbon. Earlier seismic data as well as recent

high-quality 2-D seismic surveys have imaged multiple

potential reservoir intervals, traps, source rocks and

direct hydrocarbon indicators in the basin. The

Lower Cretaceous, Upper Cretaceous and Tertiary

periods appear to have evidence of second-order

regressive sequences that delivered siliclastic sedi-

ment to the deepwater. 

Evidence for hydrocarbons
The seismic data show that since the inception of rifting

between South America and Africa (at 125 Ma), the posi-

tion of depocenters of paleo tributaries of the Rio de la

Plata moved along the margin several times. A recent

depocenter forms a bathymetry feature named the Rio

Grande Cone that comprises a 4-km (2.5-mile) thick 

Tertiary siliclastic sequence. This sequence displays a

world-class direct hydrocarbon indicator in the form of 

a 40,000-sq-km (15,444-sq-mile) sheet of bottom simulat-

ing reflectors (BSRs) confined inside the 3,000-m (9,842-

ft) Tertiary isopach(Figure 1). The Tertiary delta has

prograded over and matured a Paleocene source rock.

Gas and condensate from this source rock subsequently

migrated up through the sedimentary prism via abundant

gas chimneys and plumes to be trapped by the gas-water

crystal phase change creating the BSR (Figure 2).

There is also evidence of oil seeps detected by synthetic

aperture radar and standard satellite imagery in the

southern Pelotas Basin. This may suggest a linear feature

approximately coincident with the 500-m and 800-m

(1,640-ft and 2,625-ft) isobaths. It is hypothesized that oil

generated at depth below the Tertiary prism is migrating

up to the impermeable solid base of the hydrate until it

reaches the updip extent of the BSR. 

There is gas or liquid trapped by stratigraphy or struc-

ture below the BSR creating a shallow gas or oil play

within the Tertiary prism itself trapped in porous inter-

vals below the solid hydrate layer, possibly a secondary

play. Despite the abundant gas in these sequences, it is

the potential for large oil plays that is refocusing the

attention of E&P companies in the Pelotas Basin. 

The BSR represents the base of a solid layer of gas

hydrates. The pressure and temperature conditions nec-

essary for the formation of hydrate crystals require an

environment with water depths greater than 300 m (984

ft). The associated gas hydrates exist from about 100 m

(328 ft) to as deep as 500 m beneath the sea floor. The

velocities of hydrates are considerably higher than the

equivalent-aged sediment just below the seabed.

The BSR may provide additional information about the

heat flow and distribution of hydrocarbon generation in

the region. Regional mapping of the distribution of the

BSR shows a strong correlation with an isopach thick that

defines the Rio Grande Cone depocenter. The isopach

thick also defines a region that is within the gas window

for potential source rocks in the Aptian and Albian. This

suggests the BSR is due to thermogenic gas and liquids. If

the gas in the BSR was derived from biogenic gas, it

would be likely that the BSR would have a more regional

extent and perhaps a more variable distribution. 

Petroleum system
The conjugate margin rift basins of West Africa and Brazil

initially formed by east-west extension initiated during the
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early Cretaceous as the South American plate began to

separate and rotate clockwise from Africa.

Both the Pelotas and Namibian basins are underlain by

thickened high-density volcanic crust with an abundance

of seaward-dipping reflectors. Basin subsidence is con-

trolled both by long-term post-rift thermal cooling and

differential sediment loading and accommodation. The

seismic data in the area illustrate that the Pelotas Basin

received substantially more sediment than the Namibe

Basin, and consequently the basement is deeper.

In the Pelotas Basin, the prograding Tertiary wedge

over the Paleocene source rock triggered a glide-plane

detachment within the source rock similar to the Niger

Delta. Structural traps are developed within this gravity-

driven structural complex along listric normal faults

updip and toe-thrust structures downdip. The Orange

River Basin in Namibia exhibits a similar though older

feature with a deeper detachment on the Cenomanian-

Turonian source rock.

Although few wells have penetrated the deepwater sec-

tion of either margin, the interpretation of the seismic

data suggests deltaic processes generated numerous

potential plays. The supply of sediment from the shelf

and delta to the post-rift thermally subsiding margin was

subject to both global sea level change and locally con-

trolled delta lobe switching. The seismic data in the area

indicate that a potential reservoir was deposited by mech-

anisms common to many passive margin mixed-source

deltaic systems. Lowstand sands are interpreted within

prograding siliciclastic wedges in addition to lowstand

slope fan sands. 

In the early Cretaceous, Aptian-Albian carbonates may

have formed locally, creating a very exciting play interbed-

ded with source rock. Additionally, during the Lower and

Upper Cretaceous and Tertiary, prograding units appear

to have suffered shelf collapse and slope failure in parts of

the basin, depositing turbidites, channel fill and thick

stacked slump sequences on the basin slope and floor.

Exploration opportunities
There is considerable evidence of a large working petro-

leum system with a Paleocene source rock presently

within the oil window, and correlation with the conjugate

margin provides evidence of source rock in the Albian

section, which opens up a second deepwater oil play. A

more detailed examination of the seismic data indicates

that the deepwater Pelotas Basin may contain more

prospective targets than the shelf, with reservoir and

charge presenting the key technical risks. There are many

good reasons to believe that the deepwater Pelotas Basin

warrants further exploration.

FIGURE 1. A prestack time-migrated seismic section shows the

BSR (yellow horizon). (Source: Spectrum Geo)
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A
strategically aligned managed pressure drilling

(MPD) system incorporating interval-specific proto-

col aimed at maintaining constant bottomhole pressure

(CBHP) enabled the safe and effective drilling of the

deepest HP/HT exploratory well ever constructed in

the Mediterranean Sea. 

The landmark well, which was drilled from a jackup

in the Egyptian Nile Delta to 7,207 m (23,639 ft) total

depth with static bottomhole temperature of 208 C

(406 F), would have been prohibitively difficult if not

impossible to drill with a conventional open-to-atmos-

phere circulating fluids system. Thus, the success of this

deep exploratory well established that a properly

planned and executed MPD strategy is the accepted

benchmark for the future delivery of equally challeng-

ing wells in the area. 

Indeed, the CBHP MPD system not only provided

early kick/loss detection but

was instrumental in dealing

with the pore pressure uncer-

tainties intrinsic in ultradeep

exploratory wells. Strictly

speaking, the automated

MPD system supported the

evaluation of real-time pore

pressure and dynamic forma-

tion integrity tests, thereby

allowing the proactive opti-

mization of drilling parame-

ters including mud weights

to sustain control over chang-

ing equivalent circulating

densities (ECDs) and head

off costly drilling issues

including severe losses, dif-

ferential sticking and forma-

tion fracturing, among

others.

One of the keys to the success of the project was the

engineering of distinctive operational guidelines for

each hole interval taking into account the respective

pressure profile ambiguities, specific casing points and

the narrowing drilling window expected in the deeper

hole sections. Moreover, drilling largely in MPD mode

for the entirety of the well allowed wellsite personnel to

sequentially enhance familiarity with the system—an

imperative as the well progressed and the pore pres-

sure/fracture gradient narrowed. 

The practical advantage of this approach was accen-

tuated when two micro influxes between 3,299 m and

3,828 m (10,820 ft and 12,556 ft) were successfully miti-

gated and the go-forward mud densities were opti-

mized based upon the results of subsequent pore

pressure tests. 

Having familiarity with the MPD system and its capa-

bilities proved invaluable in dealing with similar events

in the more critical deeper hole sections. Moreover, the

early detection of ½-bbl fluid gain—which would have
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This automated MPD system is equipped with a Coriolis mass flowmeter for EKD. (Source: Weatherford) 
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been impossible in a conventional scenario—avoided

unnecessary shut-ins and nonproductive time. 

Strategy behind MPD planning
The core of the system was the MPD-standard rotating

control device (RCD), which provides a pressure-tight

barrier in the annulus and, in combination with the

closed-loop MPD system, enhances safety by diverting

returning fluids from the rig floor. Importantly, the

Microflux intelligent control unit provided automatic

surface control of the system, delivering instantaneous

response to wellbore signals to ensure incidents were

contained before deteriorating into uncontrollable

events. The system also included the requisite auxiliary

pump to maintain CBHP during static periods or while

performing dynamic flow checks. 

Planning the operation began eight months before

the MPD system was rigged up, with all of the equip-

ment undergoing an exhaustive certification process

conducted in accor-

dance with applica-

ble API procedures.

Once certified, the

equipment was

assembled at the

Weatherford Cairo

base yard, where cer-

tified closed-loop

fingerprinting flow

exercises were performed to help define

flow tolerance bands, choke pressure at

various flow rates and provide the means

of calibrating sensors and the hydraulics

programming of the MPD system. 

In addition, as part of the strategy aimed

at fully immersing relevant personnel on

the intricacies of the MPD system, a complete

fingerprinting analysis with decision-makers

was designed to further understanding of the

communication protocol for each proce-

dure as well as the inherent risks. During

planning, pertinent rig personnel also were

introduced to the MPD system via the KCA

Deutag simulator in Aberdeen.

The development of an interval-specific

strategy included comprehensive daily

reviews of MPD equipment, procedures and

personnel throughout the operation. To cir-

cumvent the issues typically associated with

conventional drilling, in the deeper hole

sections the application-specific strategy

called for the use of MPD to proactively reduce the over-

balance margin. 

Further, since the high temperature likely would ren-

der the pressure-while-drilling (PWD) tool inoperable,

compressive modeling and configuration of the

hydraulic software for the automated MPD system were

used to obtain negligible discrepancy between the

model and PWD measurements, ensuring the mainte-

nance of CBHP throughout the operation. 

As it would be impossible to monitor the flow differ-

ence during back-reaming operations within the pre-

scribed time tolerance, the strategy included the

mitigation of swabbing effects prior to commencing

MPD or making conventional connections. The swab-

bing calculations would be compared with the real-time

ECD readings delivered by the PWD tool. 

During the operation, additional procedures per-

formed included dynamic formation integrity tests while

drilling to evaluate actual pressure integrity of the for-

MPD/UBD

An EKD ‘Flow Chart While Drilling’ was developed to outline the proce-

dure for a micro-influx event during a conventional connection.

(Source: Weatherford)
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mations being drilled,

dynamic flow checks to

evaluate well condi-

tions, pore pressure

tests with incremental

reductions in surface

backpressure to evalu-

ate the appropriate mud

density for drilling, and the

mud weight displacement

during tripping operations. 

Importantly, early kick

detection (EKD) flow

charts were prepared that

specified how to decide

whether a micro influx can

be circulated out using

MPD equipment or if the

well should be shut in

using conventional well

control practices. 

MPD recap
As with every interval, fingerprinting exercises were

performed prior to initiating drilling in MPD mode

in the underreamed 14¾-in.-by-17½-in. section at 2,997

m (9,830 ft). Drilling commenced with 3.5-lb/l (13.4-

lb/gal) oil-based mud at a flow rate of 3,028 l/min (800

gal/min) and a surface backpressure (SBP) of 60 psi,

necessary to obtain an ECD of 3.6 lb/l (13.66 lb/gal).

After circulating out the aforementioned micro influxes,

a dynamic pore pressure test was run to refine the mud

density followed by a dynamic formation integrity test.

Throughout the well, the dynamic formation integrity

test and dynamic pore pressure test were crucial in refin-

ing the ever-narrowing drilling window to not only opti-

mize drilling but also gather valuable data for future

planning with minimal interruption to the well con-

struction process. 

The detection and remediation of total losses notwith-

standing, the intermediate 12¼-in.-by-14¾-in. hole was

drilled otherwise uneventfully to the planned 14-in. cas-

ing depth at 3,711 m (12,173 ft). Notably, the capacity of

MPD to deliver continual surveillance of drilling param-

eters to optimize performance was underscored in the

95∕8-in. section, which was drilled relatively trouble-free to

a new programmed setting depth of 5,632 m (18,472 ft)

tied back to the 11¾-in. liner at 4,755 m (15,598 ft).  

In the doubly challenging 8½-in hole at 6,422 m to

7,207 m (21,064 ft to 23,639 ft), early loss detection by

the MPD system prompted an immediate reduction in

BHP and the pumping of lost circulation material,

thereby averting potentially total loss returns. While

drilling the section, the mud density was adjusted from a

beginning weight of 4.36 lb/l (16.5 lb/gal) to maintain

an ECD of 4.48 lb/l (16.96 lb/gal) to 4.44 lb/l (16.8

lb/gal) with a flow rate of 1,817 l/min (480 gal/min)

and ECD of 4.58 lb/l (17.35 lb/gal). 

In addition, the SBP was alternately reduced and

increased to evaluate background gas while drilling,

which reached a high of 29.4% but dropped quickly to

10% upon circulation through the mud-gas separator.

Furthermore, performing dynamic flow checks before

tripping and displacement with heavy mud and efficient

calculation of steel volume displacement of each stand

ensured the well remained under control and that ECD

management was preserved during trips.

Overall, the well was drilled successfully to a final

depth of 7,207 m, meeting all objectives and reinforcing

MPD as the standard for addressing the uncertainties

intrinsic to deep exploratory prospects. Further, by

employing MPD the operator obtained valuable forma-

tion data that will help in future well planning and opti-

mization of drilling operations in the area.
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S
evere to total loss during a drilling operation leads to

nonproductive time, instances of stuck pipe and an

increase in drilling costs and prevents operators from

reaching the desired total depth. Lost circulation mate-

rial (LCM), underbalanced drilling or managed pres-

sure drilling (MPD) can be implemented in wells

encountering severe to total losses. Mudcap drilling

(MCD) is a major variant of MPD. 

This drilling technology helps drill the formations with

total lost circulation, where LCM and cement squeeze

operations are very expensive, time-consuming and inef-

fective. There are no returns to surface during an MCD

operation. Benefits of MCD applications increase in the

presence of hazardous reservoir fluids such as hydrogen

sulfide and CO2 in high concentration and in absence of

facilities to store the returns from the well. 

MCD has multiple variations, such as floating MCD

(FMCD), pressurized MCD (PMCD) and dynamic MCD.

Four distinct zones develop during an MCD operation,

namely fluid zone, mixture zone, interface zone and

interaction zone. Fluid zone is present in the wellbore

annulus and prevents the formation fluids from migrat-

ing to the surface by using the hydrostatic head of a vis-

cous mudcap fluid (with or without additional

pressure). 

The mixture zone contains a mixture of drilling 

fluid, formation fluid and cuttings. Interface denotes

the dynamic boundary between the mudcap fluid and

the mixture zone. The interaction zone is a part of the

subsurface formation that interacts with well fluids

through intake or expulsion. Interaction zones mostly

take in the sacrificial fluid, cuttings and formation fluids

from other zones based on the pressure and energy

equilibrium conditions. 

Limitations of MCD 
There are several limitations of MCD. It requires a sub-

surface zone that can take the cuttings and the drilling

fluid used to drill that section for a prolonged period of

time. Large reserves of sacrificial fluids are needed

along with sufficient quantities of mudcap fluid. 

Regulatory and logistics requirements must be avail-

able before the operations are performed. MCD does

require specialized and trained people. 

When it comes to selection of mudcap

fluid, a fluid suitable for MCD should be

nondamaging to the matrix; not form dam-

aging or blocking emulsions with either

reservoir crude, reservoir water or drilling

fluid; be inexpensive; be easy to weight up at

the rig site based on the required density

changes during drilling, tripping and other

rig operations; be mixable in high volumes;

have low rheology for normal drilling; and

have high downhole rheology under the

mudcap to minimize mixing with the reser-

voir fluid. 

Introduction to PMCD
The International Association 

of Drilling Contractors defines PMCD as a

variation of MPD that involves “drilling

with no returns to surface, where an annu-
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Pressurized mudcap drilling
Drill cuttings get injected into the fractured section, 

acting as natural lost circulation material.

Siddharth Misra, University of Texas at Austin

MPD/UBD

This seismic representation shows a three- well drilling campaign in a highly faulted

section. (Source: University of Texas at Austin)
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lus fluid column, assisted by surface pressure, is main-

tained above a formation that is capable of accepting

fluid and cuttings.” PMCD grew out of practical experi-

ences with FMCD technology in the deeper trends of

the Austin Chalk. 

Also, development of rotating control devices (RCDs)

rated at 2,500-psi rotating pressure and 5,000-psi static

pressure facilitated PMCD technology. During a PMCD

operation, the top of the mudcap fluid is held under

some pressure at the surface to provide a better control

on MCD operations. Mudcap fluid is kept at or under-

balanced against the lowest reservoir pressure. The 

surface pressure is referred to as the choke pressure 

or backpressure. 

The mudcap controls the reservoir pressure regardless

of what is happening in high-permeability zones. Mud-

cap fluid density is deliberately configured to provide a

positive underbalance at the top of the interaction zone

or the top of the first fracture. 

Annulus fluid is an integral part of PMCD operations.

The mudcap is relatively underbalanced compared to

reservoir or formation pressure, allowing it to float above

the loss zone since it is being supported by fluids coming

from the reservoir. Since PMCD is performed on a closed

system, the difference between the reservoir pressure and

hydrostatic pressure of the mudcap is equal to the surface

backpressure being exerted by the RCD. 

The backpressure is monitored to record any changes

in the reservoir pressure or to detect the annular migra-

tion of gas, allowing the control of the same by bullhead-

ing the fluid in the annulus whenever a predetermined

backpressure value is reached. An increase in choke pres-

sure indicates migration of formation fluids through the

mudcap. Mudcap fluid

is filled up in the well

at a rate that exceeds

the gas percolation

rate or applies a back-

pressure from the

annulus to prevent the

entry gas from escap-

ing to the surface. 

Drill cuttings are

sandwiched by the

annulus and drillpipe

pressures, thereby get-

ting injected into the

fractured section. The

injected cuttings act

as natural LCM. The

type of BOP required

for this method is similar to conventional drilling, but a

pressure control device is installed on the top of the

BOP stack as an additional safeguard. 

The RCD is a key equipment component of PMCD. It

is used for sealing the annulus while still allowing rota-

tion and movement of the drillpipe. This feature makes

underbalanced, near-balanced or overbalanced drilling

possible in a safe manner when facing an elevated risk 

of gas kicks. An RCD should never be used as a shut-in

device since it is the last pressure barrier. If any backpres-

sure is observed from the annulus, the pipe rams are

closed and an optimum fluid is injected into the annu-

lus. An optimum density mud is required to maintain the

well in overbalanced condition. The annulus must be full

of mud to maintain effective mudcap sealing. 

In offshore drilling when available mud volume

becomes critical due to heavy losses, seawater is used as

the drilling fluid. A polycrystalline diamond compact bit

is the recommended type as it creates fine drill cuttings

by its grinding effect. Such fine grains easily penetrate

the naturally fractured loss zones. 

A choke pressure gauge is required to monitor hydro-

static pressure in the annulus. Generally, when annulus

pressure reaches 1,000 psi at the surface, the annular

BOP is closed and a kill mud is bullheaded until the

annulus pressure is 0 psi. When using an LCM pill or

barite, a circulating valve is used to remove coarse parti-

cles. This reduces plugging problems in the drillstring

due to settling of mud materials. Before tripping out,

the string capacity should be displaced with mud having

an optimum density considering a trip margin.

References available.

Seawater is used as the sacrificial fluid in this schematic of PMCD application. (Source: Weatherford)
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M
anaged pressure drilling (MPD) techniques are

being used to maintain a constant equivalent circu-

lating density (ECD) when running and cementing cas-

ing. As with MPD, managed pressure cementing (MPC)

is supplying value to this critical juncture of well con-

struction. MPD is used more widely to mitigate drilling

challenges and minimize reservoir damage, but the chal-

lenges don’t end when drilling has concluded, especially

in areas with extremely narrow margins.  

Failure to employ MPD while tripping and running

casing results in the poor control of the surge/swab

effects, leading to the initial pressure scenarios of using

MPD in the first place. 

MPD has been defined by the International Associa-

tion of Drilling Contractors MPD/UBO committee as

“an adaptive drilling process used to precisely control

the annular pressure profile throughout the wellbore.

The objectives are to ascertain the downhole pressure

environment limits and to manage the annular

hydraulic pressure profile accordingly.” 

The goal of MPD is to avoid a continuous influx of 

formation fluids to the surface, with any influx inciden-

tal to the operation safely contained and managed using

an appropriate process. In other words, MPD can be

described as ECD management. MPC can similarly be

described as managing the ECD during the entire

cementing operation, including tripping out and 

running casing.

With wells being drilled with MPD, the difficulty has

been to execute and achieve an effective zonal isolation

with conventional cementing considering the narrow

pressure window available. The objective of using MPC

is to improve the zonal isolation process.

Case study
The wells considered for this case study are located 

in the Paradox Basin in the southeastern quadrant of

Utah. The target in this area is an organic-rich dolomitic

shale, and production is achieved by the intersection of

natural fractures in the rock. The complexity of the

geology, including folding and faulting of the forma-

tions, results in countless challenges while drilling this

shale, and geosteering is fundamental to stay within 

the pay zone. 

Additionally, variations in pressures within these fault

compartments have become a major challenge. Typically,

offset wells in the area had been drilled with a 3.8-lb/l

(14.5-lb/gal) mud weight, which was swapped to a 4.6-lb/l

(17.5-lb/gal) hematite system when landing the lateral.

MPD optimizes the drilling process by having control

of the ECD, determining the actual pressure limits,

reducing nonproductive time associated with lost circu-

lation and kick events and, therefore, reducing drilling

costs and providing a safer operation. The main objec-

tives of implementing MPD on this project were to mini-

mize fluid losses and avoid damaging the reservoir.

An MPD automated system was required for these

wells due to the extremely narrow drilling window avail-

able, which was as low as 40 psi. The MPD strategy to

drill the lateral section consisted of using a static under-

balanced drilling fluid and maintaining a constant ECD

above pore pressure, meaning that the mud weight was

lower than what was used in conventional drilling. 
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MPC bridges drilling, zonal isolation
Technique used to achieve an effective zonal isolation with conventional cementing 

considering the narrow pressure window available.

Randy Lovorn and Isabel Poletzky, Halliburton

MPD/UBD

FIGURE 1. The cementing equipment is set up on the well site for

MPC operations. (Source: Halliburton)
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The equipment required to apply MPD techniques 

in this tight environment included a 2,000-psi rotating

control device, MPD autochoke and control system, rig

pump diverter system, data acquisition system, drillstring

floats and subs (nonreturn valves), and pressure-while-

drilling. Figure 1 shows an MPC setup. 

Several wells have been successfully and safely drilled

and cemented using MPD and MPC techniques. The

wells have been cemented without inducing losses or

having formation influxes. 

As a result, the drilling operation is not only opti-

mized, but the gap in the well construction process is

minimized by improving the zonal isolation and elimi-

nating remedial cementing jobs afterward. Cement

bond logs also have confirmed the success of MPC.

MPC
During cementing operations, similar to conventional

drilling, the cement density is usually increased to avoid

any formation influx. In this case, the effective ECD was

higher than the fracture pressure, and therefore losses

were induced, resulting in poor cement jobs and inef-

fective zonal isolation. 

A lower mud density is used in MPC since the lighter

mud weight used during drilling is still in the wellbore

and will be displaced during the

cementing operation of pumping the

cement slurry and spacers. Applied

surface backpressure (SBP) is adjusted

accordingly to control and maintain

the wellbore pressures within the

operating limits (i.e., pore and frac-

ture pressures). Zonal isolation is

improved by eliminating or minimiz-

ing fluid losses and formation influxes

during the cementing

operation. 

The real-time cement

parameters are sent to the

MPD system throughout

the process (Figure 2), and

Object Linking and

Embedding for Process

Control communication

transmits data to the MPD

data acquisition and con-

trol system. ECDs are then

calculated and applied

SBPs are determined to

maintain the pressures

along the wellbore within

the operational window, adjusting the operational

parameters accordingly. 

The MPD control system also can send back readings

from the mass flowmeter to the cementing operator that

include flow rates and densities out, giving the operator

the ability to monitor in real time while having a more

precise measurement of the returns at surface. 

The integration of both cementing and the MPD auto-

mated data acquisition control systems, along with the use

of multiple fluids with different densities and rheological

properties, were the main hurdles encountered when

implementing MPC. The MPD automated control system

had previously been modified to facilitate the data inte-

gration and the use of different fluids. The system also

has the capability to calculate the ECD at any point in the

wellbore when circulating the cement slurry and spacers.

Planning, engineering and communications are critical

to successful MPD and MPC operations. MPC also is a

technique that requires upfront planning prior to the

well being spudded since it could impact how the surface

equipment is plumbed into the rig. The client must sup-

port the collaboration between the cementing and the

MPD companies from the start of the project so that pro-

cedures, workflows, data-transmission protocols, commu-

nication and contingencies can be developed.

FIGURE 2. During the MPC 

process, real-time cement 

parameters are sent to the 

MPD system. (Source: Halliburton)
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I
n nearly every well’s producing life, artificial lift will be

needed to extend operation and maximize reservoir

recovery. However, the efficiency of any artificial lift

method is hampered by myriad costly problems, includ-

ing corrosion, scale, paraffin and salt deposits that can

lead to premature failure of the lift system. Without a

means of effectively pumping the right treatment chemi-

cals precisely where they are needed, the risks of workovers

and lost production rise, threatening the economic viabil-

ity of the well.

Capillary injection is a popular

method of downhole chemical

delivery that can extend the pro-

duction interval between workovers

provided that the capillary string

can reach far enough downhole to

be effective. The typical tubing

anchor used above the downhole

pump often hinders the deploy-

ment of the control lines. 

Conventional tubing anchors

have to be rotated nine to 12 turns

to set, which might limit the installa-

tion of control lines to above the

anchor because the risk of crimping

or breaking the lines is too great for the operator to

accept. Delivery of chemicals such as corrosion inhibitors,

scale inhibitors or foamers is therefore limited to above

the anchor, leaving all tubing below the anchor exposed

to untreated wellbore fluids. 

Reducing turns to set
Weatherford developed a solution to this challenge in the

form of a capillary-injection tubing anchor that allows the

control lines to pass through the anchor via a bypass chan-

nel. This channel, which can accommodate either 1∕4-in. or
3∕8-in. control lines, lets the string reach the inlet of the

downhole pump for delivery of the entire chemical treat-

ment. This targeted chemical delivery often results in a

significant reduction in chemical treat rates to achieve the

desired level of protection for the tubing and rods. 

The new tubing anchor sets and unsets in just one-quar-

ter of a full turn as opposed to the multiple turns required

for the traditional anchor. 

Improving downhole sensing
The new tubing anchor also has been successfully deployed

to improve real-time monitoring below the anchor. The

anchor’s bypass channel allows control lines for a range of

downhole sensing tools to be deployed below the anchor

and tied into a gauge at the pump intake. The control lines

can be installed at the same time as

the chemical injection lines using the

same capillary crew at the rig site for

additional time and cost savings. 

The quarter turn to set the

anchor reduces the risk of sensor

failures due to a kinked or broken

line. It also lowers the risk of break-

ing bands used to hold the lines to

the tubing. Broken bands could fall

to the bottom of the well and plug

or foul the pump, the anchor or

the injection valves. This may

require a fishing job to remove the

band debris from the well. 

The ability to monitor real-time pressures and tempera-

tures below the tubing anchor affords optimization oppor-

tunities for the artificial lift system. Measurements of the

hydrostatic pressure at the intake of a rod pump, for

example, serve as input to the pump’s variable frequency

drive (VFD). The VFD then adjusts pumping rates based

on the hydrostatic pressure, maximizing pump efficiency

and minimizing the risks of overloading the rods or burn-

ing out the pump.  

The data collected by the real-time monitoring systems

not only help the operator make decisions to maximize

production but also inform the decision on the optimal
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Capillary-injection tubing anchor

optimizes treatments, monitoring
New tubing anchor extends chemical treatment and downhole monitoring 

options for wells on any form of artificial lift.

James Bracken and Steven Mathias,

Weatherford
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real-time pressures and

temperatures below the

tubing anchor affords 

optimization opportunities

for the artificial 

lift system.
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lift method for a well. An operator accustomed to using
gas lift on each well may be inclined to change to another
lift method if the downhole data suggest that an alterna-
tive form of lift can improve production and deliver a
quicker return on investment. 

Optimizing chemical injection 
in Permian Basin wells
The new tubing anchor design was first installed for an
operator embarking on a new drilling campaign in the
Permian Basin in 2012. While the new wells were drilled
in a region that promised an EUR of 71%, these wells also
had higher failure rates compared to older wells in the
operator’s nearby assets. 

Higher fluid levels in the wells for longer periods of
time translated to increased rates of corrosion-induced
failure. The operator was forced to inject up to 5 qt/d of
weighted corrosion inhibitor (at a price of $25/qt), but
this was insufficient to keep corrosion rates low enough
to avoid frequent leaks and rod failures, particularly in
lower sections of the well below the tubing anchor. 

Residual chemical returns were between 0 ppm and 15
ppm, well below the operator’s target range of 55 ppm to
60 ppm. Every one to two weeks, new wells were being
shut in for at least three days to repair or replace cor-
roded equipment at an average cost of more than $25,000
per pull. The operator was forced to make a minimum of
two pulls per year on each well in the first year of opera-
tion. This translated to an average annual operational
cost of more than $95,000 per well. 

The operator called on Weatherford to replace the
conventional tubing anchors with the new quarter-turn
anchor. The new anchors were effectively set by rotating
by just one-quarter to one-half of a full turn at surface,
minimizing the risk of damage to the chemical injection
cap string. In addition, the chemical injection point was
placed farther downhole adjacent to the pump intake,
allowing the operator to switch to a lighter and more
cost-effective corrosion inhibitor that was injected at a
rate of 1 qt/d. 

Two days after the wells were brought back into produc-
tion, residual corrosion inhibitor readings were between
66 ppm and 68 ppm and have remained within that
range. This indicated that the pump intake was effectively
introducing and distributing the chemical into the pro-
duced fluid stream to protect more of the rod and tubing
string between the intake and the surface. 

The first wells installed with the new tubing anchor
have been running for more than one year with no pulls.
In addition, the shape of pump cards did not change out-
side of normally expected well production decline. This

provided further assurances that the rod-pumped wells
were not experiencing the corrosion-related problems
that had plagued them previously. 

The fact that no workovers were required, coupled with
the switch to a less expensive chemical treatment, lowered
the average annual operational costs for each well to
under $19,000 for a savings per well of nearly $77,000 in
the first year alone. 

The operator has since placed the capillary-injection
tubing anchor in more than 20 of its wells in the field,
and Weatherford has deployed the new system in more
than 100 total wells in Texas and the U.S. Rockies.

The Weatherford capillary-injection tubing anchor extends treat-

ment and well monitoring options for wells on any form of artifi-

cial lift. (Source: Weatherford)
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T
he need for more data at higher speeds has high-

lighted a need for faster and more robust I/O capabili-

ties. Automation electronics manufacturers have focused

development efforts on plunger lift control applications

in recent years with the objective of optimizing the time-

based shut-in procedures. Additionally, technology

providers offer modules with powerful data concentrators

that can combine with existing I/O points to create a

complete system for connectivity where large amounts of

high-speed data need to be transmitted in challenging

environments. Some I/O technologies also offer solar

and battery power options that support faster polling

times without operators having to invest in a complex

power system that maintains power in remote locations.

Oil and gas companies have many options for plunger lift

automation, and with advanced I/O technologies it is

possible to automate multiple wells on a single pad.

Data collection methods
Wired I/O is often considered the traditional method for

automated data collection. For many of the first multiwell

pads, producers deployed buried cable from the wellhead

and pad site I/O sensors to a centrally located flow com-

puter or remote terminal unit (RTU). This conventional

method quickly became redundant and excessively

expensive. For instance, the central controller is often

located hundreds or even thousands of feet away from

the wellhead, requiring extensive amounts of cable. Addi-

tionally, crews must dig separate trenches for each well-

head on the pad. Many multiwell pads also have several

tanks gathering liquids for 12 to 16 wells. While larger

horizontal wells can improve surface land use and help

cover a larger area with a single facility, the number of

critical I/O points to monitor can be quite large. When

using a wired solution, the wiring from the wellheads to

the tank batteries often needs to be placed under access

roads for trucks that transport liquids from the tanks to

other facilities. The continued heavy weight of the trucks

and high volume of traffic often contributes to the
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Advances in artificial lift
Wireless capabilities streamline data collection.

Glenn Longley, FreeWave Technologies Inc.
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destruction of the buried cables. Depending on the loca-

tions and soils, some operators will replace their buried

cable in less than a year, which is an expensive proposi-

tion. Additionally, lightning also can pose a threat. Upon

striking a piece of equipment, say a pressure transducer,

the lightning could potentially travel through the cable

and destroy a much more expensive piece such as a flow

computer, RTU or power level controller (PLC). 

Wireless I/O automation technology can enable trans-

mission of hundreds of data points in real time. When the

right wireless I/O technology is selected, it has the poten-

tial to address all of the automation demands resulting

from advanced drilling and artificial lift techniques while

offering a lower total cost of ownership and a dependable

solution. Some of the key traits of wireless I/O when

properly selected and installed include:

• Cost effectiveness. Wireless machine-to-machine (M2M)

communication technologies are easily deployed at

the wellhead and eliminate the need for trenching

and the expenses associated with running wire over

long distances;

• Quick installation. With adequate network engineering

support, wireless I/O radios can be easily installed in

a fraction of the time of a wired solution. Additionally,

a full pad site could be easily configured and installed

in a single day;

• Maintenance. There are providers that offer up to

three-year warranties, excellent power utilization

allowing lower cost power systems and firmware that

is upgradable, all of which are factors that dramati-

cally reduce the need for frequent maintenance;

• Flexibility. In the event that the wireless radios need

to be relocated, they can easily be moved. Addition-

ally, some wireless I/O technology can be config-

ured to communicate with previously deployed

RTUs and PLCs, allowing a producer to expand its

I/O count while using existing equipment, saving

significant upgrade costs; 

• Ease of use. Some wireless I/O solutions have config-

uration templates and can be configured right from

the operator’s desktop; and

• “Fail-safe” option. Some wireless I/O technology can

initiate valve closure or preprogrammed “safe” I/O

states if communication is lost.

Maximizing production
In production, wells tend to lose natural pressure over

time, and their ability to bring NGLs, oil and gases to the

surface significantly decreases. In the past a trained opera-

tor might manually shut in the well to increase pressure

downhole and stimulate production in a well that suffered

from fluid loading. This method was designed to build

enough downhole pressure to lift and produce the liquids

from the well. To maximize production, producers began

using artificial lift as a more efficient process for lifting 

liquids, then adding automation to redirect man hours

and manage the large liquid loads. With any automation

process, monitoring and control technologies are used 

to ensure that pressures and temperatures are regulated

and valve control is automated. With some artificial lift

techniques, trying to produce the well too quickly can

potentially damage equipment while also reducing total

production. The result is reduced daily revenues. By 

using wireless I/O technology, pressures can be closely

monitored to ensure optimal function. 

Rod pumps are one example of an artificial lift process

that can use wireless I/O. Pressures and loading are criti-

cal to ensuring the pumpjack, rodstring and downhole

equipment are optimized to lift the liquids to the surface. 

Gas lift is another process for extracting fluids from

the well that requires tight control of the overall process

for optimum production. With any type of liquid-rich

artificial lift, not only will there be the obvious pressures

that require monitoring, but tanks need to be moni-

tored as well.

Plunger lift often is used to deliquify a natural gas

well. To improve this process, producers use a plunger

A full pad site can be equipped in a single day. 

(Source: FreeWave Technologies Inc.)
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to assist with lifting the fluid. With the right well condi-

tions, plunger lift is quite effective, but it must be used

correctly. Incorrect use or excessive plunger travel speed

can damage the plunger equipment, having a direct

negative impact on maintenance cost. On a plunger lift

well, the data most often transmitted include level, flow,

pressure, temperature, plunger arrival, alarms and sig-

nals generated to manage the valve and overall system. 

Electric submersible pumps are submerged into the

liquid they will be pumping. Monitoring the well and

pump conditions is critical to prevent damage. By

remotely monitoring critical data points such as pres-

sure, production volume and line pressure, an operator

can achieve maximum production results at minimal

cost and minimum risk for damage.

As advances in drilling and artificial lift are used to

create significant increases in oil and gas production,

there is an increasing number of data points that pro-

ducers will want to bring into their RTUs and SCADA

systems. As liquid production increases through the

drilling of tight oil and liquids-rich shale plays, monitor-

ing becomes more critical to help ensure a seamless pro-

duction process. Multiwell pads have revolutionized the

way oil and gas is produced, but producers may be chal-

lenged to find the most effective data collection system.

By using wireless I/O for monitoring and control, there

are numerous benefits such as flexibility, ease of use and

major cost-saving opportunities. 

Industrial-grade M2M wireless communication tech-

nology is proven to be a reliable and secure method for

data collection. As multiwell pads continue to require

more data, expandable I/O is a viable option that maxi-

mizes monitoring points without requiring a major

equipment overhaul. At some point almost every pro-

ducer will need to evaluate its existing communications

networks and determine whether it is using a technology

that optimizes production. It is critical to stay ahead of

the curve when it comes to technology options and

select a solution that will flourish in an individual pro-

duction scenario.
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I
t will come as no surprise that—given the rapid drop

in oil and gas prices and the roller coaster rates for

developing and sustaining projects—cost reduction is

the oil and gas industry’s ever-present challenge. The

evident consequences of such difficult market condi-

tions have been the recent delay of a number of high-

profile oil and gas field developments such as the Sea

Lion project off the Falkland Islands and three Nigerian

deepwater projects.

Controlling capex and opex for any pipeline project

while effectively managing risk is becoming a global

challenge. DNV GL is working with the industry to iden-

tify the main factors affecting pipeline project costs and

has recently performed a survey to try to establish the

key issues impacting the costs of complex pipeline proj-

ects. The aim of this work has been to develop measures

to reduce costs without compromising integrity and ulti-

mately to create an enhanced model to facilitate effec-

tive planning.

The survey is a natural development from a number

of industry workshops that were attended by a cross sec-

tion of operators and contractors who are close to the

challenges of owning, designing, constructing and oper-

ating pipelines. The resultant data from the study have

been grouped into eight key points that those surveyed

believed attributed to capex increases. 

Complex fiscal, regulatory regimes
The industry has seen increasing complexity in regula-

tory compliance and tax regimes. This has resulted in

lengthy delays in decision-making. Survey respondents

specifically used the legislation on local content in

Africa as an example citing how this impacts cost and

creates difficulties in having a team working in unison to

validate and ensure quality and safety. 

Political instability in the Middle East and Africa also

introduced uncertainties in the market and required

Reducing cost for pipeline projects
Survey identifies main factors affecting pipeline project costs; 

next step is to develop measures to reduce those costs. 

Ali Sisan and Øyvin Eriksen, DNV GL

The aim of this work has been to 

develop measures to reduce costs 

without compromising integrity and 

ultimately to create an enhanced 

model to facilitate effective planning. 

(Source: DNV GL)
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further contingency for the

investors. In the North Sea,

revised regulatory arrange-

ments will take shape over

the coming years, along

with a review of the fiscal

regime. Oil and gas

industry leaders also have

called for taxes to be cut

further and the supple-

mentary charge on prof-

its in the North Sea to be

scrapped to help the sector

deal with falling oil prices.

Higher salaries due to
shortage of skills
The respondents discussed how the

industry is facing a shortage of engineer-

ing skills with resource management as a partic-

ular challenge. Professional and experienced engineers

are hugely in demand, and this has forced companies to

offer increased salaries to attract and retain high-caliber

and experienced personnel. This drives substantial 

cost escalation in the supply chain. 

New talent challenges also are emerging following

announcements of major redundancies across the sec-

tor. Over time, sustained periods of layoffs and recruit-

ment freezes reduce the overall attractiveness of the

industry to young people. Indeed, previous downturns

have seen large-scale layoffs from oil companies, depriv-

ing the industry of skilled staff when the inevitable

revival happens. This is especially the case in light of a

large number of skilled workers now retiring, which will

add to pressures on business-critical skills and knowl-

edge transfer in the years ahead.

Increased procurement, installation costs
Although the advancement in pipeline technology has

made great strides, particularly with demand for innova-

tion in deepwater and extreme environments, the costs

of procurement and installation have not been reduced.

Installation vessel day rates remain high, and the impact

of the high cost is passed on to the engineering, pro-

curement and construction (EPC) contractor. In some

regions EPC contractors have had to take higher risks

where they had limited capacities.

Use of new materials, technology
The introduction of new technologies, materials and

components has increased over the last 10 years to facili-

tate length of service, 

handle more demanding

HP/HT environments and

cut down on maintenance

costs. The downside to this

is the complex qualifica-

tion and testing process

that accompanies the devel-

opment and deployment of

new technologies. 

The survey echoed the 

sentiment that the industry has

underestimated the long lead items

for technologies to become fully compliant

and operational. A general observation has been

that every deepwater development is treated as a “one-off”

assignment, and experience sharing and best practice

transfer through standardization and securing economies

of scale have not been transferred from project to project.

A more unified approach can have major efficiency and

financial savings and can help companies avoid the highly

variable requirements by operators from field to field and

associated quality assurance processes, which are often

customized on a project-specific basis. 

Creation of zero-risk environment 
After major events such as Macondo, there has been a

huge reduction in confidence, and industry and investors

are requiring increased assurances to facilitate the mitiga-

tion of risks. The respondents noted a changing percep-

tion of how to control and manage risks and greater

scrutiny in the design and financing processes, resulting

in increased costs.

More challenging projects
As the industry enters uncharted territories and remote

areas, it is natural that the technical challenges will

increase for deepwater projects and extreme environ-

ments. This will result in longer tie-back and flow assur-

ance requirements in some regions. The respondents

highlighted that costs would be commensurate with the

complexity of the work associated with harsher conditions. 

Less optimized design, poor project 
management
The survey respondents felt that lack of detailed pre-

The study highlighted the need for the industry

to revisit its business models and called on

asset owners to take a longer term view 

to operations rather than relying 

on short-term fixes. 
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FEED/FEED in the selection of solutions in the plan-

ning phases, over-engineering and multiple layers in

the supply chain would result in cost increases later.

While some of those questioned felt there has been

insufficient project quality control, other respondents

felt there has been a substantial increase in documen-

tation due to internal and external procedural

requirements. The usefulness of increased guidelines

and procedures was questioned by respondents. Fast-

track projects put pressure on all parties from engi-

neering to the construction phase, which increased

the cost of the project. Furthermore, poor project

management was highlighted as a contributing factor

in rising project costs. 

Ineffective business models, 
creation of joint ventures
The study highlighted the need for the industry to

revisit its business models and called on asset owners to

take a longer term view to operations rather than relying

on short-term fixes. Another observation noted was that

due to the complexity and geographical span of some

larger projects, more joint ventures should be considered,

resulting in more collaboration between companies.

However, costs creep up due to different approaches

between some of these ventures, and delays in the final

investment decision become unavoidable due to the

increased number of stakeholders.

There will inevitably be more deliberation in 2015

before the green light is given to a number of pipeline

projects in a high-cost, low-price environment. The

findings from DNV GL’s Pipeline Forum reflect the dif-

ficult balancing act facing industry leaders today. On

the one hand, long-running pressures to find and

access new hydrocarbon reserves have not gone away

despite a recent surge in supply. On the other hand,

the financial risks are clearly intensifying as prices

drop, given that these environments typically demand

costly new technologies and innovative approaches to

curtailing costs.
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O
ffshore pipeline repair can be an exceedingly

expensive business. It’s not just the exorbitant

capex of the repair equipment, which can run into tens

of millions of dollars. Primarily, it’s the cost of down-

time. If a pipeline is a single point of failure, it can cause

total production shutdown.

Since 2011 IRM Systems has been studying the rela-

tionship between pipelines, the cost of downtime follow-

ing a critical event, speed of repair and the overall

benefit for the operator. Its objec-

tive is to help pipeline operators

build more effective contingency

systems—known as emergency

pipeline repair systems (EPRS)—

by bringing structure to the plan-

ning and preparation process. 

“Any credible operator will have

analyzed threats to their pipelines

and how they can be overcome,

especially in deepwater,” said Derek

Lee, engineering consultant at IRM

Systems. “What’s missing is that

operators often work in isolation,

preventing lessons learned from fil-

tering out across the industry. That’s

what we’re trying to bring to this niche field, a ‘structured

approach’ to EPRS design.”

EPRS is an evolving art and science. The scientific

aspects relate to selecting methods and technologies that

can be applied to repair pipelines, while the art is in choos-

ing repair methods that make the most business sense,

ensuring maximum coverage for the lowest investment.

The reality is that some operators are reluctant to invest

anything today to avoid problems tomorrow. 

“On the face of it, that’s understandable, particularly in

times of reduced oil revenues,” said Rutger Schouten, gen-

eral manager of IRM Systems. “That said, there is no better

time to secure the business case of particular fields. What

happens if our assets are not producing? Assets aren’t get-

ting any younger, and risks typically increase with age.

Besides, there are ways to achieve an acceptable level of

EPRS without big fat investments.”

Deepwater poses unique challenges
Due to prevailing conditions such as weather and shipping

patterns, the EPRS challenge shifts from one region to

another. There also is a strong correlation with water

depth. Once the repair depth extends beyond the range

of saturation divers, project complexity and cost increase

significantly. At greater depths, the nature of threats fac-

ing pipelines and subsea infrastruc-

ture changes. On one hand,

infrastructure is less susceptible to

anchor drags and activity from ship-

ping vessels. On the other—due to

extremely challenging engineering

requirements—deepwater field

infrastructure can be more suscepti-

ble to inherent defects and defects

arising from installation. 

Case in point: the deepwater
Girassol repair operation
The so-called “Girassol repair opera-

tion” offshore Angola illustrates the

issues with which EPRS must con-

tend. This was a 12-in. water injection line located at a

depth of more than 1,350 m (4,429 ft). “The Girassol con-

nector repair is regarded as one of the most challenging

repairs ever undertaken. It took around three years to

complete, from contracting to execution. Yes, it was a feat

of engineering, but could it have been conducted faster

and more cost-effectively? Definitely,” Lee said. “One of

the overriding lessons that arises from it is that deepwater

repairs require a completely different philosophy than

conventional offshore operations; they demand some for-

ward planning.” 

For many, EPRS means having equipment on standby.

But IRM Systems takes a wider view. “In most scenarios,
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pipeline repair systems
How R&D in contingency planning are evolving to address the 

unique demands of deepwater pipeline repair.

Ralph Hassall, IRM Systems
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“The thing is, it’s a 

completely different 

situation for deepwater

repairs, where it’s the

hardware and tooling

that’s going to make a

difference of hundreds

of days of downtime.” 

~ Hesam Sanaee ~
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equipment is an important consideration, but the reason is

because of its long lead time,” Schouten said. “There are

other long lead-time activities that could affect your critical

path of repair—forming your repair team, putting out ten-

ders for work, putting contracts into place or completing

the engineering for the repair. The safest, best and most

cost-effective repair is a well-prepared repair.”

Standby equipment
EPRS performance is assessed by the critical path and how

different aspects of the operator’s organization influence

the course of repair, according to Hesam Sanaee, project

engineer for IRM Systems, who conducts EPRS perform-

ance analysis. “For shallow water and where pipelines meet

landfall, there’s a benefit in having ‘soft’ components in

place such as the engineering because it’s going to make a

sizeable difference in downtime,” he said. “The thing is, it’s

completely different for deepwater repairs, where it’s the

hardware and tooling that’s going to make a difference of

hundreds of days of downtime.”

Although bespoke forecasting models are produced for

specific pipelines, the company recently developed a more

generic downtime forecasting model. It highlights the

relationships between the impact of unplanned repairs,

forward planning and preparation. Conclusions and

analysis from the model will be presented at conferences

throughout 2015. 

“The heart of the model is the empirical dataset,” Sanaee

said. “Wherever available, we’ve used historical data on

risks and known lead times for critical equipment and

essential activities such as isolation and decommissioning.

Operators often have specific views on timelines, but when

accurately forecasting downtime, there’s no substitute for

experience, and not just for sourcing hardware.”

Every pipeline has a unique set of functional and techni-

cal requirements, making scalability within EPRS a high

priority to prevent overspend. The larger the

diameter of the line or the deeper it is, the

less likely that off-the-shelf or proven repair

technologies exist. Plus, there is the question

of whether technologies are proven. 

“Why would you want to introduce any

more risk into a repair than absolutely neces-

sary?” Schouten said. “Pipeline repair is

already a risk-filled activity; you’ve got to

close down uncertainty wherever possible.

Reducing risk and costly downtime while

minimizing the required investment—that’s

the objective.”

The question of downtime is put into

stark relief for deepwater lines. Sanaee

updates the key input parameters in the model and, as

lines become deeper, the number of repair method

technologies available for their repair shrinks and lead

times expand. Soon the cost of lost and deferred pro-

duction escalates to tens of millions of dollars.

“Is this a single point of failure? Is it critical for ongoing

production? Perhaps not, but remember, a line needn’t be

carrying hydrocarbons to be critical for production. Plus,

a condensate export line may be just as critical to ongoing

production as the gas export line—if one goes down then

perhaps so does the other,” Sanaee said. “Understanding

the context of the asset and where it sits in relationship to

whatever else is happening in the system is a truly essential

part of analyzing the risk.”

The Girassol line required bespoke engineering, a

new spool piece to replace a buckled section of pipe

and new lifting and alignment frames. It also was off-

shore Angola, and the repair contractor managed the

repair from Aberdeen. “These are factors that could

have a potential impact on the repair timelines. With

deep and ultradeep fields served by FPSO [vessels] in

increasingly inaccessible locations, the challenge won’t

diminish,” Lee said.

No silver bullet
Unfortunately, there is no technological silver bullet to the

problem. “It’s important to remember that we’re not

pushing any one technology or method. That’s for the

suppliers to do,” Schouten said. “What we’re advocating is

that operators adopt a structured approach to dealing

with this issue because we are certain that it will make a

positive difference. Put simply, this means quantifying the

impact of a specific pipeline going down and then work-

ing out—step by step—what you are going to do from that

point on until recommissioning. Ultimately, recommis-

sioning the pipeline is what an EPRS is all about.”

The chart shows days of potential downtime saved through EPRS investment on a 

diverless connector repair on a 24-in. trunkline, constant outside diameter and 

maximum water depth of 1,200 m (3,937 ft). (Source: IRM Systems)
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T
he ecological, financial and emotional fallout from

the Macondo catastrophe was enormous. But learn-

ing and healing are well underway five years later. Regu-

latory agencies have been overhauled to better monitor

industry activity. New technologies have come to the

fore that make deepwater drilling safer. Consortia have

been formed to develop spill response and containment

strategies. And studies are underway to measure the

impact of the spill on the environment and suggest pro-

cedures going forward.

Perhaps the most exciting news is the response of E&P

companies who tolerated a drilling moratorium and a

lengthy permitting process and are now exploring and

developing this world-class province with a vengeance.

TECHNOLOGY

Pressure control equipment redesigned after

Macondo failures

The last line of defense on the seabed below the Deep-

water Horizon did not function properly.

Those failures led to the redesign of many of the pres-

sure-control components of the BOP and changes in

procedures and inspections.

On Oct. 14, 2010, the Bureau of Safety and Environ-

mental Enforcement (BSEE) released its Interim

Drilling Safety Rule. In a press release BSEE explained

that the rule established new standards for casing and

cementing, including integrity testing requirements;

required independent, third-party verification of blind-

shear ram capability and subsea BOP stack compatibility;

added new requirements and functional testing for sub-

sea secondary BOP intervention; and required docu-

mentation for BOP inspection and maintenance,

certification of casing and cementing and specific well-

control training, including deepwater operations.

That rule was followed Aug. 15, 2012, with the Final

Drilling Safety Rule, which included all of the recom-

mendations in the interim rule along with several refine-

ments. These included the enhanced description and

classification of well-control barriers; definition of test-

ing requirements for cement; required negative pres-

Moving forward: 
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In this special report, editors from E&P and Oil and Gas
Investor examine the response of the oil and gas industry, the
scientific community and the federal government to the Deepwater
Horizon disaster.

The industry has moved past the Macondo tragedy equipped with better technologies to

bring ever-deeper discoveries onstream amid much M&A activity.
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sure tests on wells that use a subsea BOP or a mudline

suspension system; clarified requirements for the instal-

lation of dual mechanical barriers (cement and one

mechanical barrier); and extended requirements for

BOPs and well-control fluids to well completions,

workovers and decommissioning operations.

Focus on BOPs
The failure of the BOPs in the Macondo accident was a

major focus of the investigation following the blowout.

The drillpipe buckled in the BOP, preventing the blind

shear rams from cutting the pipe and allowing oil to

flow out of the wellbore.

Several joint industry task forces were formed after

the accident, including ones that focused on the pres-

sure-control equipment and well design. As a result of

those studies, API Recommended Practice (RP) 53 was

upgraded to API Standard 53 (S 53) “Blowout Preven-

tion Equipment Systems for Drilling Wells.”

This standard requires all subsea BOP stacks to be

Class 5 or greater and consist of at least one annular pre-

venter, at least two pipe rams (excluding test rams) and

at least two sets of shear rams (one set must be capable

of sealing).

All emergency control functions must be tested when

connected and during the drilling program. Automatic

mode and deadman functions also must be tested sub-

sea. All key functions must be able to be operated by

ROVs and perform at normal function control times.

New equipment introduced
In May 2012 GE Oil & Gas introduced its

next-generation blind shear ram

designed for use in its 183∕4-in. ram BOP.

The blind shear ram can both shear and

seal after cutting 65∕8-in. tool joints. This

technology solution also is designed to

eliminate nonshearable sections—one of

the problems with earlier shear rams—

and allow greater shearing flexibility.

The shearing capability was confirmed

during testing. The rams were success-

fully tested to 15,000 psi after cutting the

tool joint. Centralizing arms are designed

to allow successful shearing of buckled or

offset pipe, and modifications to the

block and blade allow greater force to be

applied without damage.

In May 2014, GE introduced its next-

generation BOP program for 20,000-psi

subsea formations. Current GE subsea

BOPs are only rated for 15,000 psi. However, the physi-

cal demands of 20,000-psi drilling at depths of 3,811 m

(12,500 ft) are so different from existing 15,000-psi sys-

tems that GE completely reengineered the new BOP

stack’s components and also developed several new tech-

niques and technologies with its project partners,

according to a press release. 

Key features of the new 20,000-psi BOP system include:

• Upgraded GE ram and annular BOPs designed for

HP/HT reservoirs;

• SeaONYX BOP control system based on mission-crit-

ical GE Power & Water systems, designed to provide

maximum system uptime; and

• SeaLytics BOP Advisor software that provides real-time

performance and maintenance data to significantly

reduce unscheduled BOP maintenance requirements.

Kick detection at the bit
Currently, most subsurface drilling operations rely on

mud returns to identify when a well is taking on a kick

from oil, gas or water. By the time the drilling mud car-

rying the kick material has reached the rig floor, the

ability of the drilling operator to mitigate potential

impacts of the kick is limited. Many drilling operations

use LWD, MWD or seismic-while-drilling (SWD) tools to

help guide drilling operations. These data are not

presently used to fully evaluate the intra-borehole envi-

ronment to inform drilling operational decisions, which

puts the drilling rig, operator, personnel and surround-
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A GE Oil & Gas subsea BOP stack is assembled and tested. (Source: GE Oil & Gas)
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ing environment at risk if the kick cannot be con-

strained and brought under control quickly.

Researchers at the U.S. Department of Energy’s

National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL) have

devised an early detection system for identifying changes

in the intra-borehole environment related to invasion of

gas or oil from the formation at or near the drillbit to

provide information on the wellbore environment in

close to real time.

The invention leverages data obtained from LWD,

MWD and SWD to detect kicks in the area of the drillbit.

The information is processed in real time by novel algo-

rithms and approaches. The use of this technology to

rapidly identify kicks could improve safety, reduce oper-

ational costs and lessen the likelihood of a loss-of-con-

trol event during drilling operations.

Research is currently active on the technology under

U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 62/053,832, filed

Sept. 23, 2014, and titled "Kick Detection at the Bit Using

Wellbore Geophysics" by inventor Kelly K. Rose. This

technology is available for licensing and/or further col-

laborative research from NETL.

–Scott Weeden

REGULATORY

Regulatory lessons learned and still to come

from Macondo

The Macondo incident resulted in swift changes to

how the offshore oil and gas industry is regulated,

including changes to the regulator itself. Within a

month of the accident, then-Secretary of the Interior

Ken Salazar issued an order to eliminate the U.S. 

Minerals Management Service (MMS) and replace it

with the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regu-

lation and Enforcement (BOEMRE), which was later

replaced by the Bureau of Offshore Energy Manage-

ment (BOEM), the BSEE and the Office of Natural

Resources Revenue (ONRR). 

“Separating the functions of MMS into different agen-

cies is very important when you think about the various

responsibilities that existed and the extent to which the

previous MMS directors had spent a lot of time on rev-

enue collection,” Fran Ulmer, who served on the

National Commission on the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil

Spill and Offshore Drilling and currently chairs the U.S.

Arctic Research Commission, said. Separating the enti-

ties meant a cleaner focus and mission for each one of

them. Now BOEM and BSEE give their attention to

analysis, planning and regulatory regime without the

distractions of revenue collection, which ONRR handles.

Another significant change was the movement of safety

and environmental management systems (SEMS) to a

required practice. Previously, SEMS were only recom-

mended practices for the industry. Macondo provided

the impetus and political environment to change that. 

“Our government tried to get that through for 20

years, and finally, finally it took a disaster to move it

from a recommended practice to a required practice,”

Jacqueline Weaver, a professor of law at the University of

Houston, told Oil and Gas Investor.

Also known as the Workplace Safety Rule, the SEMS

rule requires offshore operators to define certain

roles and provide documentation related to safety.

According to BSEE, the main objectives of a SEMS

program are to focus attention on the influences and

effects that human error and poor organization have

on accidents, continuously improve the offshore

industry’s safety and environmental records, encour-

age the use of performance-based operating practices

and collaborate with industry in efforts that promote

the public interests of offshore worker safety and envi-

ronmental protection. 

“It definitely changes the way in which risk is evalu-

ated and managed,” Ulmer said. “It pushes more com-

munication, planning and integration between the

operators and the contractors, which is a really impor-

tant thing.”

Currently, the federal government is reviewing new

rules proposed by BSEE to improve the reliability of

BOPs. Ulmer said she expects the rules to be unveiled

by the spring.

But, according to Weaver, it is one thing to require a

rule of safety. “It’s quite another for a company to inter-

nally ingest it, live it and breathe it,” she said. 

She believes a culture of safety cannot be implemented

by regulation alone but will take time to develop. “SEMS

are to drive everyone on the platform and the board of

directors and top management into always, always,

always thinking about the safety aspects. And that will

take a while.”

Ulmer is a little more upbeat when talking about how

the regulatory environment has changed over the past

five years. The recently released draft strategy for off-

shore leasing—which seals off portions of the Arctic Nat-

ural Wildlife Refuge from drilling—shows consideration

for places with high ecological value. The proposal takes

into account a 40-km (25-mile) corridor reflecting the

migration pattern of Bowhead whales, which fuel a sub-

sistence economy for some indigenous peoples. It also

describes an area around Hanna Shoal in the Chukchi

Sea that is a feeding area for walruses. 
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“Interior is saying there are some areas that are not
only high-risk but [of] high ecological value and subsis-
tence use areas, and the leasing program that Interior is
going to do from now on, or at least for now, recognizes
that there are some areas that should be off-limits,”
Ulmer said. “And so I would offer both of those as exam-
ples of how the Interior Department is acting quite dif-
ferently from how it would have 10 years ago.” 

–Caroline Evans

ENVIRONMENT

Discovering steps to recovery

The immediate aftermath of an oil spill is never a pretty
sight. The effects five years later are a little more diffi-
cult to spot. But as tragic as the Deepwater Horizon catas-
trophe was, it provided a huge laboratory for studying
the impacts of this type of event.

BP was quick to realize this fact. Just a couple of weeks
after the April 20, 2010, spill, it earmarked $500 million,
to be spent over a period of 10 years, to study Gulf of
Mexico (GoM) ecology, the effects of the spill and meth-
ods for cleanup and restoration, according to Dr. Rita
Colwell, chairman of the GoM Research Initiative
(GoMRI), the initiative receiving the funding. 

“It’s an entirely independent organization to focus on
basic research, the questions to be asked,” Colwell said. 

GoMRI is headed up by a research board. Shortly after
the spill, research priorities were established by BP and
this board.

“The memorandum of understanding was that we
would work on the physics and physical properties of oil
and oil in seawater; the chemistry of oil degradation; the
technology of handling oil and samples for environmen-
tal study; the ecology of the system in the deepwater but
also the coastal areas; and, very importantly, the public
health aspects of the oil spill on individuals, on commu-
nities and on the biological components of the environ-
ment,” she said.

Findings to date
At the February 2015 Gulf of Mexico Oil Spill &
Ecosystem Science Conference, GoMRI researchers
presented their findings. One paper focused on oil
source fingerprinting in coastal marsh samples. Using
gas chromatography, researchers compared source oil
samples to environmental oil samples to try to match
their chemical compositions. A large number of sam-
ples were collected in the near-shore environment,
including after storm events. While presence of normal
hydrocarbons and several families of aromatic hydro-
carbons were below the detection limits, other com-
pounds were detected that had obviously been
chemically changed by weathering.

Another paper studied the impacts of river diversions
on surface oil transport in estuaries. Several areas along
the Gulf Coast use diversions—manmade channels—
for salinity control and to deliver nutrients to coastal
wetlands, the researchers said. They investigated river
diversions in Barataria and Breton Sound estuaries
using a finite-volume coastal ocean model. 

“The model was driven by tidal and subtidal forcing
at the open [GoM] boundary, freshwater discharge
from the diversions and surface wind stress,” they
noted in the abstract for the presentation. “[There
are] some important challenges in developing oil spill
trajectory models in these systems.”

A third study focused on the impact of the spill on
an Alabama salt marsh microbial community. Collect-
ing salt marsh sediments from Point Aux Pines, Ala.,
beginning in June 2010, the researchers noted that a
metagenomic study of the microbial communities
revealed an overall decrease in species richness in
areas where oil was present but a gradual recovery as
time passed. “These results contribute to our under-
standing of temporal variability in microbial commu-
nities, allowing us to detect patterns of distribution
and predict microbial responses to changing environ-
ments and human-induced events such as the 2010
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Regulatory Response In 2010 To The Macondo Incident
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May 19
Department of the Interior (DOI) issues 
order to eliminate the MMS and creates 
BOEMRE, which was later replaced by 
BOEM, BSEE and ONRR.

May 28
DOI issues 
deepwater 
drilling 
suspension.

The timeline shows the regulatory response in 2010 to the Macondo incident. (Source: BOEM)
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[Deepwater Horizon] oil spill,” the researchers con-

cluded in their abstract. 

Another study on microbial communities found

direct correlation between poorer microbial health

and higher total organic carbon concentrations as

well as higher n-alkane concentrations. Yet another

examined the effects not only on the microbial com-

munities but also on the rate of erosion. Using pre-

and post-spill satellite imagery, researchers deter-

mined a threshold at which soil parameters change

significantly with even small increases in oil concen-

tration in the soil.

Going forward
For Colwell, this type of research is an important step

in responding to another oil spill due to the effects of

the Macondo incident. “Fortunately we are seeing

recovery,” she said. “It’s a bit slower than we had

hoped but very typical of oil that has been cascaded

into the environment.

“It’s very important to know after all of the studies are

done the best lessons learned of where we should go,

how we should act and what we should institute if there

is a massive spill,” she said. “We would hope there isn’t,

but we have to be realistic. Some-

times accidents happen, and how

you go in to work very quickly to

minimize the effect on the envi-

ronment, to maximize the recov-

ery of the oil, to enhance the

degradation of whatever is per-

sistent and to understand the

public health effects is very

important.” 

–Rhonda Duey

RESPONSE

Industry adds to oil spill

response toolkit

When it comes to oil spills, pre-

vention is the obvious key for

the energy sector. But when

operations go wrong, prepara-

tion and having proper proce-

dures, people and equipment

ready are critical.

The Deepwater Horizon tragedy

ushered in a new era for oil spill

response preparedness. In the five

years since the gas release and

explosion, industry players have stepped up response

efforts, deploying new technology such as an expanded

containment system, enhanced capping stacks and

remote sensing surveillance.

Still, challenges remain as operators move farther and

deeper into the GoM and HP/HT environments, creat-

ing the need for equipment capable of handling emer-

gencies in such conditions.

“Nobody ever wants to make that phone call to us

because something has gone wrong,” said Judith Roos,

vice president for marketing, customer services and cor-

porate relations for Marine Spill Response Corp.

(MSRC). “But it is so important to be prepared for

response just like you take preventive measures at home

to make sure you’re safe. When you do have to call your

local fire department, it’s a great comfort to know that

they have the right tools in their toolkit.”

MSRC was the largest surface response contractor for

BP during Deepwater Horizon, providing 12 responder-

class vessels, Roos said during an event in Houston.

With conventional response capabilities that include

open-ocean mechanical recovery, controlled burning

and aerial dispersants, MSRC’s oil response toolkit

includes responder-class oil spill response vessels
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A vessel skims surface oil after the Macondo spill. (Source: NOAA)
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(OSRVs), dual-purpose oil spill response barges and

fast-advancing encounter systems in addition to skim-

ming systems and containment booms. The 15 respon-

der-class OSRVs now have dual-option recovery systems.

“We have the ability to use a Transrec skimmer in a

J configuration with boom off the starboard side of

the vessel,” she said. “We’ve also modified the vessel

to be able to use Buster technology, which allows you

to go through the water at a higher speed of advance

[3 to 5 knots], thus encountering more oil. It’s very

difficult to use this type of technology, though, in a

highly debris-laden field.” So having both options

available is a plus.

In the last three years MSRC has focused on remote

sensing. Following Deepwater Horizon, the company con-

ducted a study, and the key takeaway was that there were

challenges with visual spotting of oil.

“You can have a very, very experienced spotter, but the

human eye is only able to see so much on the water sur-

face, with a lot of opportunity for chasing false targets,”

Roos said. In response, “We have established a level ABC

remote sensing system.”

• Level A: Aircraft Ocean Imaging Corp., which pro-

vides wide-area spill detection, thickness interpretation

and oil distribution mapping using multispectral/

thermal infrared (TIR) cameras;

• Level B: Balloon Maritime Robotics, which provides

a battery-powered, non-wired tether with up to 12

hours of hang time using TIR and high-definition

cameras; and

• Level C: Close-in or ship-mounted systems that use X

Band radar and TIR to detect oil.

“It really helps. You’ve got somebody in the plane. They

are looking not just with their eyes but also with a computer

screen that helps them direct the assets to potential targets,”

Roos said. “You can also track moving oil with it, another

advantage because that is always part of the challenge.”

Advances also have been made below the surface.

These include Marine Well Containment Co.’s (MWCC)

expanded containment system.

“The new expanded system gives us capabilities to cap

a well or cap and flow a well at deeper water depths,”

MWCC CEO Don Armijo told E&P. “It also gives us the

capability to handle, in the event of a cap-and-flow situa-

tion, much more fluid.”

“At the end of last year, we added to our arsenal what

we call the subsea containment assembly—our newest

capping stack—which is part of the expanded contain-

ment system,” Armijo added. “This particular stack

allows us to cap or cap and flow a well at water depths

up to 10,000 ft [3,050 m].”

This technology came after MWCC introduced in June

2013 a smaller capping stack suitable for platforms with

much tighter well spacing such as tension-leg platforms.

The 10,000-psi capping stack is MWCC’s smallest stack.

Additionally, the company has a single ram capping

stack, which is rated for 15,000 psi and capable of han-

dling fluids up to 177 C (350 F).

“A key feature of our mission is to stay current or

ahead of the game with respect to requirements as

our members drill deeper in the U.S. Gulf of Mexico.

As members find reservoirs that are higher pressure

and higher temperature, we need to stay current with

technology so we can support them with drilling per-

mits,” Armijo said. “We’re working now on develop-

ing a 20,000-psi capping stack to handle higher

pressure reservoirs.”

Work started this year for the 20,000-psi capping

stack project, which has a two- to three-year develop-

ment timeline.

“I’ve been in the business for 32 years. When I reflect

back to Macondo and movement the industry has made

with the creation of MWCC, the industry is better pre-

pared to handle an event,” Armijo continued. “We’re

more experienced now and as an industry have learned

from Macondo. We’re ready with the right people,

processes and equipment necessary to respond and

effectively handle another incident like Macondo.”

MWCC is equipped with a reservist team of about 100

people, employees of Wood Group PSN, who are

deployed to operate the modular capture vessels, which

capture and process well fluids during a cap-and-flow

response. Each member undergoes extensive classroom

training, drills and other on-the-job training on the

modular capture vessels to ensure their readiness and

effectiveness during response operations.

“It’s all about being prepared and having the proper

training; this includes having the right people and

processes and dedicated equipment, which is being

maintained and tested to ensure operability when

deployment is necessary,” he added.

The focus of the Center for Offshore Safety, formed fol-

lowing Deepwater Horizon like the MWCC, is focused on

good response planning and identification of hazards as

well as effectively managing change as the project unfolds,

said Charlie Williams, executive director of the center.

One of the key areas that people have focused on is

finding the oil spill and getting there quickly. “There

has also been a lot of work on technology that is even

more effective at cleanup,” he added. “But a lot of focus

has been on this ability to find the oil spill and assess it

in all kinds of weather and at night.”
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Other advances since April 2010 have included bigger,

more effective barges with greater boom deployment;

skimmers that can remove a larger percentage of oil;

and smaller, quicker response vessels, he added.

“I think there were many people that were well pre-

pared before Horizon,” Williams said. “BSEE has

required a lot of new things, including new ways of cal-

culating how big a response you need.” The federal

agency also has become more specific on what type of

equipment must be deployed and the deployment

plan itself. 

Companies, at times working with BSEE and the U.S.

Coast Guard, have taken part in response planning and

drills in significant detail, he said, adding “I think the

detail with which people understand the plan both in

companies and in the government has improved.”

A key part of planning is ensuring that the workforce

is correctly trained, Williams continued, “but even more

than that is to ensure that they are ready to respond,

respond effectively and respond in the right way. We’re

really on a journey of continuous learning and improve-

ment on how to identify hazard spill barriers and build

better response and other kinds of plans.” 

–Velda Addison

E&P

Back to work

World-class reserve potential coupled with relatively

low geopolitical risk and attractive fiscal terms con-

tinue to attract significant investment to the GoM,

making the province rank high among other global

E&P opportunities. The Macondo tragedy did not

change that. 

Today the biggest impediments to Gulf activity are low

oil prices and the generous allocation of dollars to

onshore shale plays that often yield higher rates of

return much faster. The jackup rig count in the Gulf is

at its lowest point since the 2008-09 financial crisis, and

70 newbuilds are on their way in 2015 on top of about

500 rigs currently in the fleet—with 50 more projected

to be delivered in 2016.

In the end, these are the factors affecting the Gulf

today more than the fallout from BP’s Deepwater Horizon

accident five years ago.

To be sure, the offshore industry has had to adapt,

meeting stricter regulations that have hiked drilling and

completion costs. However, significant new production

continues to come online from deepwater, where majors

and the largest independents keep investment flowing

year in and year out for multibillion-dollar, long-term

projects. In 2012, deepwater E&P expenditures topped

those in shallow water for the first time, a trend not

expected to reverse.

In shallow waters, however, low natural gas prices and

steeper production declines pose a challenge for all but

the most robust producers. A series of mergers and

acquisitions (M&A), therefore, has changed the cast of

characters operating there. Longtime player Apache

Corp., for example, exited the GoM entirely in 2013

except for a deepwater joint venture where it retained

some rights. This is ironic in that the same month as
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The 15,000-psi capping stack, which stands about 8 m (26 ft)

tall including the lifting gear and weighs 100 tons, can handle

temperatures of 177 C at pressures up to 15,000 psi. (Source:

Marine Well Containment Co.)
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Macondo in April 2010, it paid $5 billion to buy Mariner
Energy and all of Devon Energy’s GoM Shelf assets.

Immediately after Macondo, activity slowed dramati-
cally while the industry and regulators sought a new way
forward. An IHS study in second-half 2011 showed the
permitting process was taking as much as 95% longer in
the wake of the tragic accident amid the strain of federal
regulatory changes and economic uncertainties; no
wonder operators filed 60% fewer applications for per-
mits to drill that year. The industry has since resolved
those problems. 

At the June 2012 Central Gulf Lease Sale—the first of
its kind in two years—there were $17 billion in sales,
exceeding expectations and indicating that the recovery
was underway. The march of technology was scarcely
slowed in 2012 when Petrobras brought its deepwater
Cascade Field to production via the Gulf’s first FPSO
vessel. Drilling and producing in ever-deeper water con-
tinues thanks to technical advances, with the Lower Ter-

tiary Paleogene plays—particularly in Walker Ridge and
Keathley Canyon—the focus. 

At the same time, the financial world remains eager
to bet on the Gulf. In mid-2012, New York private
equity firms Apollo Global Management and Riverstone
Holdings committed $600 million to newly formed
Talos Energy LLC for shallow-water shelf drilling. Like-
wise, Warburg Pincus led South Korea’s Temasek and
other investors to back former Nexen employees, who
created Venari Resources LLC, a deepwater-focused
company, with $1.1 billion in commitments—the largest
such private-equity backing in Gulf history. The parties
said that while everyone else was down on the Gulf or
leaving it altogether, they wanted to jump in because of
its reserve potential. 

Since then, large deepwater discoveries continue to
roll out: Shenandoah Field in Walker Ridge blocks 51
and 52 and Coronado Field 9.6 km (6 miles) away on
Block 143, and Guadalupe Field in Keathley Canyon. In
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Key discoveries and new fields online since the Macondo event prove the Gulf’s still attractive to explorers. (Source: RexTag, a Hart

Energy company)
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January 2015 Chevron announced the Anchor 2

appraisal well drilled to Lower Wilcox at a depth of

10,287 m (33,749 ft) in Green Canyon 807. (Venari

holds 12.5% in these.)

In Keathley Canyon, none other than BP is under-

way in the deepwater Lower Tertiary Trend. Despite

selling assets and cutting back activity all over the

world, the company filed a plan earlier in 2015 to drill

as many as 10 tests on its Tiber 3 prospect, where its

Tiber discovery on Block 102 holds an estimated 3

Bbbl of oil in place.

In 2014 Shell also furthered its stellar record in the

Norphlet play at Rydberg Field in Mississippi Canyon

525. When combined with the nearby Appomattox and

Vicksburg fields, the complex has recoverable reserves

of about 700 MMboe.  

New production is on the upswing. In December 2015,

Chevron saw first oil at its Jack/St. Malo complex on blocks

758, 759 and 678, another in a string of successes in Walker

Ridge. The fields are expected to produce up to 500

MMboe over the next 30 years. Tubular Bells in Mississippi

Canyon 725 recently came onstream as well, operated by

Hess. It and partner Chevron bought out BP’s stake in the

field in 2011. It may contain up to 120 MMboe of recover-

able resource. Drilled to Miocene at 8,230 m (27,000 ft), it

is among the deepest wells ever drilled in the Gulf. 

Federal leases in the Gulf now contribute 17% of U.S.

oil and 5% of dry gas production, but those numbers

will increase in the near future when large projects

begin production. One of the biggest will be Julia Field

in Walker Ridge blocks 540, 583, 584, 627 and 628, com-

ing onstream in 2016 and tied back to the Jack/St. Malo

complex with

some 6 Bbbl of

oil in place.

Barclays

forecasts that

daily Gulf oil

production

will increase to

1.6 MMbbl/d by year-end 2015, up from 1.4 MMbbl/d

currently. The U.S. Energy Information Administration

projects production will rise to nearly 2 MMbbl/d by

2016. Consultancy Wood Mackenzie forecasts that deep-

water production alone, which was 1.4 MMbbl/d in

2014, will rise to 1.9 MMbbl/d by 2020. 

The GoM and its operators were wounded by the

Macondo incident, but five years later, important lessons

are being applied, technology and spill response measures

have advanced, and the Gulf’s reserve potential is again

being fulfilled. 

–Leslie Haines

Buyer Seller Amount Date Assets

Freeport-McMoRan McMoRan, Plains E&P $9.4 B 1H2013 Acquired two offshore firms

Plains E&P BP, Shell $6.1 B 2H2012 Acquired BP interests in three 
deepwater fields

Fieldwood Energy LLC Apache Corp. $3.75 B 2H2013 Acquired 500 shelf blocks; Apache exits
GoM entirely

Energy XXI EPL Oil & Gas $2.3 B 1H2014 Acquired EPL and added 65 Mboe/d

Freeport-McMoRan Apache Corp. $1.4 B 1H2014 Acquired interests in Lucius and 
Heidelberg fields

SandRidge Energy Dynamic Offshore $1.275 B 1H2012 Acquired all of Dynamic’s 
Resources Gulf assets

Energy XXI ExxonMobil $1.1 B 2H2010 Acquired interests in nine shelf fields

McMoRan Exploration Plains E&P Co. $991 MM 1H2011 Acquired interests in 197 shallow-water
blocks, nine prospects and 22 leads

Fieldwood Energy LLC SandRidge Energy $750 MM 1H2014 SD exits GoM

Credit Suisse Group ATP Oil & Gas $690 MM 2H2013 Acquired assets out of bankruptcy court

Marubeni Corp. BP $650 MM 2H2010 Acquired various working interests in
four fields

Talos Energy LLC ERT GOM $620 MM 1H2013 Acquired E&P unit of Helix Energy 
Solutions Group

Plains E&P Shell $560 MM 2H2012 Acquired 50% of Holstein Field

EPL Oil & Gas Hilcorp Energy $550 MM 2H2012 Acquired Hilcorp’s shallow-water assets

Selected GoM mergers and acquisitions

Corporate consolidations, exits and revamped strategies propel M&A in the GoM. (Source: ADCenter.com)
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E
nthusiasm for the Tuscaloosa Marine Shale (TMS) has
been tempered as prices dropped below $50/bbl for

WTI crude oil. Wells can cost $11 million to $13 million,
according to a February 2015 presentation by Encana.
Although the crude oil from the TMS is high-quality
(38˚API to 45˚API) and brings a premium, the true verti-
cal depth for the formation is 3,201 m to 4,308 m (10,500
ft to 14,000 ft), which makes it less attractive than other
shale plays. 

Exploration of the TMS is just beginning, with very few
horizontal wells drilled. That is another reason that so
many companies are focusing their capital in plays where
there are better returns. About 80% of Encana’s capital
budget for 2015 will be focused on its highest margin pro-
duction—the Permian, Eagle Ford, Montney and Duver-
nay. That leaves less than 20% of its budget for the
Denver-Julesberg Basin, San Juan Basin and TMS.

These three assets underline the flexibility of Encana's
portfolio and represent further high-quality investment

opportunities. Collectively, the company plans to invest
about $350 million to $450 million in these assets in 2015,
with combined total liquids production expected to be
between 25,000 bbl/d and 28,000 bbl/d, the company
said in a Dec. 16, 2014, press release.

For 2015 the most active company in the TMS could be
Goodrich Petroleum Corp. The company has more than
325,000 net acres in the TMS, with 150,000 net acres in
the delineated core. The 3P resource potential in the TMS
is about 710 MMboe. Goodrich expects to spend $73 mil-
lion to $93 million in the TMS in 2015.

At the other end of the scale, company after company
has put operations in the TMS on hold. Com-
stock Resources said its “oil program is on hold
in a low oil-price environment. We increased our
position in the emerging Tuscaloosa Marine
Shale play to 82,000 net acres, but we have
delayed development until oil prices improve.”

On its 2014 earnings call Feb. 26, 2015, Hal-
con Resources emphasized its focus on its El
Halcon and Bakken plays. “We have no plans
this year for the northern Utica or the TMS. We
have some good land there. There is a lot of gas
in the Utica and lots of oil in the TMS. But the
prices and our concentration on the better tar-
gets we have at El Halcon and North Dakota just
demand that we don’t do anything with [the
others] at this time,” said Floyd Wilson, Halcon
chairman and CEO.

Although current oil prices aren’t high
enough to push exploration and development in the
TMS, the oil potential makes the play a highly attractive
addition to the assets of companies with acreage. 

TMS booster
The TMS straddles the border between southern Missis-
sippi and Louisiana, covering about 7.4 million prospec-
tive acres. The thickness of the TMS ranges from 30 m to
137 m (100 ft to 250 ft), and the core of the trend is esti-
mated at about 2.5 million acres.

TMS faces uphill battle 

with low oil prices
Encana and Goodrich Petroleum are continuing efforts in the TMS while most other 

companies are waiting for oil prices to improve.

Scott Weeden, Senior Editor, Drilling

A valuation map of the Tuscaloosa Marine Shale shows the core of the play.

(Source: Stratas Advisors, a Hart Energy company)
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Goodrich Petroleum is the cheerleader for the TMS play.
On Jan. 30, 2015, the company presented its revised pre-
liminary 2015 capex budget and 2014 year-end reserves.

Proved reserves from the TMS as of Dec. 31, 2014, grew
by 14.9 MMboe and $311 million of PV-10 compared to
Dec. 31, 2013, and now comprise 42.1% of the company's
reserves and 60.4% of its PV-10.

“As we entered 2014 one of our primary objectives for
the year was to transition the TMS play from delineation
to development mode. We have done so by shaving days
off drilling times, continuing to refine completion designs
to deliver maximum production performance at the low-
est completion costs and broadening the geographic area
of consistent and repeatable well results,” said Gil
Goodrich, vice chairman and CEO for Goodrich, on the
company’s 2014 earnings call Feb. 26, 2015.

The efforts of the geological and technical team led to a
well-defined emerging Tier 1 core of the play in which
Goodrich has about 150,000 net acres. “Our land team has
done a terrific job expanding our footprint during 2014
and having a well-defined plan to insure the preservation
of the majority of our overall position in the Tier 1 core.

“By continuous experimentation with new bits, mud sys-
tems and rheology; tweaks of numerous drilling procedures;
and rigorous analysis; our drilling team has made tremen-
dous progress through 2014 and into 2015 to steadily reduce
average drilling days per well,” he emphasized.

“Our completion team worked diligently in conjunction
with our industry partners to tweak our frack interval spac-
ing, cluster design, fluid and proppant mix to deliver best-
in-class results at the lowest possible cost with greater
success,” he continued.

The company is heavily focused on the TMS in 2015. It
plans to drill 11 gross and eight net wells during the year.
“By design we have currently seven wells drilled, cased and

waiting on completion to achieve even greater pricing on
our completions to preserve near-term capital,” explained
Jan Schott, senior vice president and CFO.

Rob Turnham Jr., president and COO for Goodrich,
said costs have been trending down by roughly 23%. “We
have [authority for expenditures] of $10 million for a sin-
gle-well pad and about $9.4 million for a two-well pad. We
sell the crude at the wellhead at Light Louisiana Sweet 2
[LLS-2] grade, which trades to a $5 premium to WTI.

“Our optimized criteria for our wells are that we land in
the lower portion of the TMS drilled with a minimum of
[1,524-m] 5,000-ft laterals. Fracks are at least [4,900 lb/m
to 5,200 lb/m] 1,500 lb/ft to 1,600 lb/ft of sand. We pop
hybrid frack jobs, which are a combination of slick water
that creates complexity followed by gel that transports the
sand into the complex fracture network,” he continued.

“There are some silver linings in the current market,
which includes the real cost improvements that we are see-
ing not only across the industry but in particular in our
experience in the TMS. We look forward to demonstrat-
ing the enhanced economic returns in the play in 2015 as
we expand development of the TMS,” he added.

“We believe the TMS is developing into a premier U.S.
shale oil play with prolific flow rates and excellent EURs,”
Turnham emphasized.

Other companies
In an October 2014 presentation Amelia Resources illus-
trated where the TMS was in its development compared to
other plays. The company listed the number of horizontal
permits in the Eagle Ford (16,134), Utica (1,532) and
TMS (131), noting “the TMS is in its infancy.”

Encana has about 200,000 net acres in the TMS and has
a gross well inventory of about 1,000 locations. The com-
pany expects to spend $30 million to $60 million in the
TMS in 2015 and drill two to five net wells. 

A favorable regulatory environment and access to LLS
pricing advantage further enhances the economics of this
play. Supply cost, which is the flat NYMEX WTI price that
yields an internal rate of return of 9%, not including land
or general and administrative expenses, is $45/boe to
$55/boe, according to the company. 

Comstock Resources has 327 operated future drilling
locations in the TMS. One recent well in Wilkinson
County, Miss.—Foster Creek 28-40 1-H—had an IP of 874
boe/d. The company has no wells planned for its 2015
drilling program.

Indigo Minerals II LLC has more than 300,000 leased
acres located in the TMS. Indigo II Louisiana Operating
LLC is a wholly owned subsidiary of Indigo II that oper-
ates all Indigo II Louisiana properties.
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Encana plans to drill two to five net wells in the TMS in 2015 using

rigs similar to this one. (Source: Encana)
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U
nconventional U.S. onshore drilling has risen in recent

years due to the technological combination of horizon-

tal drilling and hydraulic fracturing. Together, these

processes are recognized as capable of unearthing consider-

able assets of oil and natural gas in areas once thought less

productive. In the past, the Tuscaloosa Marine Shale (TMS)

Play has proven to produce both oil and gas, and the likeli-

hood of opportunities extending past Louisiana and Missis-

sippi into the Eagle Ford Basin located in Texas is high. 

Together, TGS and Beicip Inc. have created nonexclu-

sive basin temperature cubes and fluid composition,

maturity and pressure distribution models of the TMS

that go beyond the resistivity control of the play. It is

believed that by having multiple layers of information

on prospectivity, it will enhance exploration and devel-

opment of the TMS play by understanding and encour-

aging expansion using factors that directly impact

production such as pressure, viscosity and phase. 

Why the TMS?
The TMS, which covers millions of acres in southern

Louisiana and parts of western Mississippi, is of similar

geological age as its neighboring basin the Eagle Ford.

The TMS is divided into three major formation layers:

Upper Tuscaloosa (Eagle Ford-Tuscaloosa), which is

comprised of sands and shales; Tuscaloosa Marine

Shale, which includes the elevated resistivity zone; and

the Lower Tuscaloosa (Woodbine) consisting of argilla-

ceous sands. 

The primary zone of interest varies in thickness

throughout the play, ranging from 152.4 m (500 ft) to

more than 244 m (800 ft) within an area from 3,049 m

to 4,573 m (10,000 ft to 15,000 ft) deep. Permeability

ranges from less than 0.1 mD to 0.06 mD, while porosity

varies from 2.3% to 8%. In the 1997 Bulletin from the

Basin Research Institute the TMS was estimated to have

reserves of about 7 Bbbl of oil in a 15,281-sq-km (5,900-

sq-mile) area. 

BTM
A new methodology for basin temperature modeling

(BTM) has been developed that uses large volumes of

properly indexed and quality-controlled (QCd) bottom-

hole temperature (BHT) data for onshore basins or

areas. This method honors the observation that bore-

hole temperatures equilibrate, increasing toward forma-

tion temperature with elapsed time since fluid

circulation (TSC). 

The maximum BHTs recorded in a layer (normalized

for depth) or cell are used rather than a corrected aver-

age or regression-based model. This type of temperature

modeling can be used to identify where favorable gas-to-

oil ratios (GORs) exist for shale gas formations. Litho-

stratigraphic units (with common lithologies) have an

interval geothermal gradient that can be significantly

different from their overlying and underlying units and

can vary with depth. 

Therefore, the interval temperature gradient needs to

be determined based on depth and lithology. The TMS

Cracking the code for the 

Tuscaloosa Marine Shale
Having multiple layers of information on prospectivity will enhance 

exploration and development of the TMS.

Ian Deighton and Felicia Bryan Daigle, TGS; and

Nazim Louni and Florent Porcher, Beicip

FIGURE 1. The MaxBHT volume was used in BTM in the TMS.

(Source: TGS)
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thermal study consisted of 9,500 QCd BHT points with

valid TSC from 4,172 wells, with layering based on tops

picked in 1,491 wells totaling 18 tops. Key wells that

were representative of the basin and composed of good

well log curve responses were used for picking tops. A

total of four 3-D temperature volumes were constructed

for the TMS, all illustrating different views of the ther-

mal variations within the basin (Figure 1). 

TOC calculation
Several intervals were analyzed to create organic-rich

thickness maps. According to the stratig-

raphy, the Eagle Ford equivalent can be

divided into three members in the vicin-

ity of the study: TMS, the Woodbine and

the Upper Tuscaloosa/Eagle Ford. Each

one of these maps was computed using

the CARBOLOG (carbon organic log)

method developed by the Institut Francais

du Petrole using more than 300 wells. 

This analytic method exploits the physi-

cal properties of the organic matters,

which are characterized by high sonic

transit time and by a high resistivity (Car-

pentier et al., 1991). The results can be

analyzed in a 1/√Rt ∆T plot. This method

is calibrated using four distinct pure com-

ponent poles: water, organic matter, clay

and matrix. These poles are calibrated fol-

lowing the compaction trend rule, envi-

ronmental deposition settings and values

from publication. 

The results were used as input for the fluid-flow

modeling to better estimate the geographical pres-

ence of organic matter in the system. It also brought

new hypotheses and questions in both known and

unknown areas. It is possible to add proprietary data

such as laboratory data to enhance the results and

provide a map of reconstructed total organic carbon

(TOC) instead of an organic-rich thickness map.

GOR prediction
The basin temperature data and model are inte-

grated using basinwide calibration points, and the

temperature is propagated from basin inception

to present day using an advanced thermal base-

ment module. This takes into account the heat

transfer from deep earth (asthenosphere)

through the mechanical layers of the earth (litho-

sphere) and into the base of sediments. 

The heat is then propagated using thermal

properties of sedimentary rocks such as conductivities,

heat capacity and radiogenic heat production for cer-

tain rock, particularly for radioactive shales. Burial his-

tory of sedimentary rocks is reconstructed within the

thermal model to compute maturity of the TMS. 

Consequently, a first major result is obtained with

regard to hydrocarbon fluid quality: black oil, volatile

oil, wet-gas and dry-gas windows. Once maturity model-

ing is completed, a compositional forward model is

computed for organic matter cracking into oil, gas and

late gas, which allows calculation of GORs throughout

FIGURE 2. The play can be expanded using geological and thermal 

attributes. (Source: Beicip) 

FIGURE 3. Head room pressure can be predicted to determine GOR. Using this kind

of analysis, production companies can implement developments in advance.

(Source: Beicip)
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the model. E&P companies can use these results to

explore new areas beyond the current play boundaries

and into deeper intervals as well as new counties and

parishes (Figure 2). 

Pressure analysis

Unconventional resource production from nonreservoir

formations with very low permeability-to-viscosity ratios

that require permeability-creating mechanisms (Cander,

2012) such as fracking need special attention to not only

understand and predict the fluid composition of the

hydrocarbons to extract but also track phase behavior at

changing formation pressures. 

Bubble point and dew point computation become

critical to predicting phase evolution with pressure

drop inherent to hydrocarbon production. In this

study, thermal maturity and pressure were examined to

predict GOR distribution over the TMS in Louisiana,

Mississippi and East Texas, first as a function of ther-

mal maturity and then as a function of organofacies

variations. Saturation pressure is calculated using a

basin-scale compositional fluid-flow model, and head

room pressure is deduced.

In the experiment from Hoshkiw (1970), the effect of

pressure on oil and gas in contact is illustrated using dif-

ferent values of pressure. Temperature is kept constant.

The BeicipFranlab-TGS study aimed at predicting the

saturation pressure below which free gas comes out of

solution and results in production complications. The

goal is to calculate the difference in pressure between

stages 6 and 4. 

Understanding when Stage 4 is reached during pro-

duction is key. Using this kind of analysis, combined

with bringing proprietary data for pressure and geome-

try at a very local scale, production companies can

implement developments in advance. Having this type

of information can aid in distinguishing how long and

up to what pressure companies can continue producing

before inducing phase separation and production com-

plications (Figure 3).
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O
perators are increasingly being faced with the chal-
lenge of developing fields with marginal economics

and where it is often simply not viable to deploy bulky,
costly, high-maintenance separators with accompanying
flowlines and equipment. 

Deploying a multiphase flowmeter subsea can report-
edly reduce capex by about 63% while increasing ulti-
mate hydrocarbons recovery by up to 9%. The next
generation of multiphase meters using new technologies
is in developmental and protocol stages and will soon be
field-tested and eventually commercially available. Meter
manufacturers continue to drive down their measure-
ment uncertainties to meet the demands of industry.

Live vs. reference test fluids debate
There is currently a debate within the flow measure-
ment community with regard to the merits of using live
fluids for the development, testing and calibration of
multiphase flowmeters.

NEL has recently conducted research that reveals that
the use of live fluids (i.e., natural gas, crude oil and
brine) to test and calibrate multiphase flowmeters
increases measurement uncertainty by up to 7%. This

inaccuracy could represent a potential financial mismea-
surement of many millions of dollars per year (one esti-
mate by NEL put the figure at up to $36 million) for a
well measured with a single multiphase meter.

Proponents of the use of live fluids argue that flow
loops using such fluids are more representative of the
conditions that meters will encounter in service. 

However, the measurement of multiphase flow in oil and
gas poses particular difficulties when calibrating and testing
flowmeters as it has many variables that require complex
measurements. This means that there is less confidence in
the properties of these fluids, ultimately resulting in higher
uncertainty in the reference flow rate for a device under test.

Conversely, reference fluids are stable and predictable,
thereby delivering consistent and reliable measurements
and resulting in lower uncertainty in the reference meas-
urements before the flowmeter goes into the field. 

Fluid properties
Consider a typical multiphase loop operating with refer-
ence fluids. Each liquid phase is metered through its
own reference flowmeter, and fresh nitrogen is added

and metered
through its own
flowmeter. 

Online den-
sity measure-
ment of the
liquid phases
combined with
offline measure-
ments of the
pure liquids
enables the mass
flow rates of the
liquid phases to
be determined
and hence the

volumetric flow rates at the device under test.  
The temperature and pressure of the gas phase at

its reference meter also are measured, allowing the
mass flow rate to be calculated. The volumetric flow
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Counting cost of inaccurate 
meter calibration
Using the ‘wrong type’ of fluid to test and calibrate subsea multiphase flowmeters could

result in poor measurements that cause the loss of millions of dollars in revenue. 

TABLE 1. Calculations were made with reference fluids. (Source: NEL)
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rate of the gas at

the device under

test can then be

calculated from its

local temperature

and pressure at

that point.

A fluid stream

was set up in NEL’s

Physical Properties

Data Service thermo-

physical properties

software package to

represent a typical

set of conditions in

a multiphase test

loop. A vapor/liq-

uid/liquid flash 

calculation was

undertaken to deter-

mine the amounts

of each phase pres-

ent and the compositions of the phases. 

A calculation also was completed for pure nitrogen at

the same temperature and pressure conditions, and the

density values compared. 

The calculated densities were shown to differ by less than

0.1%, confirming the assumption that the nitrogen remains

in the gas phase and doesn’t absorb liquids (Table 1).

Uncertainty
A similar set of calculations was performed with fluids

representative of live crude and natural gas. 

As the thermophysical properties software includes

a petroleum fractions package that contains pseudo-

components such as crude oils, these can be treated

by the calculation engine as pure fluids and mixed

with other fluids from the system databank. For this

calculation a light crude with a specific gravity of

0.845 and a viscosity of 7.4 centistokes at 38 C (100 F)

was chosen. A representative natural gas mixture also

was used. 

The density difference was 7% due to partitioning of

the hydrocarbon components between the vapor and

liquid phases (Table 2).

Additional calculations were undertaken for a high-

pressure multiphase flow loop using live fluids, and simi-

lar differences were found in the calculated densities of

the gas phase. Unless this partitioning is taken into

account, the density difference calculated translates

directly to an error in the calibration.

While it may be possible to determine the gas phase

composition in real time by gas chromatography, the liq-

uid phase composition can generally only be deter-

mined by sampling and offline analysis. Even if this

approach is used, there still remain the inherent uncer-

tainties arising from the equations of state—all equa-

tions of state require additional parameters (binary

interaction parameters) to account for nonideal behav-

ior of real mixtures. 

Greater accuracy
As the research shows, the use of “real” fluids such as

natural gas, crude oil and brine increases the uncer-

tainty on the calculated fluid phase properties. 

To achieve the lowest overall uncertainty, it is neces-

sary to control all of the parameters as accurately as pos-

sible. The best metrological approach is therefore to

eliminate this issue by the use of suitable stable, well-

characterized reference fluids. 

It is for this reason that NEL has recently switched

from using crude oil to refined oil as part of its multi-

phase flow-loop meter testing. 

This is consistent with the approach recommended in

guidance notes from the U.K.’s Department of Energy

and Climate Change on petroleum measurement. These

notes make specific mention of the need to account for

possible transfer of components between phases and a

preference for “model” fluids to minimize additional

uncertainties.
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TABLE 2. Calculations were performed with fluids representative of live crude and natural gas. (Source: NEL)
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D
evelopments in control technologies and field

devices, along with robust networks, enable remote

process monitoring and control, allowing businesses to

place personnel in control centers close to the process

or miles away. This new operations, maintenance, pro-

duction and collaboration facility is now commonly

called the Integrated Operations Center or (iOps Cen-

ter), and the control room contained within is called the

iOps Command Center, where operators and mainte-

nance personnel monitor alarms and keep the process

operating within design constraints. 

In large assets that use remote iOps centers such as oil

or gas fields that have well pads, separation units, com-

pression stations and pipelines, there will often be a

requirement when control must be executed by opera-

tors or maintenance personnel in the field. During a

startup or maintenance outage, personnel may be work-

ing on a compressor, valve or instrument in these areas;

therefore, control will need to be local for personnel

and process equipment safety.

The procedures, workflows, authorization and docu-

mentation for moving control to and from the field 

and tracking where an asset is controlled comprise 

the delegation of the control governance model. 

Personnel in the iOps Command Center need the 

ability to delegate control to field personnel and 

for field personnel to be able to return control 

back to the iOps Center.

In some process areas, local control rooms may nor-

mally have control in steady-state operations but will

want the iOps Center to take control when there is an

evacuation because of a critical process upset or poten-

tially unsafe weather event. These operations also will

require a delegation of control governance model. 

Risk management
Process safety management and operational risk manage-

ment principles for the site should include delegation of

control procedures to ensure that best practices are fol-

lowed in a well-documented governance model. A corpo-

rate culture should be established to follow the delegation

of control governance models for personnel and asset

safety. The U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Adminis-

tration standard 1910.119 defines 14 elements of a process

safety management plan. Delegation of control to the field

and back to the iOps Command Center should be part of

the process safety management plan. Operating proce-

dures must be defined with appropriate workflows in

place. Delegation and reclaiming of control need to be

well defined in the emergency planning and response pro-

cedures for the enterprise.

Cross-functional governance model
Procedures define what is expected and the required

actions to take. The procedure in this case is the delegation

of control from the iOps Command Center to the field or

from the field back to the iOps Command Center during

an event. Workflows provide step-by-step instructions on

how that action or procedure is executed and documented.

Procedures and workflows should be organized in two dif-

ferent sets of documents. When combined, the two become

a governance model that tells employees plainly what to do

and how it’s to be performed consistently and safely. 

Procedures represent the overall goals and philosophies

of a governance model. The procedure should answer

when the action should be performed, who is authorized

to perform the action, how it affects the business, the risk

associated with the action and how it’s documented for

optimization analysis and continual improvement.

Workflows should be written based on a company’s busi-

ness process flows and structure. Training in the step-by-

step action of the workflow by all employees involved, such

as operators, maintenance planners, field maintenance

personnel, production engineers and management, will

avoid inconsistency between delegation events. Having the

workflow documents available in the iOps Command Cen-

ter so employees can reference the workflow saves hours

of lost production time. Capturing the data around a dele-

gation event of who, when, what and how long can be ana-

lyzed to optimize the workflows for future use. 
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Delegation of control 
in an iOps command center
By adopting the principles of integrated operations, companies can reinvent their opera-

tional structures and work processes.

Jeff Dymond and Brian Atkinson, 

Emerson Process Management
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Well written workflows combined with proper training

give an operator or a maintenance technician the ability

to perform the action with minimal help. Workflows

should contain screens shots of the distributed control sys-

tems graphics and pictures of the equipment in the field

where appropriate. 

Operations, maintenance, production 
In an iOps Command Center it is likely that operation,

maintenance and production of the process units will be

organized and grouped together based on the process

flow. As an example, an oil and gas company would have

wellheads, separators and compression controlled at a

console separate from the pipelines, the LNG plant and

the logistics terminal. 

Each console may have one or two operators controlling

the process and monitoring alarms via analytic, situational

awareness and process control graphics. The graphics will

be based on a standard developed during engineering 

of the oil and gas asset. These graphic standards should

include a method and color scheme for delegation of 

control. As an example, when delegation of control takes

place, changes to operator graphic screens might include

a colored border appearing when control is delegated to

another location.

When control is delegated to the field for maintenance

on a piece of equipment or unit, the corresponding

alarms need to be suppressed. The alarms upstream or

downstream of that piece of equipment may need to be

elevated to a higher priority during the time control is del-

egated to the field.

Maintenance practices and activities need to account for

the possibility of control delegation as a part of the work

permitting procedure. If major

maintenance activities are being

performed on an asset, control of

that asset should be delegated to

the local operator for safety rea-

sons as well as to aid in mainte-

nance activities by providing the

ability to locally test the equipment

under service.

Model considerations
• Track who, when and where;

• Production considerations:

- Availability of production

assets;

- Effect on production

strategies;

- Effect on production plan;

and

• Maintenance considerations:

- Add to work order or work permitting procedure;

and

- Define communications with iOps Command Cen-

ter personnel;

• Intelligent handling of alarms:

- Suppress all alarms except critical alarms when not

in primary control; and

- Acknowledge alarms systemwide to prevent alarm

flooding when control is delegated or reclaimed;

• Delegation of control to the field:

- Request received from field as part of a mainte-

nance work order; and

- Communications established and field acceptance

of control; and

• Reacquire control from the field:

- Send a request;

- Reclaim upon loss of power or communications

with local workstation or mobile worker;

- Reclaim via administrative rights during abnormal

workflow; and

- Reclaim control in case of critical event.

As technology allows control of a process from ever-

increasing distances, procedures and workflows to allow

delegation of that control will continue to grow in impor-

tance. Any operator, local or remote, needs to assess imme-

diately who is in control of the process. Operators also

need detailed procedures for relinquishing or requesting

control. Process safety management and operational risk

management principles for the site must include delega-

tion of control to ensure that proper consideration is made

for this important new requirement.
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Operators can make decisions faster with better information using iOps. (Source: Emerson)
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Swellable packer technology 
alters elastomer geometry 
Tam International Inc. introduced a new swellable packer

technology to its FREECAP swellable packer product line.

The FastSwell technology uses a process that alters the 

geometric design of the elastomer to provide fast but 

predictable and controlled swell rates for challenging

downhole conditions in which swellable packers couldn’t

previously be used because of long swell times, according

to a product announcement. The FastSwell design can be

applied to any of TAM’s current fit-for-purpose swellable

elastomer compound offerings and customized to increase

or decrease the swell rate by changing the configuration of

the elastomer geometry. Both water-swell and oil-swell elas-

tomers can use the new technology. Testing has confirmed

that the FastSwell design satisfies existing downhole packer

differential ratings. These currently can reach up to 12,000

psi differential and downhole temperatures ranging from

20 C to 302 C (70 F to 575 F). tamintl.com

Dissolvable PNP system eliminates 
need for milling operations
The Infinity dissolvable plug-and-perf (PNP) system

released by Schlumberger uses fully degradable fracture

balls and fully degradable seats instead of plugs to isolate

zones during well stimulation. The first-ever fullbore inter-

ventionless PNP system eliminates the need for milling

operations and leaves nothing behind in the wellbore. 

No plug debris therefore is produced to surface where it

can potentially interfere with surface equipment. The

technique eliminates lateral length restrictions, which

maximizes reservoir contact and EUR, and it reduces

intervention-related risks and costs, according to a prod-

uct announcement. The well is left with fullbore access,

and operators are able to bring production online faster,

efficiently and cost-effectively, according to Olivier Le

Peuch, president for completions at Schlumberger. The

Infinity system has been field-tested in multiple unconven-

tional reservoirs across the U.S. Numerous wells were stim-

ulated across five of the major plays in North America

without any type of mechanical intervention required.

slb.com/infinity

Imaging system aids reservoir 
understanding at pore scale
The HeliScan microCT advanced imaging system from

FEI provides accurate, high-resolution 3-D images used 

by E&P operators and research institutes to support the

imaging, analysis and modeling of reservoir rocks in

hydrocarbon assets, the company said in a press release.

The system is part of a multiscale imaging solution pro-

viding E&P operators a digital approach to visualizing

the pore-scale internal structure of their rocks. As 

the primary input to the generation of key static and

dynamic petrophysical properties, high-resolution multi-

scale imaging and analysis help with understanding flow

in oil and gas reservoirs. At each stage of the process,

exploration geologists, petrophysicists and reservoir

engineers can gain a more accurate understanding of

reservoir behavior by integrating the datasets generated

by HeliScan microCT, QEMSCAN automated mineral-

ogy, nanoscale resolution scanning electron microscope

(SEM) images and focused ion beam/SEM images, the

release said. This multiscale imaging approach offers

understanding of reservoir systems at the pore scale and

is emerging as a key building block in improved reservoir

evaluation and characterization, development optimiza-

tion, and performance prediction. The HeliScan system

provides distortion-free imaging by combining methods

like dynamic auto focus and drift correction, which

reduces image acquisition time compared to conven-

tional microCT, the release said. Helical scanning

empowers the efficient acquisition of more representa-

tive volumes that are artifact-free without the stitching

commonly faced in conventional microCT systems. The

system comes packed with Avizo 3-D data visualization

and analysis software. fei.com/HeliScan-uCT

The Infinity system is designed to dissolve completely. (Source:

Schlumberger)
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LWD service gains new slimhole size 
to expand range of application
Sperry Drilling, a Halliburton business line, introduced a
new 43∕4-in. slimhole size to its XBAT LWD service to com-
plete a portfolio that includes 63∕4-in., 8-in. and 91∕2-in. tools,
a product announcement said. The addition of the new
size allows the XBAT tool to service wellbore holes rang-
ing from 53∕4 in. to 36 in. The XBAT LWD service delivers
acoustic measurements in a wide range of formations via
sensors and electronics that are less sensitive to drilling
noise and have a wide frequency response, the announce-
ment said. The result is a greater signal-to-noise ratio that
enables accurate measurements in noisy drilling environ-
ments and poor hole conditions. The XBAT tool com-
bines multi-array azimuthal sonic velocity measurements
with multi-axis ultrasonic standoff measurements to
improve operators’ abilities in determining rock proper-
ties. halliburton.com/xbat

Phased array probe improves 
inspection of corroded parts
Olympus has designed the Dual Linear Array probe to
improve the inspection of internally corroded parts such
as pipes, tanks and plates, a press release said. The probe
provides the inspector with several advantages over con-
ventional ultrasonic dual-element transducers that are typ-
ically used with flaw detectors. The phased array solution
is designed to improve productivity through features such
as larger beam coverage, faster scan speed and C-scan
imaging with increased datapoint density. The pitch-catch
technique used by the probe offers better near-surface res-
olution and pit detection in corrosion survey applications
than standard phased array pulse-echo, improving proba-
bility of detection of critical wall thinning, the release said.
The aluminum housing is compact and lightweight to pro-
vide easy handling and operation. Carbide wear plates
protect the wedges for increased durability. olympus-ims.com

Satellite correction service uses 
all available GNSS satellites
Fugro has launched its G4 service, a new satellite correction
service that takes advantage of all four Global Navigation

Satellite Systems (GNSS): GPS, GLONASS, BeiDou and
Galileo. GNSS augmentation services improve position
accuracy compared to unaided GNSS receivers, the com-
pany said. By using all available GNSS satellites, the service
is designed to improve availability and reliability of offshore
positioning to enhance the safety and productivity of a wide
range of survey and other offshore activities. Augmentation
systems are based on GPS only or GPS combined with its
Russian equivalent, GLONASS. The BeiDou system oper-
ated by China currently provides coverage in the Asia-
Pacific region. The G4 service uses the first BeiDou
satellites and is ready to start using the Galileo satellites as
soon as the EU announces initial operational capability sta-
tus for this system. Galileo and future BeiDou satellites will
be automatically included as they come online. The new G4
service will be beneficial when the line of sight to certain
satellites is obstructed by offshore structures. The G4 aug-
mentation signals are transmitted via seven high-powered
communication satellites to provide at least two independ-
ent broadcast channels anywhere in the world. fugro.com

Helicopter improves safety with floats, 
capability to fly on single engine
Sikorsky Aircraft Corp.’s S-76D offshore oil helicopter is
powered by two Pratt & Whitney Canada PW102S turbine
engines optimized for the S-76D frame. The helicopter has
the capability of flying on a single engine, adding to the
safety, said David Martin, director for the energy and oil
sector at Sikorsky. The aircraft used in offshore service
comes with floats that automatically deploy if the unit hits
the water. The S-76D can be configured for up to 12 pas-
sengers, has a range of 398 nautical miles with a 30-minute
reserve and employs a health usage monitoring system and
the Thales TopDeck avionics suite specifically designed for
helicopters. National Helicopter Services in Trinidad took
delivery of the first S-76D helicopter in January 2014. The
unit went into service in February 2014 and has 1,250
flight hours since then. As of January 2015 there are 20
helicopters in service and another 40 in production. The
aircraft costs an estimated $13 million to $14 million. 
sikorsky.com
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The new 43∕4-in. 

slimhole size allows the 

XBAT tool to service wellbores 

ranging from 53∕4 in. to 36 in. 

(Source: Halliburton)

The S-76D helicopter is the newest version of aircraft in the S-76

series. (Source: Sikorsky Aircraft Corp.)
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W
hile the world waits to see what shape this down-
turn will take, countries and companies in West

Africa have the opportunity and incentive to keep pro-
duction up and adjust their strategies to position them-
selves to come out on top. Many projects offshore are
due to come online in the next five years and are
unlikely to be delayed since costs have already been
sunk into them, and two floating LNG (FLNG) projects
are moving forward, each vying to be the first FLNG
project online in West Africa.

The falling oil prices are causing various energy play-
ers around the world to rethink their budgets and activi-
ties, but there are opportunities for companies and
countries that make smart moves during the downturn. 

Countries in West Africa—in particular the Republic
of Congo, Gabon and Angola—are largely dependent
on oil exports. This reliance will likely translate into
potential austerity measures and budget reviews in these
nations, PwC said in a report released in February, “Fit
for $50 oil in Africa: Will the boom go bust?” 

“We also expect an uptake in M&A [merger and acqui-
sition] activity as players with strong balance sheets
secure resources from those with less liquidity, many of
which could be smaller players with a strong presence
on the continent,” the report said. In addition to this
type of activity, assets may be put up for sale as part of
new or shifting strategies. 

While prices are low, companies have the chance to
reassess strategies, optimize portfolios, evaluate talent and
improve access to capital, the report said. There is also
opportunity for new players with strong balance sheets to
get into the African market, buying assets at bargain prices.

“Oil and gas companies now need to plan for the
upturn that is sure to follow to ensure that the potential
boom does not go bust,” said Chris Bredenhann, PwC
Africa oil and gas advisory leader. “A number of issues
must, therefore, be addressed. This can be done by start-
ing with an organizational stress test including strategic,

financial, operational and commercial elements. In situ-
ations of low commodity prices, many companies
respond with knee-jerk cost reduction programs. This
could be more effective if they took the time to under-
stand what specific costs are, how they compare to peers
and what reductions are truly possible. Cost reduction
programs need to be targeted and realistic.” 

Challenges
The players in frontier areas, major gas projects, host
governments and service companies are likely to be
most at risk, the authors of the PwC report noted. 

“[Service] companies will be hit hard globally, but
Africa may be an especially vulnerable portion of
their portfolios,” it said. While the service companies
will likely try to cut back on spending, operators will
be pressuring them to drop their prices. Some experts
predict that the cost of hiring offshore rigs may fall by
almost 40%.

The host governments are also players in the develop-
ment of resources. Many operators have said they will be
renegotiating their exploration license terms. Countries
can use this time of low prices as an opportunity to sort
out regulatory, legislative and fiscal policies to become
more attractive to companies when the price recovers,
according to the report. 

The difficult logistics and lack of infrastructure in
Africa as a whole may complicate matters because they
make it hard to respond quickly to demand. “Those who
can predict movements in the market ahead of time will
perform best in this environment,” the report said. 

Downward cost pressures are already hitting the over-
all exploration costs in Africa, specifically seismic survey-
ing and drilling. This is likely to result in idle rigs and
delayed and/or cancelled projects.

Total, for example, is reducing greenfield investment
and delaying final investment decisions (FIDs) in some
situations. “On some new projects, costs are simply too
high, and we are not going to award contracts. We have
this situation on Zinia-2 in Angola and on Bonga South
West in Nigeria, and we have decided to postpone the
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Chance for startups, shakeups 

in West Africa
Though several projects are headed for startup, the downturn may challenge players in the

region to change their strategies and look for new opportunities.
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FIDs,” said Arnaud Breuillac, president of E&P for Total,

in a 2014 results presentation.

The company also is cutting some marginal brown-

field projects, notably in mature areas like Congo and

Gabon, Breuillac said. 

Despite the downturn, progress is expected to con-

tinue on many projects in the area. Offshore Ghana,

Jubilee development is unlikely to be delayed since costs

are already sunk and production is underway, and the

TEN project is on track for its 2016 production start. In

Nigeria, additional exploration may be put on hold, but

development projects are expected to go on as planned.

Deepwater subsalt exploration off Congo and Angola is

likely to be delayed or cancelled, according to PwC. 

With the high cost of drilling offshore Angola, Dou-

glas-Westwood has forecast a drop in deepwater comple-

tions in Angola in 2016. However, because the country’s

deepwater and ultradeepwater projects are important

for pushing offshore production forward during a time

of reduced spending, the analyst does not expect to see

projects that are past FID being cancelled. With Eni’s

West Hub and Total’s CLOV projects onstream, Douglas-

Westwood said the short-term outlook for the country is

positive and expects Angola to meet its 2015 target pro-

duction of 2 MMbbl/d.

FLNG
Plans for two floating LNG (FLNG) projects are going

forward in West Africa—one from Ophir Energy and

one from Golar LNG. FLNG offers a quicker route to

market, a lower cost of production compared to an

onshore LNG train, flexible field development with

staged upstream capex and expandable vessel capacity,

Ophir Energy noted in an investors presentation. The

calm metocean conditions and relatively dry gas off-

shore Cameroon and Equatorial Guinea make the area

suitable for this type of development.

Ophir Energy’s Equatorial Guinea FLNG project on

Block R is progressing, with FID expected in 2016 and

first gas in 2019, the company said at Africa Oil Week.

The project is being developed to produce 3 million

tonnes per annum (MMtpa) of FLNG at 12.5 MMcm/d

(440 MMcf/d).

Block R covers 2,450 sq km (946 sq miles) with water

depths ranging from 600 m to 1,950 m (1,970 ft to 6,400

ft). There have been eight technical discoveries in the

block, six by Ophir. The company has four appraisal

wells in the block—Fortuna East, Fortuna West, Fortuna-

2 and Tonel North-1. Discovered and risked 2C

resources total 96 Bcm (3.4 Tcf) with up to 198 Bcm (7

Tcf) of additional unrisked prospective resources, 56.6

Bcm (2 Tcf) of which are low-risk prospective resources.

The company decided these resources are sufficient to

support an FLNG train.

In November, Ophir appointed Excelerate Energy LP

as its lead midstream partner for the provision of the

floating liquefaction and storage facilities at the project.

Excelerate will be the lead in a consortium of technol-

ogy providers that is expected to include Samsung

Heavy Industries and Black & Veatch. This is the final

key milestone before FEED along with the successful

Fortuna-2 drillstem test and an agreement on improved

Block R gas fiscal terms with the Ministry of Mines,
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The West Polaris deepwater drillship is seen

working on the Cubal discovery offshore

Angola in April 2013. (Source: Maersk Oil)
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Industry and Energy (MMIE) of Equatorial Guinea. 

The proposed midstream plan will involve a newbuild

hull turret-moored vessel classed as floating offshore

LNG liquefaction terminal with an LNG storage capacity

of 230,000 cu. m (8 MMcf) and side-by-side offloading.

The Block R resources will be developed through a

four-phase development starting with the Fortuna Field

followed by volumes from the Silenus Complex, Tonel

and other smaller discoveries, according to MMIE. The

initial phase will involve up to seven production wells. 

FLNG also is on the horizon offshore Cameroon with

Golar LNG’s planned project. On Dec. 24, 2014,

Société de Nationale de Hydrocarbures of Cameroon,

Perenco Cameroon and Golar LNG entered into a

heads of agreement to develop an FLNG export proj-

ect 20 km (12 miles) off the coast of Cameroon.

The project will use Golar’s FLNG technology

GoFLNG. The agreement dedicated 14 Bcm (500 Bcf)

of natural gas reserves from offshore Kribi fields to the

project; the gas will be exported to global markets from

the GoFLNG facility Golar Hilli, under construction at

the Keppel Shipyard in Singapore. The allocated

reserves are anticipated to be produced at a rate of 1.2

MMtpa of LNG for about eight years, according to Golar

LNG’s preliminary fourth-quarter and financial year

2014 results. There are additional reserves available in

the field that may be allocated in the future.

The target for first LNG production in Cameroon is

set for April 2017, and it is within budget and on track

for the target startup date. The overall Hilli FLNG proj-

ect progress at the end of January was 30.3%, 4.8%

ahead of the scheduled progress. 

With the progress on this project, the company

reported that there is increased interest in the region

for fast-track LNG solutions. Near-term effort is focusing

on West African opportunities for the deployment of the

Golar Gimi, a sister ship to Hilli, from 2018. Golar LNG

has agreements in place for the conversion of the

125,000-cu. m (4.4-MMcf) Gimi with Keppel Shipyard,

which has subcontracted Black & Veatch to provide its

PRICO technology for the units.

Progressing toward startup
If all goes to plan, the next five

years will be busy ones offshore

West Africa, with startups sched-

uled up and down the coast. On

deck for 2015 are Chevron’s Lianzi

in the unitized offshore zone of

Angola and the Republic of Congo

and Exxon Mobil’s Kizomba Satel-

lites Phase Two in Angola. The

completion of Tullow’s final two

Jubilee Phase 1A wells in Ghana

also is planned for the first half of

2015, adding well capacity to the

field. In preparation for the next

phase of investment in the Jubilee

Field, Tullow is discussing the

approval of future long-term devel-

opment activities with the govern-

ment of Ghana.

In 2016 Tullow is expecting to

bring the TEN project online in

the Republic of Congo, Total has

Moho Nord in the Republic of

Congo, and Eni is starting up East

Hub in Angola.

The TEN project, Tullow’s sec-

ond major operated deepwater

development in Ghana, is 50%

complete as of Feb. 11, 2015, and
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is on budget and on track for

first oil in mid-2016. Tullow

expects to ramp up production

from the project toward FPSO

facility capacity of 80,000 bbl/d

gross of oil around the end of

2016. The development includes

the drilling and completion of

up to 24 development wells that

will be connected through sub-

sea infrastructure to an FPSO

vessel. All 10 of the wells

expected to be onstream at

startup have been drilled; com-

pletion operations were sched-

uled to start in first-quarter

2015. The conversion of the Cen-

tennial Jewel trading tanker into

the TEN FPSO vessel is on

schedule at the Jurong Shipyard

in Singapore.

“The year 2014 was difficult for

our industry and a challenging one for Tullow. In

response to this and the fall in the oil price, we have

reset our business and are focusing our capital expendi-

ture on high-quality, low-cost oil production in West

Africa,” Tullow CEO Aidan Heavey said in the year-end

results. “The TEN project in Ghana, which remains on

track, will increase our net West Africa oil production to

more than 100,000 [bbl/d of oil] by the end of 2016,

generating substantial cash flows and placing Tullow in a

strong position when the sector recovers.” 

Total’s Moho Nord development is made up of 28

subsea wellheads tied back to floating production

units (FPUs) and 17 more wells from a tension-leg

platform. By 2016, the production capacity of the

project will be 140,000 boe/d, according to the Total

website. The design of Moho Nord’s facilities was cre-

ated with its environmental footprint in mind. Gas

will not be flared under normal operating conditions,

and produced water will be reinjected into the wells.

Dow Water & Process Solutions and Veolia Water

Technologies have designed a multi-element ultrafil-

tration system to be used on the Moho Nord FPU to

treat seawater for reinjection. The ultrafiltration sea-

water treatment installation will treat 210,000 bbl/d

of seawater.

Expected 2017 startups include Total’s Kaombo devel-

opment offshore Angola, which is based on hybrid-loop

technology for multiphase pumping and transport of

fluids. Two FPSO vessels will be deployed with a capacity

of 100,000 bbl/d each. The project is expected to

involve production of several oil deposits among the

Gindungo, Gengibre, Canela, Mostarda, Louro, Salsa

and Caril fields, Total’s website said.

Eni’s Offshore Cape Three Point (OCTP) project in

Ghana was officially given the green light in January.

First oil is expected in 2017 and first gas in 2018. The

OCTP fields will continuously supply Ghana’s thermal

power system from 2018 to 2036.

Total’s Egina and Eni’s Etan, both in Nigeria, are also

scheduled to come onstream in 2017.

Maersk’s Chissonga development in Angola is due for

startup in 2018. The Chissonga Field is located in the

western part of Angola’s Block 16 and is Maersk Oil’s

first operated deepwater discovery. Maersk may be look-

ing to reduce costs, with reports of potential re-tenders

and farm-outs circulating. Danish newspaper Jyllands-

Posten reported in September 2014 that Maersk had pro-

posed the sale of a part of its 65% stake in the project

citing sources familiar with the matter, but the company

hasn’t confirmed the report. 

"We remain committed to developing the Chissonga

Field and expect a profitable project. Our ownership in

Chissonga is high. We will consider reducing our inter-

est when the project has matured further and the timing

is right," Maersk told Offshore Energy Today in September.

Startup of Eni’s Zabazaba Field in Nigeria is scheduled

for 2019 and Shell’s Bonga Southwest/Aparo Field in

Nigeria in 2020.

Vantage Drilling’s Titanium

Explorer drilled the Silenus East-1

well in Equatorial Guinea’s Block

R. The gas discovered in this well

led Ophir Energy to further

increase the planned production

capacity from its FLNG project.

(Source: Vantage Drilling)
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E
ven though drilling has been taking place there for

more than 90 years, the Permian Basin is just getting

started. The first commercial well was drilled in 1921,

and the basin has been producing ever since. But many

in the industry started writing off the Permian as a

mature basin by the 1980s, and operators started leaving

the area or employing secondary and tertiary recovery

methods to squeeze more oil out of the land, according

to an AAPG Explorer article. 

With the growth of horizontal drilling and hydraulic

fracturing, tight oil production in the basin has

exploded, truly changing the U.S. energy game—so

much so that production in

the basin has played a part

in the downturn in oil

prices the industry is expe-

riencing. And though activ-

ity is slowing while

operators wait for prices to

recover, the potential of

the Permian is just too big

to ignore.

History
The Permian Basin covers

more than 222,700 sq km

(86,000 sq miles) and

includes parts of Texas and

New Mexico. According to

the Texas Railroad Commis-

sion, just the Texas portion

of the basin has produced

more than 29 Bbbl of oil and

2.1 Tcm (75 Tcf) of gas in its lifetime. Industry experts

estimate that it contains recoverable oil and natural gas

resources that will exceed the amount already produced

in the past 90 years.

The first commercial well in the Permian Basin was

the Santa Rita No. 1 in Mitchell County, completed in

the early 1920s and produced for decades before being

capped in 1990. This first well was followed up with

many others, and the basin’s first drilling boom was

underway. Prior to 1928, all discoveries were made at

depths less than 1,370 m (4,500 ft), but by 1928, deep

tests were economically feasible, and the Big Lake oil

field was discovered in Reagan County at a depth of

2,600 m (8,525 ft). This discovery increased the basin’s

potential, and the demand for oil during World War II

provided the push for more and deeper drilling, accord-

ing to a report from Texas Tech University, “Economic

Impact: Permian Basin’s Oil & Gas Industry.” Major

fields like Wasson, Slaughter and Seminole were discov-

ered during this time; many are still producing today.

Since 1960, water and CO2 injection have influenced oil

production and operations. CO2 flooding began in the

late 1970s.

New life in the basin
As wells were drilled deeper and

multistage hydraulic fracturing

techniques were improved, opera-

tors in the Permian were able to

drill beyond the trends they’d

been completing into the Wolf-

camp and commingle productive

zones to gain extra production. 

The Permian Basin includes the

Delaware and Midland basins.

Activity in the Spraberry, located in

the Midland Basin, is attributed to

downhole reservoir commingling

and fracking techniques recently

being employed by operators, and

the Spraberry wells are predomi-

nantly vertical. Activities of the

Bone Spring in the Delaware Basin

and Wolfcamp Play can be attrib-

uted to horizontal drilling and fracking technology.

Technological trends in the Permian Basin include

horizontal drilling, improvements in hydraulic fractur-

ing technology, slickwater fracking, changes in fluid type

and amount, increased use of 3-D seismic surveys, down-

hole commingling or multizone completions, multiple-

well pads, and downspacing of particular fields, the

Texas Tech report said.
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Permian’s second act
The industry had mostly given up on the basin, but technology kicked off a
whole new boom. 

Bethany Farnsworth, Associate Managing Editor

The Permian Basin covers areas of Texas and New 

Mexico. (Source: Devon Energy)
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In the last decade, activity in the Per-
mian has exploded. The number of
drilling permits issued has more than
doubled since 2005, according to the
Texas Tech report. The rig count had
risen to more than 500 by the fall of
2014 from just 129 rigs in 2005, more
than tripling. In fact, the Permian Basin
had the greatest rig count of any basin
or region in the world as of August
2014. It accounted for 27% of the U.S.
rig count and 56% of Texas’ rig count. 

The number of rigs drilling horizon-
tally showcases the impact horizontal
drilling and hydraulic fracturing have
made on the basin’s activity. While just
12% of drilling permits issued in 2005
were for horizontal wells, 41% were
for horizontal wells in 2013. The
increase in horizontal, oil-directed rigs
in the Permian between December
2013 and the fall of 2014 represented
half of the total increase of those types
of rigs in the U.S., according to the
Texas Tech report. 

Well productivity has improved sig-
nificantly since 2011 as horizontal
drilling and multistage hydraulic fracturing technology
have evolved. The Permian Basin’s crude oil production
has skyrocketed, from a low point of 850 Mbbl/d in
2007 to about 1.9 MMbbl/d today, according to the U.S.
Energy Information Administration (EIA). It has sur-
passed production from the federal offshore Gulf of
Mexico region since March 2013, which makes the Per-
mian the largest crude oil-producing region in the U.S.,
accounting for 18% of the total U.S. crude oil produc-
tion in 2013. The increase comes largely from six low-
permeability formations: the Spraberry, Wolfcamp,
Bone Spring, Glorieta, Yeso and Delaware formations.

Nearly three-quarters of the increase in crude oil pro-
duction in the basin is thanks to the Spraberry, Wolf-
camp and Bone Spring formations. Production from
these three formations collectively increased from about
140 Mbbl/d in 2007 to an estimated 600 Mbbl/d in
2013—their share of total Permian oil production
increased from 16% to 44%, the EIA said.

Slowdown
The stacked pay potential of the Permian Basin has
piqued the interest of many shale players in recent years
and encouraged a large amount of acquisition and

divestiture activity, particularly in the Wolfcamp, accord-
ing to “North American Shale Quarterly.”

Though overall rig count has been slashed as oil
prices fall, the Permian rig count was at 355 by the end
of February, with 251 horizontal rigs and seven direc-
tional rigs, according to Baker Hughes data. The Eagle
Ford, by comparison, had 152 horizontal rigs out of 157
rigs total.

Spending across the industry is being scaled back in
light of the low oil prices, and the Permian is being
affected. In October, Shell and ConocoPhillips indicated
they’d be slowing development in the Permian. Concho
Resources, the largest Permian-dedicated oil company,
announced in January that it would cut its 2015 spending
in the Permian Basin by about $1 billion, slicing forecast
spending by about a third. Rosetta Resources slashed its
2015 budget by about 25% but has plans to refocus more
of its budget on the Permian Basin. Apache Corp., one
of the largest players in the region, cut its rig count in
the Permian by 70% in February.

But this basin has weathered many downturns in its
90-year industry history, and the vast estimated recover-
able resources still in the ground mean it’s not likely to
be abandoned any time soon.

The sun rises behind Helmerich & Payne Rig 232, which is seen drilling Crossbar Ranch

#3025H targeting the Wolfcamp B north of Midland, Texas, for RSP Permian. (Photo by

Tom Fox, courtesy of Oil and Gas Investor)
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A
lmost three years ago Dockwise of the Netherland
gave a presentation at the Offshore Technology

Conference (OTC) in Houston, where it unveiled
designs for a striking vessel it was in the latter stages of
completing—the Dockwise Vanguard. 

The company said that the giant semisubmersible
would simply be able to sink itself beneath, raise itself up,
lift and then transport substantially larger offshore struc-
tures than had been possible before to wherever they
were needed. It would be, they said, a true game changer.

A lot of bold claims are heard at shows such as OTC,
but this one has been more than fulfilled. Dockwise is
still talking it up, labeling the biggest vessel in its fleet
as “117,000 metric tons of possibility.”

It was conceived to handle the growing size of off-
shore facilities often needing transport halfway around
the world, especially with the vast majority being built
in the Far East. Many routinely weigh well beyond
50,000 mt.

The Vanguard was a major step up in terms of heavy
transport capability, having a 50% larger lifting capacity
and 70% greater deck area than the previous largest
ship, the Blue Marlin—another Dockwise vessel.

One of the most striking aspects of the Vanguard’s
design is the lack of a bow, allowing facilities such as an
FPSO vessel to overhang beyond both the bow and
stern. The vessel—built at a cost of about $240 mil-

lion—was designed with the aim of maximizing cargo
space and features repositionable casings that give it
greater flexibility in terms of its carrying options. Ship-
building engineering agency DeltaMarin of Finland
designed the Vanguard. 

Since its arrival onto the market in 2013, it has been
demonstrating exactly what it is capable of. The vessel
can sail at 12.5 knots to 14 knots from the Far East
shipyards to the Gulf of Mexico, for example, in about
50 days. That distance would previously have taken
around 120 days in a wet tow. Such a reduction in sail-
ing time has many benefits, but the most obvious one,
perhaps, is that it enables fields to be brought
onstream and begin earning revenue much earlier
than previously possible. 

The vessel’s first job was to transport Chevron’s Jack-
St Malo platform hull from South Korea to the Kiewit
yard in the U.S., while it also has moved rigs including
the Noble Paul Romano and Ocean Patriot. 

Its latest contract saw it transport Eni’s Goliat circular
platform (with fully integrated topsides) from South
Korea to Norway—at 64,000 mt, 112 m (367 ft) in diam-
eter and 75 m (246 ft) high, it is the largest cargo car-
ried by the Vanguard so far.

Next on the list is the transport of the former BP
Schiehallion FPSO vessel (now the Armada Intrepid) from
Rotterdam in the Netherlands to the Far East. 
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Heavy marine transport 
giant lives up to the hype
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Vessel Facts

Sector: Heavy Marine Transportation

Owner: Dockwise

Name: Dockwise Vanguard

Vessel Design: DeltaMarin Type O Super Vessel

Yard Built: Hyundai Heavy Industries

Length: 275 m (902 ft)

Breadth: 70 m (230 ft)

Depth: 15.5 m (50 ft)

Draft Submerged: 31.5 m (103 ft)

Maximum Draft: 11 m (36 ft)

Water Depth

Above Main Deck: 16 m (52 ft)

Deadweight: 117,000 mt

Max. Speed: 14.5 knots

Propulsion: Two diesel-electric main 

propulsion trains/two 

retractable azimuth thrusters

Total Power: 27 MW

First Operations: 2013

Operating Arena: Worldwide
The Dockwise Vanguard transported Eni’s Goliat circular platform from

South Korea to Norway. (Source: Dockwise)
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Chevron acquires exploration interests in Mauritania

Chevron Corp.’s wholly owned subsidiary Chevron Mauri-

tania Exploration Ltd. has reached an agreement to

acquire a 30% nonoperated working interest in blocks C8,

C12 and C13 offshore Mauritania from Kosmos Energy.

The transaction is subject to the approval of Mauritania's

government. The blocks cover a contiguous area of about

6.6 million gross acres in water depths ranging between

1,600 m and 3,000 m (5,249 ft and 9,842 ft). Under the

agreement, Kosmos Energy retains a 60% interest and

remains the operator. Société Mauritanienne des Hydro-

carbures et de Patrimoine Minier, Mauritania's national oil

company, will continue to have a 10% interest. 

CAMAC completes 2-D seismic acquisitions in Kenya

CAMAC Energy Inc. has finished its onshore 2-D seismic

acquisitions on blocks L-1B and L-16 in Kenya. The 2-D

seismic program was conducted by BGP Kenya Ltd. and

covers about 700 km (435 miles) on L-1B and 325 km

(202 miles) on L-16. The objective of the acquisition is to

identify potential exploration targets in the Paleozoic,

Jurassic, Cretaceous and Middle to Lower Tertiary sec-

tions, which are known to be oil-bearing in the East Africa

region. The seismic survey paired with the previously com-

pleted airborne gravity and magnetic surveys will be used

to help identify potential drilling targets on the blocks.

AUSTRALIA

CGG acquires survey in Northern Carnarvon Basin

CGG started acquiring the Davros 3-D BroadSeis and

BroadSource multiclient survey in the Northern Carnar-

von Basin on the northwest shelf of Western Australia.

Covering more than 11,000 sq km (4,247 sq miles),

Davros is the largest seismic survey CGG has ever

acquired in the Asia-Pacific region. Viking Vision is con-

ducting the Davros survey using CGG’s BroadSeis vari-

able-depth streamers configuration and BroadSource

synchronized broadband multilevel sources. The vessel

is equipped with 12 Sercel Sentinel RD 2-Hz streamers,

each measuring 8,250 m (27,067 ft). CGG will image the

data using its regional expertise and technology includ-

ing prestack depth migration.

Wood Group Kenny wins FEED contract 

Wood Group Kenny has secured a contract with Wood-

side to provide the FEED of the flowline system and

associated procurement support for the proposed

Greater Western Flank Phase 2 (GWF-2) development

for the North West Shelf project offshore Western Aus-

tralia. The scope of work includes engineering and pro-

curement support services for the 16-in. GWF-2

corrosion-resistant alloy rigid flowline system, flowline

end termination structures, inline tee assembly struc-

tures, mid connection structure and subsea tie-in

spools. The primary engineering focus of the GWF-2

flowline FEED is to develop the flowline system for the

final investment decision planned for second-half 2015. 

ASIA-PACIFIC

China considers merging state-owned oil companies

China may merge its state-owned oil companies to create

giants that will be more efficient and capable of taking on

overseas rivals like Exxon Mobil Corp., the Wall Street

Journal reported. The country’s leaders have asked gov-

ernment economic advisers to study the possible mergers,

the newspaper said, citing unidentified officials familiar

with the research. One plan would combine the country’s

largest oil companies, China National Petroleum Corp.

and China Petrochemical Corp. Other options include

merging China National Offshore Oil Corp. with

Sinochem Group. No timetable is set for a decision on

whether or when to proceed with the mergers.

Jinzhou 9-3 project starts production

CNOOC Ltd.’s Jinzhou 9-3 comprehensive adjustment

project has commenced production. The Jinzhou 9-3
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Chevron has agreed to acquire a 30% working interest in three

blocks offshore Mauritania. (Source: Chevron)
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oil field is located in the North Liaodong Bay in Bohai
with the water depth in the range of 6.5 m to 10.5 m
(21 ft to 34 ft). The main production facilities of this
adjustment project include one central processing plat-
form, one wellhead platform and 21 producing wells.
There are currently 15 wells producing about 7,600
bbl/d of crude oil. The adjustment project is expected
to reach its overall development plan-designed peak
production of about 12,000 bbl/d in 2015. 

EUROPE

Statoil completes Krafla well program
Statoil and PL035 partners completed a two-well pro-
gram in the Krafla area of the North Sea. Since 2011
significant new recoverable resources have been
proven in the area. The Krafla Main Tarbert appraisal
well and the small oil discovery in the Krafla North
Prospect in December increased the robustness of the
Krafla Field Development project, Statoil said. Since
2011 the company has made five discoveries in the
Krafla area, which includes PL035 and PL272. They
are Krafla Main, Krafla West, Askja West, Askja East
and Krafla North.

Norway’s Arctic E&P activity cut by half
Oil exploration in Norway’s Arctic waters will be cut
by half this year as state-controlled Statoil ASA halted
drilling in the Barents Sea after crude prices
plunged. Companies led by Lundin Petroleum AB
plan to drill at most seven exploration wells in the
Barents Sea, down from a record 13 in 2014, said the
Norwegian Petroleum Directorate. Lundin plans to
drill four wells and OMV AG, BASF AG’s unit Winter-
shall AG and Eni SpA one each. Oil companies are
cutting investment plans, in particular high-cost ven-
tures in areas like the Arctic, after prices fell 60%
from June to January. 

RUSSIA-CIS

Rosneft plans to reduce spending by 10%
OAO Rosneft will cut spending 10% this year after oil
prices slumped. The company has set its plans for this
year based on an average oil price of $50/bbl. Russia’s
largest oil and gas producers, Rosneft and OAO
Lukoil, have both cut spending plans after oil prices
halved over the past six months. The price squeeze
has hit Rosneft particularly hard as it seeks to repay
debts raised for the $55 billion acquisition of TNK-BP
in 2013. 

SOUTH AMERICA

GeoPark makes Colombia oilfield discovery
GeoPark Ltd. made a new oilfield discovery following
the drilling of exploration well Tilo 1, located on Block
Llanos 34 in Colombia. GeoPark operates and has a
45% working interest in the block. The Tilo prospect is
a structural trap with three-way dip closure on the side
of a normal fault. There are two principal productive
reservoirs, the Guadalupe and Mirador sandstones.
They are the first and second targets, respectively.
GeoPark drilled and completed the Tilo 1 exploratory
well to 3,442 m (11,293 ft) total depth. A test conducted
with an electrical submersible pump in the Guadalupe
resulted in a roughly 1,000 bbl/d production rate. Fur-
ther technical evaluation will determine if the Tilo
Field is potentially a northeast extension of the larger
Tigana Field.

Petrobras detects new reservoir in Farfan area
Petrobras has confirmed the extension of the light oil
and gas discovery, as announced to the market on Aug.
9, 2013, by drilling the third extension well in ultradeep
waters of Sergipe Basin’s Farfan area. Drilling activities
also have detected the presence of a new, shallower 68-
m (223-ft) thick light oil-bearing reservoir. Well 3-SES-
186/3-BRSA-1286-SES is located 103 km (64 miles)
from the city of Aracaju, Brazil, and 10 km (6.2 miles)
from the discovery well, at a water depth of 2,467 m
(8,094 ft). Well drilling is set to continue until reaching
the total depth of 6,060 m (19,882 ft). This accumula-
tion is part of the Sergipe-Alagoas Basin ultradeepwater
exploratory project, as provided for in the 2014-18 busi-
ness and management plan. 

Petrobras has confirmed the extension of the discovery in the

Sergipe Basin’s Farfan area. (Source: Petrobras)
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PEOPLE

Michele McNichol has been named

CEO for Wood Group Mustang to suc-

ceed Steve Knowles, who retired from

Wood Group April 1, 2015. Dave Stew-

art has been tapped as CEO

of Wood Group PSN. Bob

MacDonald (left) has

become CEO of Wood Group

Kenny to replace Steve Wayman, who is

taking on the role of Wood Group’s

head of strategy and development. 

DrillingInfo selected Jairo

Romero (right) as chief rev-

enue officer and executive

vice president.

Holland Services has chosen Jean Ann

Lundeen and Keith Morris to jointly

lead the opening and management of

the company’s new Oklahoma City,

Okla., office.

Comstock Resources Inc. has tapped

Mack D. Good as COO.

Roderick A. Larson has become presi-

dent and COO of Oceaneering Inter-

national Inc.

Industrial Scientific hired Steve Pio-

traczk as vice president of Americas

sales. 

Chris LoPriore (left) has

been selected as vice presi-

dent of global commercial

development for Compressor

Products International.

First Reserve has appointed Alex T.

Krueger as co-CEO and president.

Staci Groce (left) has become

head of global mobility solu-

tions for Air Energi.

The company also

appointed Ford Garrard (right)

as vice president for Africa. 

The Petrobras board of directors

approved the election of Aldemir Ben-

dine as its CEO. The board also elected

Ivan de Souza Monteiro as chief finan-

cial and investor relations officer;

Solange da Silva Guedes as E&P direc-

tor; Jorge Celestino Ramos as down-

stream director; Hugo Repsold Júnior

as gas and power director; and Roberto

Moro as engineering, technology and

procurement director.

HOLT CAT named Bert

Fulgium (left) senior vice

president of product support

for its machine division. He

replaces Ron Craft, who recently

announced his retirement. 

Jim Fraser (left) and Rob

Boersma (right)

have joined Strate-

gic Marine as busi-

ness development managers. 

Transocean Ltd. president and CEO

Steven Newman has stepped down.

Company chairman Ian Strachan will

fill in during the interim.

Javier Suarez has taken on the role of

vice president Americas for the marine

group of Voith Turbo’s power, oil and

gas division.

Eni tapped Marco Bardazzi

(left) to be the new director

of external communication.

Colin Black (right) has

joined ACE Winches as

chief commercial officer.

2H Offshore, an Acteon com-

pany, promoted Phil Ward

(left) to the position of direc-

tor in its Aberdeen

office. Mirage Machines, also

an Acteon company,

appointed Adam Polisena

(right) as general manager.

CEO and director Garth Johnson and

COO Drew Cadenhead have resigned

from their positions at TAG Oil Ltd.

Citadel Energy Services has added to

its team with the appointment of Adam

Powell as manager of technical opera-

tions and Elizabeth Powell as manager

of logistics and planning.

Anadarko Petroleum Corp. elected

Mark C. McKinley to serve as an inde-

pendent director of the company and

appointed him to the board’s audit

committee. Board member Charles W.

Goodyear will retire at the close of

Anadarko’s annual stockholder meet-

ing in May.

Murphy Oil Corp. named Laura A.

Sugg to the board of directors.

Lilis Energy has appointed Ronald D.

Ormand to its board of directors.

Mark Reese has taken on the role of

chairman of the board of directors of

ES Platform Holdings Inc., the parent

company of Express Energy Services. 

The board of directors of Reliance

Industries Ltd. appointed Shri Mah-

eswar Sahu as an independent director. 

Fotech Solutions has named Douglas

Sedge to its board of directors as

chairman.

COMPANIES

Element Materials Technology has

opened a new materials testing and fail-

ure analysis facility in Hengelo, Nether-

lands. The new laboratory strengthens

Element’s materials testing and product

qualification testing capabilities and

expands the company’s capacity, particu-

larly within mechanical testing and fail-

ure analysis in metal and polymer

applications. The new facility increases

the number of tests available and
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reduces turnaround times by 20%, a

press release said.

Blank Rome LLP has expanded with an

office in downtown Pittsburgh

anchored by five partners. The office

will strengthen the firm’s presence in

Pennsylvania; create a natural connec-

tion for the firm’s energy practice and

clients in its Houston, Philadelphia and

New York offices; and increase Blank

Rome’s ability to meet local demand

for its legal services.

BMT Asia Pacific, a subsidiary of BMT

Group, has opened its first environmen-

tal testing facility in Jakarta, Indonesia.

The new laboratory is certified to

ISO17025 by Komite Akreditasi

Nasional, Indonesia’s national accredi-

tation body, and provides technical

testing services for BMT’s environmen-

tal assessment and other offerings

including statutory compliance, envi-

ronmental impact assessments and

decommissioning studies.

Seanic Ocean Systems Inc. is con-

structing a new facility in Houston to

provide extensive space for manufac-

turing of subsea hardware and tooling,

equipment storage, and client collabo-

ration. The new campus is slated for

occupancy in late summer and will be

home to an in-ground test tank large

enough for onsite system integration

testing of ROV tooling and other

related hardware.
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T
he American Petroleum Institute estimates that about

1.21 bbl of drilling waste are generated for every foot

drilled in the U.S., nearly 50% of which is solid waste.

Though various federal and local laws and regulations gov-

ern the disposal of oilfield waste, regulatory compliance is

not itself a sufficiently high standard to ensure the indus-

try’s license to operate. Especially in this period of

declined oil prices, with operators driven to cut costs wher-

ever possible, it is critical that as an industry we recognize

those technologies that provide a high degree of environ-

mental surety while reducing near-term and long-term

costs. We must demonstrate that we can manage our

wastes in ways that improve the economic and environ-

mental sustainability of our developments. 

Before we address this question, we

must consider several macro trends:

1. The great crew change: A survey

by Oil & Gas IQ found that

about 50% of industry geophysi-

cists and engineers will retire by

2018; The industry must rapidly

disseminate best practices. 

2. The down rotation: Historically,

as legacy fields decline, they pass

hands to successively smaller

operators who have cost struc-

tures to manage these fields but

who may be limited in their tech-

nical capabilities and access to

cutting-edge knowledge. 

3. New frontiers: New basins are often distant from his-

torical oil and gas infrastructure. Trucking and rail

stand in for the pipeline networks that support

legacy fields. Moreover, the discovery and develop-

ment of these new frontiers has been led by nimble

new entrants and mid-sized players with deep but

narrowly focused expertise. Waste management is

not typically a core competency of these companies;

thus, they have a far greater propensity than their

supermajor brethren to dispose of their wastes at

sites operated by untraditional players.

4. The skeptical public: This is an era in which societies

are critically reliant on low-cost energy yet deeply

skeptical about the industry’s means of producing it. 

Within this context, let’s revisit how we can manage our

wastes in ways that improve the economics of hydrocarbon

development while being good stewards of our environment. 

First, we can reduce the costs related to material han-

dling and disposal by improving techniques for recycling

flowback water, produced water and drilling muds and by

performing these services close to the well sites. We can

adopt well-known best practices like cuttings or slurry

injection. Cuttings injection allows for disposal of a full

spectrum of oil and gas waste at a single site with vastly

reduced permit times and surface acreage requirements

compared to traditional landfills yet

with far greater long-term protection

of precious land and groundwater

resources. These features allow cut-

tings injection facilities to be located

close to drilling activity, even as said

activity moves across a basin. Cuttings

reinjection has long been established

as the gold standard for disposing of

oilfield solid wastes, particularly in

remote or environmentally sensitive

areas. This technology is proven as an

environmentally sound process that

contributes to dramatic reductions in

costs associated with managing oilfield

byproducts and the often underfunded long-term costs of

site abandonment and remediation.

We are operating in an environment where new

entrants are developing new frontiers with new personnel

under the eyes of a skeptical public. By applying and

improving upon known best practices, we can reduce

today’s costs while protecting our industry’s license to

operate tomorrow.
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WORD

Waste management 
can’t be overlooked
New technologies that allow environmental surety while reducing near-term and long-term

costs should be embraced.

Omar Abou-Sayed,  

Advantek Waste Management Services
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It is critical that 

as an industry we 

recognize those 

technologies that 

provide a high degree 

of environmental surety

while reducing 

near-term and 

long-term costs.
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